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PASSED THE MOTOR TESTS
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The Black Cat

Tribute will be paid by millions i
of Americans today to the nation's !
Subscriptions $3.00 per year payable in advance; single copies three
Banquet Tuesday
World War dead. The American |
cents.
Advertising rates based upon circulation and very reasonable.
I.egion Auxiliary has approximately | Several hundred of Maine's post
NEWSPAPER HISTORY
12.090.000 ready for distribution, ac
masters will converge on Camden
The Rockland Oazette was established In 1846. In 1874 the Courier
cording to Mary Dinsmore, local
poppy chairman. No price will be at the weekend holiday sessions was established and consolidated with the Gazette in 1882. The Free Press
No High School stu Secretary of State's office to offi
was established ln 1855 and ln 1891 changed Its name to the Tribune. These
asked for the popples, but in ex which wlU culminate with the ban papers consolidated March 17,1897.
dent is happy over “ex elate aa clerk.
The examinations comprehended ]
change for them contributions will quet Tuesday noon. There will be j
ams'’ but. yesterday it
was a bird of another a knowledge 'of the motor vehicle
be received for the welfare and re- ' prominent speakers from the Na-I
feather, for these were laws, eye tests and driving ability.
lief work of tlie Auxiliary among tion s Capital and various parts of
[EDITORIAL]
“The students emerge from their
disabled veterans and needy families New England.
auto driving tests, and the eager
participants were 30 members of course cautious, and conversant
of veterans.
The program starts with registra
LAYS CARDS ON THE TABLE
Contributions, above the actual' tion Sunday night at the Post Office.
Principal Blaisdell's Senior class in with motor vehicle safety laws,"
Whatever else may be said of the Augusta muddle with
Sergeant Flint told The Couriercost of the poppies, will go into the Captain Prank Swift ls making
which Legislature is now wrestling lt must be conceded by all
Gazette reporter. ‘'Their examina
welfare funds of the local Auxiliary available two of his schooners for
who listened over the radio, or read Gov. Barrows’ report that
tions showed them to be far above
Unit to be expended to meet local a cruise through Penobscot Bay
he laid hls cards on the table and made a very satisfactory
the
average applicants for licenses.”
needs during the coming year Tliese | Monday.
Tuesday morning the
presentation of a deplorable situation. Into It will be read
Much credit for turning out the
contributions are the principal members will meet at the Opera
unpleasant insinuations by those who oppose Gov. Barrows and
student class belongs to Cleo W.
source of support for the welfare House, at which time prominent
his policies; but between the 'lines friends will discover only
(By The Roving Reporter)
Hopkins, proprietor of Hopkins Oa
work being carried out continuously speakers wlU be heard.
the
evidence
of
honesty
and
frankness
which
must
be
ascribed
rage,
who
each
year
furnishes
free
by the Auxiliary.
In order to accommodate the sev
to "Lew” Barrows even by hls most rabid political opponents.
of charge a new car equipped with
“When the people of Rockland put eral hundred who may be present
Mrs. Katie Studley Akers hands
Walking on tlie East Side in New
We
don't know what our Legislature will do about lt, but If
dual controls.
on their poppies today they will be for the banquet. Tuesday noon, the
York one day Philip Howard was us a copy of the U. S. Fleet Edition
the Republican party does not wish to be blamed for some
The practical value of the course
both honoring the war dead and C.C.C. are to put up a big army
at a loss to locate a certain of the Honolulu Star Bulletin, one
thing which it is not to blame it will act promptly, decisively,
will be gainsaid by nobody.
aiding the living sufferers form the tent and serve the dinner at the
thoroughfare
, so he stopped an of the tnost elaborate pieces of Jour
•
•
•
•
and ln manner that will carry to the electorate the ring of
conflict.
attractive Sagamore grounds, army
nalism along that line I have ever
other pedestrian,
sincerity.
Apropos of the above story is tire
style.
"Can you tell me where Alger seen and one which must have
following clipping from the Bath
BI'Y * POPPY
mightily pleased the officers and
The Chamber of Commerce Is co
street ls?" he asked.
LEWISTON’S DOG CENSUS
I For The Courler-Oazette]
Times:
operating with Postmaster Adrian
The stranger looked puzzled for men of the visiting ships. It was
Again the sale of buddy' popple*
“Harry L. Thompson, a member
The statisticians of the Lewiston Journal, who seem to
F Kelleher in housing arrange
| a moment, and then smiled. “Oh,” sent to her by her daughter Vera,
Bv disabled veteran* made
of the State Highway Police, and a
have an uncanny faculty of making dry statistics Interesting,
Causes memory * stream to (low bark
ments
for
the
visitors
to
Camden,
he said, "you mean Horatio street. whose home ls ln Honolulu. This
To our boys, who unafraid
member of the Lions Club, ad
have scanned the dog census and discovered that Lewiston
and those having room accommoda
“I see you've read his books," re newspaper by the way Is the one
Marched away < o martial music
has one canine for every 36 citizens, or a total of 1014 dogs.
dressed the Bath Club. Mr. Thomp
once edited by the late Wallace R.
And aet sail for foreign land.
tions which they would like listed,
marked Phil.
There to fight the cruel Aggressor
son spoke on the training course
Thats’ a pretty sizeable ratio, and probably not too satisfactory
Farrington, former Rockland editor
may caU the Chamber of Commerce,
"Yes, I’m an oldtimer.”
With hls mighty mailed hand
and examination tn safe driving of
to persons who see In dogs only the noisy yappers and the
who became Governor of Hawaii.
or
the
secretary,
Mrs.
Betty
Poxwell.
Now white crosses mark their passing.
a motor vehicle that he underwent Judging from tlie many respon
vicious snappers But there are other dogs which play an
Where the popples crlmsoq pall
Blooms above them es they slumber
In New York in preparation for his
important part ln the life of any community—watch dogs,
Drramlessly. tUI Ood shall call
NEW FIELD AGENT
Mrs. O. O. Cuddy of 37 Tilton
Sergeant Levi R. Flint who con instruction of High School pupils ses I continue to receive I have to
intelligent
dogs
and
affectionate
dogs.
They
may
have
their
judge that boot-jacks and mud- street, New Haven, writes: “Here is
Our bean a would yield them homage
The appointment of Nelson R.
ducted yesterday's "exams.”
And a reverent tribute pay.
faults and their fleas, but they are very often regarded as
in Maine. Mr. Thompson has for1 scrapers are still much in evidence
Trafton of York as field agent in
a good ‘Believe it or Not' about a
As we bity this little flower
"one of the family.” Dogs who play with children, never
the past two years taught Rock-! m Knox County, Miss Fanny
Every year on Poppy Day
charge of gypsy and browntail moth
letter that left Shrewsbury. Mass.,
Rockland
High
School
—
incidentally
NeUle M Ervlne
resenting rough treatment, and quick to sense anything which
land High pupils in the art of safe oushee of Appleton Informs me
control work ln the State Depart
In the early part of May 1940 with
Tenants Harbor
the only High School in the State driving and is proud of the fact that her home is thus supplied.
savors of danger to their youthful charges wring a note of
ment of Agriculture was announced
out name or address except 'Aunt
which turns out full fledged motor that none of hls pupils has been
approval for the loyalty which binds the canine world to
Buy Yourself rich—through clas today by Commissioner Frank P.
B' ’Uncle L’ Somewhere, South.”
car drivers.
turned down ln examination for an Old timers will recall a song often
mankind.
sified often
Washburn The new appointee has
No stamp or postmark, yet, went
The course of instruction, which operator's license. He was chosen heard in the good old days of min
been an inspector ln the Depart
safely through and readied its des
BREWSTER IS COMING
was directed by State Trooper Harry for this work by virtue ol his own strel shows bore the title "Shall
ment for many years and has been
tination. I received the letter.”
Thompson of Bath, who is assigned remarkable record in the matter of We Ever Be Able To Fly?” I’ll bet
Representative Ralph O. Brewster who has been consist
Mootehe&d Coffee House acting as sponsor s agent in hand
to
the
Highway
Safety
Department
safety,
never
having
experienced
an
George
Smith
of
Norfolk.
Mass.
ently on the job in Washington all through Maine’s turmoil is
and Cabins
ling WPA. projects for the State
A subscription paper, extensively
snd who has proven such an excel accident in the more than 20 years I could sing it today without refer
flying back to his home State tomorrow, but not to look after
department.
He
has
already
com

signed,
and pledging amounts rang
NOW OPEN
lent
instructor
that
the
rookies
he has been associated with the ence to the manuscript. He has
his political fences, as might reasonably be surmised, but on
menced his duties in making con
GOOD FISHING!
have made rather amazing progress State Police. And over that period the best memory of any person I ing from one to five cents each, was
matters
tn
which
the
people
of
Maine
have
a
vital
interest.
Moosehead Lake Highlands
tracts with commercial spray con
The examinations were skillfully he has driven several million miles. ever knew But in tlie days when on the street Thursday, the purpose
The Third District Congressman has suggested to President
Greenville, Me.
62-63 cerns for the annual spraying cam
directed
by Sergeant Levi R. Hint, Mr. Thompson pointed out that that blithesome song was composed being to sevure new pantaloons for
Roosevelt the advisability of training pilots at Eastport, and
paign conducted co-operatively by
who was assisted by Sergeant Philip safety, as taught the High School nobody dreamed that wc would "Sir Charles," the Main street drug
he will visit, not only that city, but various airports—Bar
the Department with various towns
Graves of Auburn, Sergeant Adcl- pupils in training for the driver's really fly or that the Germans gist who lost the most used portion
Harbor, for Instance, where an auxiliary' naval air base might
atd with committees where work
bert Sargent of Portland and test, stands forth as the best medi would be landing a vast army by of his in a hectic wrestling match
be located. Quoddy Village suggested to President Roose
i has been done with W.PA. funds.
with a brown man.
Trooper
George I. Shaw. Miss Es um whereby the motor fatality rate parachute.
velt as a pilot-training site by Brewster, already is the scene
ther Parker was detailed by the can eventually be reduced.”
of
a
National
Youth
Administration
work-experience
project
OWLS HEAD TOWN HALL
On another occasion Phil wanted
"When was the Thorndike Hotel
for about 500 New Englanders. Courses in aviation mechanics
BIG ELM
to visit Tammany Hall, but got off
WEDNESDAY NIGHT. MAY 29
established?"
asked
E.
H
Philbrick
and radio communications have been included in the curricu
LUNCHEONETTE
yesterday, and he proceeded to an at the wrong station and found he
lum within the past year. The school occupies part of a
Admission 23 Cents
AT TENANT’S HARBOR
swer his own question by handing had to walk about a mile. Finally,
<1.000.000 model village built in 1935 to house the administra
OPENS SITNDAY. MAY 26
us a copy of Rockland Free Press when he thought he must be nearly
DOUG VINAL'S MUSIC
Serving
tive staff for the <37.000000 Passamaquoddy Bay tidal power
dated
June 14, 1855, ln which ap there, he asked a policeman.
CHICKEN.
LOBSTER
DINNERS
project, suspended a year later when Congress refused to
Sponsored by Owls Head Grange
.All Home Cooked Food
Can you tell me where to rind
peared the following announcement
appropriate
money
to
continue
preliminary
work
on
which
ALSO HOME MADE ICES
Dancing 9.00 to 1.00
Tammany Hall?”
over
the
signature
of
the
proprie

<7,000,000 had been spent.
TEL. 6-2
63-lt
Tlie cop also looked puzzled
63-64
•You
tor William H. Thorndike (many
pronounced the name Thom-dick will probably think It's funny,' said
OUR GASOLINE TAX RILL
he "but to tell you the truth I don't
at that time),
>
The tremendously important place the automobile and
“The Undersigned having finished know."
Members of the American Legion nished by Miss Edith Jackson, who
truck are playing in our economic life ls shown ln figures on
And yet he was standing within
gasoline tax revenue and motor fuel consumption during the
Auxiliary
were
complimented played two numbers on an electric the spacious and elegant building
year 1939. Levies on motor fuel now supply approximately
on the corner of Main and Sea half a mile of the famous Democra
Thursday night at a banquet and guitar.
one-quarter of all the tax revenue of the States. Last year
entertainment, Winslow-Holbrook j The highlight of the program streets, and given It tlie name of tic stronghold.
WEEKEND SPECIALS
these levies reached a new high of <816.433.000, an Increase
Post acting as host. Commander , was a spelling match between the Thorndike Hotely has this day
of <49,580.000 over the 1938 gasoline tax collections, the U, S.
ALIVE OR BOILED LOBSTERS
One year ago: Tlie century old
Albert Wallace as chairman and Legionnaires and the Auxiliary, the opened the same as a public house.
Public Roads Administration reports. Since 1933 such revenue
his assistants loaded the three men finally ooming out ahead by The structure is as substantial and bam near the Crockett stable on
Small Size Lobsters............. 6 for $1.00 /
has increased by approximately <50.000,000 annually and the
1939 collections were <298.238,000 higher than in 1933 when
tables with delicious food, which five points. The spelling, and es commodious as lt Is elegant, and Lindsey street collapsed.—Cape, were
Medium Size Lobsters...... 5 for $1.00
<518.196.000 was collected.
soon disappeared the way of all pecially the pronunciation, of some every apartment Ls spacious, elegant awarded to four student nurses of
Annual State gasoline tax receipts now exceed In amount
Large Select Lobsters at Slightly Higher Prices
good
edibles.
of the words is still questioned by and fitted with taste, having every the Knox Hospital Training School.
the annual total of all tax revenue of all the States prior
OPEN SUNDAYS
modern improvement for the com —The wife of Sumner Sewall, presi
A
short
and
Interesting
business
some
of the contestants.
to 1922
AT SNOW’S SHIPYARD, ROCKLAND—TEL. 711
fort and convenience of guests. The dent of the Maine senate, was in
meeting followed, and Commander
Last
year
Maine
collected
<5,772,000
in
gasoline
taxes.
The
Comrade
Levi
Flint
reported
in

63-lt
highest 1939 gasoline tax bill was that of New York motorists,
Wallace announced that the Post vestigation of cases of subversive location ls peculiarly favorable to jured In an auto crash at Warren.
who paid State <69963.000 Pennsylvania was next with <59.and Auxiliary will attend services literature being distributed, and business men, and parties traveling Miss Jane Sewall Murphy of Bath
584,000 followed by Ohio. <50,466.000, and California <49.795.000
Sunday at the Methodist Church, made a plea to all Legionnaires to for pleasure. It is located but a suffered a broken leg and broken
The Commercial has consistently opposed such heavymembers meeting at Legion hall watch for such cases as this and any short distance from the steamboat ribs—Mrs. Ava Smith Lawry died,
taxing
of
the
motorist
and
truck
operator.
The
automobile
ls
THOMASTON HIGH SCHOOL
at 10 o'clock. Uniforms and hats others that might be against the landing, and commands a fine view aged 69 years.—Mrs. Grace Kirk
no longer a luxury as lt was when the gasoline tax was first
Imposed Then there was Justification for making the motorist
will be worn. It was voted to have United States government, to aid of the harbor and bay. The pro was elected president ol the Ameri
pay for the building and maintenance of highways. Txiay
the American Legion preamble authorities ln stopping such moves. prietor having fitted up a splendid can Legion Auxiliary—Miss Lucy
the automobile and truck are a vital and necessary part of our
copied in the Flag Week program
Comrade Austin Brewer, chair dining saloon ln connection with Rhodes was elected president of the
commerce and trade and the financing of our highway system
book.
man of Flag Week, issued an invi the above hotel, begs leave to In Universalist Women's Society—Miss
should be taken care of largely through general taxation and
In a fine talk, Mayor Edward R. tation to the Auxiliary and Legion form the traveling public that he Mary Sylvester was badly scalded
not by taxing the motorist and truck operator who are other
wise heavily taxed.
Veazie paid tribute to the members to attend Flag Week exercises and can furnish meals at all hours on removing a pailful of boiling water
SEMI-FORMAL
More than 22.650.000,000 gallons of motor fuel were con
from the kitchen range.
of the Auxiliary, who have done { Mary Dinsmore as chairman of Pop- the most reasonable terms.”
sumed In the United States last year by motorists and other
WATTS HALL, THOMASTON
much
in
aiding
the
Post.
He
gave
py
Day,
which
is
being
held
today,
users, the greatest demand in history. This was 58 percent
a brief history of the founding of gave a brief report of tlie commit
! Ruth Levenseler. Mrs. Ix>uLse OrbeDOC. HARMON’S
greater than the 1938 demand. New York, California, Penn
Flag Day, which has now become tee.—by Ruth.
sylvania.
Illinois.
Ohio,
Texas,
Mlohigan,
and
New
Jersey
I ton, Mrs. Frances Farren and Mrs.
BAND
ranked highest in gasoline consumption In 1939 and these
the all important Flag Week, and
DANCING 9.00 TO l.«0
eight States used more gasoline than consumers In the other
urged the support of all In this POSTMASTERS CONFIRMED
Regional Show Given By Announcement of interesting gar.ADMISSION 50 CENTS
forty States and the District of Columbia combined —Bangor
Tlie U. S. Senate yesterday con
great effort to make people Flag
Boothbay
Harbor Garden den club events for the near future
Commercial.
63*68
conscious and revive patriotism. firmed the appointment of ..drian
Club Wag Great Success jwere announced as follows:
Mrs. Grace Kirk, president of the F. Kelleher, to be postmaster at
--------i June 5, Medomak Regional meetEASTPORT TO HAVE DESTROYER
Auxiliary, made response to Mayor Camden; Perl E. Woodbury, to be
Boothbay Harbor Garden Club ing at Baptist Church. Thomaston.
We note by the despatches that Eastport is to have a de
Veazie's tribute, and promised the postmaster at Damariscotta; and held a regional daffodil show at
June 7-8, Iris Show, Horticulture
stroyer for Memorial Day. Fortunately it belongs to the
loyal support of the members.
Alliston M. Hatch, to be postmaster
American Navy and not the German bombing squadron. May
the charming home of Mrs. Norman hall. Boston, Mass.
such destroyers never come to these shores.
A musical interlude was fur- at Stonington.
June 21, Iris Show, Boothbay Har
342 PARK STREET. ROCKLAND, ME.
Hodgdon Friday. Before the show
bor
Have you a Farm For Sale or do you want to
the regular meeting of the club
June 18, New England Regional
Purchase?
opened with the reading of the gar- Show at Wentworth-by-the-Sea, N.
OPENING THURSDAY, MAY 30
I dener's collect; Mrs. Hodgdon read H.
I Specialize in This Field
63S69
a delightful paper on "Painting the
June 25-26, Maine State Federa
Annual Oarden,” advising for one tion meeting Boothbay Harbor.
particularly lovely color combina
POLITICAL ADVERTISEMENT
POLITICAL ADVERTISEMENT
tion to be developed for this years YOUR FAVORITE POEM
annual garden of Orange Calendular
(Under New Management)
REMEMBER
and White Petunia. An open forum
I For The Courler-Oazette |
was conducted and Mrs. Russell, i Again shall popples bring to mind
SAME FINE FOODS AND SERVICE
State chairman of horticulture ln ; The fields, where, each In row.
crosses mark a hero's grave.
the Federation answered questions. White
TENAffT’S HARBOR. ME.
And swaying flowers grow
The show held exhibits from the "The Bovs." who never more shall hear
63-lt
Experienced Businesa Executive
Rockland Oarden Club and Old The strident call. "To Arms!"
The eager youth who marched away.
Trained and Experienced Accountant
Bristol Club as well as the Boothbay
From factory, desk or farms
Tested and Proven Public Administrator
Club. Many varieties of natcissus They made the sacrifice supreme,
ln that distant man-made hell,
were on display and the horticul Where blood-red popples grew and
bloomed.
ture
chairman
was
well
pleased
with
His Record Stands the Test
And marching soldiers fell.
9.00 TO 1.00—D. S. T.
the result of the efforts of the com They gave their Uvea In freedoms cause
mittee ln handling and conducting To hold the banner high
A Consilient Worker for Maine
For Justice, home and liberty.
LOBSTER
CHICKEN
STEAK
Labor—Industry—Agriculture
so pleasing a show on the early
In the fields at France they lie.
DAMARISCOTTA—ROUTE ONE
Fisheries—Education—Highways
Spring beautiful narcissus.
Above their lowly beds, again,
SANDWICHES
SALADS
flrlm war's mad tuntulta sound.
Recreation—Youth—Church—Aged
The hostess, Mrs. Hodgdon served And
bugle call rings on the air
LOU PAUL and hi. ORCHESTRA
a very attractive tea. Clubs from While men shall rally round.
Route 1—Near Roxmont
FRBDKHICK O. PATNX
Bath, Augusta, Hallowell, Waterville, 'Thev'" shall not answer to Its call.
Dancing Every Saturday Night
,
..
While popples vigil keep
For Oovernor Club
Sknowhegan, Damariscotta were, Above them, thev shall rest
John 8. Leonard.
President
“WE AIM TO PLEASE”
NO PARKING WORRIES
represented and attending from the, WrWKi 1,1 vernal sieep^
Bose B Hupper
63-lt
62-63
Rockland Garden Club were Mrs. I Tenants Harbor
fi3-63A’6fl-66

High School Students Show Fine Results
Of Three Months’ Teaching

Opening Dance

MEN WERE BETTER SPELLERS
egion Auxiliary Members May
Pui in Request For a Recount

SIM’S LOBSTER COMPANY

ALUMNI BALL

Friday, June 7

’Twas Daffodil Day

EMIL RIVERS

WITHAM'S LOBSTER POUND

RUTH’S LOBSTER BOWL

for GOVERNOR

FREDERICK G. PAYNE

OPENS SATURDAY, MAY 25

SHORE DINNERS

TONIGHT—GALA OPENING DANCE!

LAKEHURST

The Courier-Gazette
THRKB-TIMES-A-WFEX

Can there any good thing
come out of Nazareth?—John 1:
46

Book Review

Every Other Day
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HIGH SCHOOL NEWS
By the Pupils

member of Miss Lotte MacLaughlin's Federal Vocal Class, sang "The
Hills of Home" at the concert given j
in the Tower Room Wednesday eve
ning.
• • • •
The Manual Training and Home ’
Economics Departments of both [
Senior and Junior High will hold
their annual exhibit at the store re
cently vacated by Gofkauf’s all day
Saturday, June 1 Mr Nutter. Mr
Hanson. Miss Nottage, and Miss
Kneeland will be In charge.

WILL BE BIG WEEKEND EOR SCOUTS
Camporee For the Rockland District To Be
Held On Old County Road—The Program
Has Many Features

Drake, p .... ......... 1 Ok 0 0 1 0
♦
Newcombe ......... 3 2 1 1 2 2
Barnard ... ..... T... 2 2 2 1 2 0
Rockland 23, Vinalhaven 1C*
Ninety-six men paraded to the Smith ........ ......... 1 0 0 0 0 0
plate at Vinalhaven Wednesday,
52 23 23 27 11 8
and there were great ructions before
the combined 33 runs had crossed it. Vinalhaven High
ab r bh po a e
Rockland started off like a houseafire, but at thc end of four innings Peterson, 2b ........ 4 0 0 2 0 0
the score stood 8 to 4 in favor of the J. Over, cl ......... 5 2 1 1 1 0
Johnson, c P ...... 4 4 3 4 3 0
tight little island kingdom.
At the end of seven lrtilngs It Haskell, lb ......... 5 2 3 10 0 0
was even Stephen—8 all. In the B. Dyer. 3b ........ 5 1 1 2 3 1
eighth the men from the mainland Oakes, ss .... ......... 5 0 1 1 2 3
waltzed out in front with a scanty Young. 11 .. ......... 4 0 1 3 2 1
one-run lead. Then came the stun Winslow, rf ......... 5 0 1 1 1 0
ning ninth, when the sun vanished Williams, p, 3b .... 5 1 0 2 3 4
completely from the Vinalhaven sky, Geary, 2b ......... 2 0 0 I 0 0
—
— — —
but was distinctly visible to tlie
44 10 11 27 15 9
blitzkriegers from Rockland, for
they made an even dozen tallies and Rockland .... 3100203 2 12- 23
left the island lads so far in tlie Vinalhaven 004401 0 1 0—13
Two-base hits. Wink, McConchie,
rear that a bombing plane couldn’t
Johnson. Oakes. Double play, Young
have located them.
Glover. Bodinan and Small made and Haskell. Base on balls, off
13 runs and nine hits between them Williams 2, off Dyer 1. Struck out,
Johnson and Haskell made six of by Kalloch 2, by Drake 2. by New
comb 6.
Umpires, Shields and
Vinalhaven's 11 safe swats.
Mealey. Scorer, Matheson.
The score:
Rtxkland High
Ralph Belyea of Camden lias

School Baseball

New Poetry of New Eng
land, Frost and Robinson. Author
Tristram Coffin. The Johns Hop
kins Press Publishers.
And what a combination of Maine |
Poets and Authors—a trio of valiant
souls whose keener insight into the
beauty of life, the wealth there is in
living and the grandeur of breadth
e e • e
and feeling in hearts of men who
The annual initiation ceremonies
give scope to their thinking. This
Troop 203 will participate *in the
for the National Honor Society will
book Ls from the manuscript of lec t
~ j
„ „
,
Boy Scout Camporee for the Rockbe
3
,,
j ,
tures Mr. Coffin gave at the Johns . held Tuesday afternoon at 130.1 land
District. May 31 and June 1 at
3
Hopkins University under the foun As is customary. Principal Blaisdell the camping ground
located on Ju
dation for lecturers on poetry has issued invitations to parents of niper Hill.
present
members.
Pearl
Leonard.
• • • •
called the Percy Turnbull Memo
Richard Rising, and Mary Cross,
rial lectureship.
Monday night the girls of the
The book is divided into six cliap and to those of the initiates, Helvi Home Economics Department from
ters. After an enlightening in- ! Ultinen. Victoria Anastasio. Wil- group 7-3 gave a party with Miss
| been signea by lhe Boston Bees
troduction of why he chose his sub bur Dorr, Perry Howard, Geraldine Nichols, Miss Kneeland, and Mr.
Olover, 3b
i baseball club to play on their minor
Ject Mr. Coffin said, ‘‘I shall be 1 Norton, June Chatto. James Moulal
Bodinan, c .
and Mrs. Rossnagle as guests. A
j league team, the Bradford (Penn.)
speaking as a native on a native son and Irving McConchie to be program arranged by Evelyn Alley
Small, ss ......
Bees In the Pony League. The
subject" In chapter I “Tlie world present at this ceremony which
Page,
rf
........
and Estelle Vose, with Miss Vose
is
in
charge
of
Mr.
Allston
Smith.
teams in the Pony League are Ba
McConchie, if
that is gone." Two men had been
announcing was given: solos, "Im
tavia and Olean. New York; Hamil
Wink, cf
writing a new kind of poetry all their
Baccalaureate services will be held Too Romantic” and "Woodpecker
ton and London. Ontario; Niagara
Chaples. lb
own and now suddenly they stood
Song." Ernest Munro; tap dances
Falls and Bradford. Pennsylvania.
head and shoulders above all this year in the Community Build by Norma Rarnsdell. Gloria Ristanio
Scout leaders in charge of the District rally. Front row: Horatio Cowan, committeeman; Douglas Mills, Barnard, 2b
(Continued on Page Six)
others in America; Edward Arling ing. June 2, at 7 30 o'clock, with and Virginia Chapman; duet. “In assistant Scoutmaster. Troop 201; Harold Whitehill. Scoutmaster Troop 202: Albert Mills. Scoutmaster Troop Kalloch. p
201. Rack row: Charles Havener. Scoutmaster Troop 206; Alan MrAlary. chairman Court of Honor com
ton Robinson and Robert Frost. Rev. Corwin Olds giving the address
an Old Dutch Garden," Eunice mittee; Ralph Hansen, Scoutmaster Troop 203; Carl Chaples. Scoutmaster Troop 210 of Thomaston; Assistant
Looking at life at its highest and Pastors of all the churches have
Brooks and Louise Winchenbaugh; Scoutmaster Arthur Perry of Troop 201, snapped the picture.
been
invited
to
participate
in
this
best, he tells us the older poetry of
duet, "At the Balalaika.” Marilyn
Last minute details for the Dis receives “A" rating. A Troop scor-, min., five matches; fire by friction
New England wore its best clothes service, and a chorus made up of
Robishaw and Joan Ristanio; solo,
members
of
tlie
church
choirs
will
Constantly, Mr. Coffin maintains
trict Scout Rally to be held here ing 251 to 448 points receives ”B' inwards same as No 1), time limit
"South of the Border." Gertrude
rating. A Troop scoring 100 to 250 i 5 min.; undressing race; signaling—
that poetry reflects tlie nature of be directed by Mrs. Eleanor Cote
Robishaw. Miss Kneeland was ac May 31. June 1 and 2. were worked points receives "C" rating
any code—(one patrol from each
the era in which it exists, and tlie Howard. Stafford Congdon will
out at a meeting of the various com
companist tor all numbers.
troop», two sending, four receiving,
Schedule of Events
author interjects numerous exam play for the processional and re
Refreshments, prepared in tlie mittees Tuesday night at the lligli Saturday
20 letters: awards. |>atrol averaging
ples from these two writers and liis cessional of the seniors, and Mrs.
10 a. in.— Camp Inspection and 15 correcet letters—80 points; patrol
own poetry. Witli these chapter Faith Berry and Mrs. Nettie Averill regular food class, were served. Tlie School, and tlie complete program
scoring on campcraft. Points award averaging 10 correct letters—40
headings "The Artist in the wrong will accompany the chorus in their remainder of the evening was spentI below was decided upon.
socially in playing games. Three of
points; patrol participating at all,
world. The Poet in a New World, a two numbers. The public is invited.
Judges will be local men interest ed on following basis:
the 45 people present were from 5th
Adequate shelter properly erected 25 points.
new Language for Poetry, a wider
ed in Scouting, aided by Sea Scouts
Blanket rolling (four boys from
min. 5 pts. max. 50 pts.
pattern for sympathy, and a new
George Bodinan and Pauline Beal and 6th grades—Oloria Ristanio,
kind of Salvation Mr. Coffin deals were winners, and Kathleen Weed Vlrkliua Chapman, and Oertrude from the ship Red Jacket.
Proper location of cooking fires. each troop, (awards same os No. II.
Parents and all interested in min. 1 pt.. max 10 pts.
Flag relay—one patrol or eight
profoundly witli all these varying aud Fred Morrison received honor Robishaw -Barbara Seaman
Scouting are invited to witness the
Neatness of Camp and Equip- boys, (award same as No H.
headings.
able mention in the compilation of
Office boys this week have been Inter-Troop activities Saturday aft- j ment, min. 5 pts., max 50 pts.
He tells us tlie poet has not gone a list of "titles' which might be
Tug of war—1-10 man team from
down.
He
has raised the used in business letters, in Junior Biron Bray. Richard Simmons. Ray ernoon. There is no admission fee. j Definite prepared menu (written! each troop, (awards, 10 points en
mond O’Brien, Richard Harrington.
earth in his hands to the level of business training this week.
Troops may arrive on the grounds min. 3 pts., max 30 pts.
tering. 20 points semi-finals. 40
Walter Guptill. Russell Kaler. Her- Saturday morning and leave after
his heart, with a wider soulful sym
Cleanliness and neatness oi points finals. 50 points winner).
Marv Simmons a sophomore, is a
HiU«rov'' and Rkhard
pathy. Robinson and Frost were
campfire Saturday evening if they Scouts, min. 3 pts.. max. 30 pts.
Antelope race, eight boys, (awards
free users of humor and to greater patint at Knox Hospital, having un- [ Louise Harden from the Junior
Quietness between taps and re-i sarfie as No 1).
understanding by readers, and Mr dergone an appendectomy Wednes-) Shorthand class and Dorothy Kal
District Committeeman A F Me- veile. min, 5 pts, max 50 pts
Chariot race—running race, no
WHILE YOU CAN STILL GET
loch from the Office Practice class Alary is oil the Water Committee
Coffin predicts these two Maine day.
Adequate First Aid kit. min. 3 pts.. chariots needed.
assisted Principal Blaisdell with
poets will live and be loved and un
The program:
max. 30 pts.
5.30-7 p m —Supper.
derstood by our great great-grand
Boy Scout (amputee
The proposition for next year's the clerical work.
Final Clean-up of Campsite, min.
8 p. m.—Campfire—songs and en
children.
K S F.
Rorkland District
debating club is "Resolved: That the
5 pts., max 50 pts. Total—min. 30 tertainment.
Each troop should
• • • •
Tlie Cauldron, the yearbook of
At Troop 206—Campground—Old pus., max. 300 pts
power of the Federal government
have some short stunt to put on at
"Doctor Hargreaves. Assistant." should be diminished.’’
the class of 1940. went on sale this County road, overlooking Chicka1030 a m -12—Free period. Inde- Campfire.
Author, Harriet T. Comstock, Pub
week.
• • • •
waukie Lake. Campground will be pendent troop activity. Baseball
1030 p. m.—Taps.
lished by Doubleday Doran & Co.,
, available from noon Friday. May 31 games.
Lucille Melvin. Helmi Lehto, Paul
Sunday, June 2
New York.
,
The 8th grade. Freshmen, Sopho- , to Sunday noon June 2. All troops
12-2 p. m_ dinner period
ine Carroll, Barbara Seaman, and
8 a. m —Reveille.
Fresh from the press of this very
Ruth Goldberg were awarded cer mores, and Juniors have this week entering must be registered and
2-530 p. m.—Inter-Troop Activi
6 30-8 a. m—Breakfast .
high class house of Doubleday.
tificates of proficiency in second- made out their courses for next year 1 camp in order no later than 9.30 ties Fire by flint and steel 1 awards
8 a m. to noon—Break camp.
Doran, comes to our desk a mast
year typewriting this week, haring which include the classical, civic, Saturday morning June 1st. each 1st. 50 pts.; 2d, 35 pts ; 3d. 20 pts.;
No Swimming
engrossing story of three persons in
completed the 334 exercises required scientific, and commercial courses. ! troop to have Its own supervision 10 pts. entering 1, time limit. 5 min
Camping ground located on Juni
a love adventure that holds more
and camping equipment.
In the course.
utes; burning string (awards same per Hill ln Rockland In field, back
problem emotions than many of the
• •
'
| A candy sale was held by the
A Troop scoring 450 to 750 points as No. 11, team of 8, time limit 15 of Troop 2C6 House.
novels of today can muster.
The weekly Senior High Assembly Home Economics Club Thursday at
There is little of the sordid sex was held Wednesday morning in- recess, the proceeds to be used for
•subject should be of vital Interest -who u my neighlx>r? 1, b he
complications, but a painstaking and stead of Tuesday to allow the travel- Pins for club members The com
clever weaving together of life’s ers from Washington and New York ) mittee consisted of Eloise Law, Vlrto every American and the applause
Who needs a gift my hands can
problems with romance and devo to prepare their talks on different Kinia Haskell. Vera Payson. Betty
given the speaker left no doubt as
give.
tion.
parts of the trip. After the devo- Payson, and Janet Shannon—Barto the mind of all present. Herbert Whose human misery pleads to me
Eminent surgical research, and
bara Seaman
Hilda Spear,
News items from all of the Pa Gould of Camden and C. E. Greg
HU claims to help, his right to
steadfast love mixed with unstable Howard introduced the sp<.akers
• • • •
trons of Husbandry are welcomed ory contributed to the discussion on
childishness—out of multiple events Visit to the FB I., Robert Chisholm;
Uve.”
A meeting for all teachers in the here.
topics of the day.
a real drama is made of this not too AnnapolLs. Victoria Anastasio; boat city was held in the Junior High
heavy reading, but a story told
trip from Boston to New York, Pearl study hall Wednesday after school,; Rehearsals have begun for tlie
with impelling ease, and keen in
Leonard; World's Fair, Marguerite presided over by Supt. Cumming
three-act play entitled "Listen to
sight into minds of both old and
• • • •
Mahoney; Lexington and Concord,
young. Here we have a satisfying
Lettermen s banquet will be held Leon," to be presented June 18 at
Irving McConchie; Chinatown, N
mixture of sincerity and the Joys
Y., Stanley Murray; Pherisphere Monday evening at the Methodist!Orand view Orange hall in North.
and sorrows that come into almost
port. Tlie cast includes Laura Ox
and Trylon, Geraldine Norton; train
every life.
K. S. F.
ton,
Ben Robinson, Alice Prescott,
trip, Naomi Rackliff; General Mo
The faculty of Senior and Junior
tors Building at the Fair, Perry
Maurice French, Ira Hodgdon, Elsie
PUT IDLE MEN TO WORK
Margeson; Olen Echo Park, as High have been invited for an an FairbroUier, Alberta Cortrell and
Calling upon the federal govern
guests of Mrs. Clyde Eraith, Natha nual Spring get-to-gether at Albert Richard Brown, louise Brown is
ment to immediately put to work
In Furniture Store of the Late John B. Robinson
lie Edwards. Doubtless there was McCarty's cottage at Crescent Beach director
and
Thelma
Wood,
the idle factories and idle men in
not an underclassman in the au Tuesday evening.
prompter.
• • • •
The world-famous
this State, as well as elsewhere in
These Articles Now in Store at 488 Main St
dience, who after hearing these in
At the meeting of this Grange
the nation, in its preparedness
A short week of school, with a
reputation of these tires,
teresting accounts, did not say to
4 GLIDERS
It AWNING LAWN CHAIRS
Memorial evening, Frederick Ritchie
drive, John O. Marshall, Auburn,
PICu YOUR SIZE AT THESE
holiday on Thursday.
18
PCS.
9x12
I.INOIEl'M
himself "I hope I can go on such
backed by Firestone’s
Grange of Waldq has been invited.
2 PORCH HAMMOCKS
• • • •
Republican candidate for Congress
6
FOLDING
BABV
CAR

a trip when my class goes!—
2 INEXPENSIVE BEDROOM
Tlie Senior Ball will take place As a special speaker on the Ie< from the second district, told the
name and lifetime
RIAGES
SUITES.
Friday evening at Oakland Park | hirer's program Oliver R. Hamlin
Rotary club In Damariscotta Tues Robert Brown
4 STROLIJ-'.RS
• • • •
SIZE
MIICE
guarantee, is proof of
15 BEACH CHAIRS AND
day night that "we have the men
5 HIGH CHAIRS
with Doc Harmon's orchestra. Pa of the Veteran of Foreign Wars of
ROCKERS
Having listed the brother-sister
and machinery available for use in
2 CEDAR CHESTS
lheir extra quality and
trons and patronesses will be Mr. Rockland will use as subject "Me4.40/4.50 21
$5.58
building an impregnable national sets last week, here's the sister sets:
6 OVERSTUFFED ( HAIRS
I SF.T IRON TWIN BEDS
and Mrs. Edwin R. Edwards. Mayor j morial Day and the Unknown Sol
4.75/5.00-19
extra safety! Don’t take
defense.”
5.78
3 OCCASIONAL CVAIRS
1 SET 4-POSTED WALNUT
Lucy and Jennie Thompson, Mary
and Mrs. Edward R. Veazie, Supt. dier 22 years after the World War
Marshall added that he was of
4 CHESTS OF DRAWERS
TWIN BEDS
4.50/4.75/5.00 20
6.21
and
Barbara
Lamb;
Marilyn
and
chances!
Save
money
—
much the same mind as Col.
and Mrs. George J. Cumming, and Supper will be .served at 6 30 All
5.25-21
AIX RALES FINAL
NO EXCHANGES
NO REFUNDS
7.77
Charles A. Lindbergh regarding Mary Rarnsdell; Aggie and Fannie Principal and Mrs. Joseph E. Blais Grangers are welcome.
Buy today!
the situation in Europe today.
• • • •
Copeland; Marion and Gwendolyn dell.
5.25/5.50 17
7.08
“We have envious neighbors to Curtis; Margaret and Martha Chap
Owls Head Grange will serve a
• • • •
488 MAIN STREET,
ROCKLAND, ME.
5.25/5.50-18
6.75
the west of us, as well as to the
man; Lucille and Dorothy Melvin;
LIFETIME GUARANTEE § 5.25/5.50-19 .
Miss Nichols' literature classes supper Monday at 6 30 with a meet
east. Our first Job is to see that
8.37
Chisholm Block
Margaret
and
Gladys
Thompson;
fcverv Firestone Tire carries ■ I
our position at home is adequately
have been having programs appro ing at 8 0 clock. Members not solici
5.25/5.50 20
8.66
j
written
lifetime
guarantee
—
not
ted
may
call
Mrs.
Blanche
Mann
or
Anita
and
Olenda
Malmstrom;
refended, regardless of whatever
priate to National Poetry Week.
limited to 12, 18 or 24 months,
1.25/6.50-16
9.37
else we may do,” Marshall declared. Ruth and Jane Packard; Harriet
j but (or the full life of the tire
Mrs. Evelyn St. Clair.
without time or mileage limit.
•
•
•
•
mgr— — v/ia
and Edith Clark; Margaret and WE DROP A GAME
(IIKaf ■>>x.(uu«i
S.
.1.1.. lire
a
C. M. Washburn of Augusta, di
Beverly Havener; Eileen and Betty
Thornton Academy's golf team
You get
Beach; Barbara and Beatrice Phil- was again victorious over the Rock rector of publicity for the State De
jbrook; Rutli and Mary Wotton; land High School team Thursday ln partment of Agriculture, presented
an illustrated lecture, "Maine in
| Mary and Alice Cross.
Brunswick, 5 to 1, in a return
History
” at open session Wednes
. And here are the brother sets: match. The summary:
day of Megunticook Grange, Cam
William and Myron Cummings;
McCallum (T) defeated Kalloch
when you borrow from us!
Keith and Owen Allen; George and (iR) 5 and 4; Charles (T) defeated den. Mr. Washburn who is a master
EACH
T«'O FOR
Charles Huntley; Douglas and Cummings (R) 2 up. Best ball won and deputy of Washington County
475x19
$10.64
56.65
Pomona
Grange,
also
gave
a
brief
450x21
.
10.08
6.30
Everett Small; Robert and Donald by Thornton, 7 and 6. Litinowich
580x20 ..........................................
12.80
880
: At "Personal” yon yet more
Kalloch; William and David Bick <T> defeated Butler (R) 1 up; Bar talk on Grange work. There was
( than Just cash ... you get the
1232
525x17 .........................................
7.70
i kind of friendly, considerate
nell; Edward and Arthur Sullivan; nard (Ri defeated Juriewich (T) group singing, a saxophone solo by
525x18 ........................................
12.72
735
i service that makes borrowing a
Miss
Dorothy
Keller
of
West
Rock

Leigh and Dick Barnard; Charles 2 and 1. Best ball won by Thornton
14.15
8.85
pleasant and simple experience.
550x16 ..........................................
port: remarks by Walter Annis,
Endorsers are seidoni required
14.15
and Franklin Call; Douglas and Al 1 up.
t.M
550x17 ..........................................
... no one need know. If you
master of Mt. Pleasant Grange,
13.50
21.60
550x19—6 Ply
can make small monthlv pay
bert Mills; Charles and Arnold Fer
ments, you should not hesitate
17.44
600x16 ..........................................
10.90
West Rockport; and remarks by the
nald; Wilbur and Luke Dorr;
to see us at once lor a loan of
650x16
19.63
12.25
lecturer
of
Mt.
Pleasant
Grange,
$25 to $2511 or inure, t ome in
David and Dominic Mazzeo.
LOREN YOUNG’S
32x6—8 Ply
40.00
25.00
or telephone.
Miss Keller. There will be a pro
There are three sisters from the
32x6—8 Ply Super Traction
44.40
27.75
"Charges 3% monthly on ungram
ir.
observance
of
Memorial
paid balances up tu $150, 2'.%
Dean family: Kathryn, Kathleen
monthly on balances above.”
Why Worry About Tire Trouble At These
Day at the meeting next Wednesday
and Gwendolyn; and three brothers
Bee Firestone Champion Tire* made in
Listen to the Voice of Fireetone with
in charge of Miss Gladys Coose.
NOW OPEN
LOW PRICES
Richard Crooks. Margaret Speaks. Momiai • the Firestone Fartom and Fshibition
from the Guptill family: John,
Tin&onalfinance co.
• • • •
Building at the Nru> York World** Fair
evening*, Nationwide N.B.C. Red Network
Robert, and John.—Margaret Ha
Prompt Service
SATISFACTION GUARANTEED
At the Thursday meeting of Pen
vener
Kresge Building
Limerock St., Rockland obscot View Grange this program
• * ♦ *
241 Water St.
Augusta, Me.
Next
West Community Building was presented: Music by the
Venetian
blinds
are
being
hung
Small Loan statute
Grange; readings Henry Payson
License No. 1
in the auditorium, library, and office
56-64
AU Garage Services Promptly
ROCKLAND, MAINE
PARK ST., COR. UNION,
ROCKLAND, ME.
WINTER STREET,
and Minnie Miles; inspiring ad
as
the
gift
of
the
class
of
1940.
CeweeteeJ by GOOD HOUSEKItf INO
Rendered at Reasonable Prices dress on “Safeguard America,'' by
63-64
• • • •
'
I tbereie
63’lt
Rev. H. R. Winchenbaugh. This
Douglas Perry, Freshman, as a

CRUDE RUBBER ADVANCED

A

WITHIN THE PAST 60 DAYS

Buy Now!

'Firestone
STANDARD TIRES

AT THESE

LOW PRICES

OUR
GRANGE CORNER

THE SALE ENDS WEDNESDAY
Only Three Days Left In Closing Out
Goods

LOW WHS

REDUCED

CASHES

IR THE HOLIDAYS

GARAGE

WALDOBORO GARAGE CO.

FIREPROOF GARAGE CO.
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Evcry-Othcr-Day

TALKOFTHETOWN

“Big Elm Luncheonette" opens for
the season Sunday at Tenants Har- I
bor.

IMMEDIATE HELP NEEDED

Oliver Ingraham has bought the
Frye house on Summer street and
will reside there.

Flag Week Notes

CH U RCH ES

JUNE 8-14

Contributions To American Red Cross
War Relief Fund Should Be Made At Once

An Untimely Death
Carl L. Libby, Jr., Rock
land High School ’37,
Fatally Injured In Cali
fornia Accident

at noon has classes for adult men
Malcolm Howe of Bucksport, chief
8ERMONETTE
The tragic death of Curl Izonant
and women, boys and girls, and
engineer of the Sea Board Paper Co.
young people. The Christian En- Libby, Jr, ln Los Angeles, Calif., May
The Salvation Army
The American Red Cross today Employes of Standard Oil Co.,
was in Rockland yesterday looking
deavorers will meet at 6.15 p. m. 5, came as a great shock to his many
I
Rockland
........................... 10.00
over the company's lighter Adelaid cabled an additional 35,000,000
friends and relatives ln this section.
I' with Virginia Egan as the leader.
Just as the Civil War was
Jackson which is being rebuilt at francs, or $500,030, to Paris to b? Marie G. Keene, Montclair,
Shortly
before his death he suffered
On Tuesday, the men's prayer
drawing to its close, there ap
N. J......................................... 2.00
Snow's.
Our Flag
group assembles at 12.10 p. m. in the injuries in an automobile accident
used by the French Red Cross and
peared in London a young man
Mr. and Mrs. H. O. Gurdy,
Symbol of Americanism
vestry, and the prayer and praise which culminated fatally.
other agencies ln meeting the "ap
by the name of William Booth.
A far cry from thc old fashioned
Rockland .............................. 2.00
A young man of sterling character,
Speaks
service for all commences at 7 30
palling needs” of 5.000,000 Belgian
London in 1865 was not the Lon
Mr. and Mrs. Charles A. Webb.
peanut roaster is the handsome
he
had gone to California after
p. m.
Filled with significance are my
and French refugees fleeing from ,
don of this day. It was the Lon
Warren ..............................
1.00
electric machine just installed at
I completing his High School studies
the battle zones. Chairman Norman ‘
Chisholm's confectionery store. To
Carrie B. Shaw, Rockland.... 2.00 colors of red, white and blue into i don. Charles Dickens knew. Pri
At
the Littlefield Memorial in Rockland, class of *38, ln three
H. Davis announced today. Mr.
vate, cruel Schools, no educa
Its efficiency as a roaster It adds
A Friend. Rockland
1.00 which have been woven the strength
Cliurch, .Mrs. Donald Perron will years, receiving his diploma In Au
Davis said he contemplated send
modern beauty and a mast eye I ing another 25,000,000 francs "In a E B Howard' D ° s- R<xk‘
nnd courage of American manhood, tional legislation, no public speak Sunday morning using as her gust, 1937. The flrst year in Los
compelling mode of operation.
parks, libraries or public baths. topic "A Living Witness." The Angeles he was affiliated with J. C.
few davs."
,and ........................................ 2.00 the love and loyalty of American
No
responsibility for tlie ragged music will include a solo by Wal Penny Company. In the summer of
A
Friend,
Rockland
................
2.00
womanhood.
In addition, Mr. Davis announced,
Leland Hawkins of the Pruden
neglected
urchins upon her ter Griffin. Sunday School meets 1938 he served as life guard at Coral
Victor
Rarnsdell.
Rockland
....
1.03
Stirring
are
the
stories
of
ifiy
I the American Red Crass ls purchas
tial Insurance Co. gave an interest
streets. Intemperance was the at 11.45 and Young People's meeUng Beach. Por more than a year be
1.00 stars and stripes.
ing in the United States approxi Harry D. Phillips. Rockland
ing talk Thursday morning to stu mately J 1,000,000 worth of supplies, C. M. Havener. Rockland ...... 1.00
I symbolize the soul of America, national sin. There were public at 6. At. 7.15 Rev. Donald Perron fore his death he had been employed
dents of Ballard Business School. chiefly ambulances, haspltal trucks, i Naum <V Adams. Rockland
hangings. Starvation was com will be the speaker, his theme very successfully as salesman for
100 typifying her ideals and aspirations,
He carefully explained the different surgical instruments and field hos-'Matx“^ M Spear, Rockland .... 2.00 her institutions and traditions.
mon. A Catholic Cardinal de "Coming At Night." There will be the Sun Vacuum Stores.
types of policies, and a helpful dis pltals. for immediate shipment io
clared that half its population special music by the young people's
His kind und smiling disposition
and Mrs. Everett E. Fales,
I emblemize national unity and
cussion period was Included
knew
nothing about Christ, and choir. Mid-week prayer meeting made for him many friends every
Rockport
................................
2,00
patriotic co-operation.
Europe, making a total Red Cross
was without God in the world.
where. In Rockland lie was a memexpenditure for European relief In Knox County Trust Co., Rock
I represent tlie Declaration of In
Tuesday evening at 7 30.
All lovers of Dickens, through
• • • •
J her of Troop 303, BSA, also a mem.
the past week of more than land . ......................................... 1000 dependence.
THE HOLIDAY ISSUE
• Setting Our House in Older'' will 1 ber of the Rockland City Band,
Mr. and Mrs. Leforest Thurs
I stand for the Constitution of out the world, know how he ham
Following iis custom Thc Cou $1,600,000.
Sunday’s Weather prognostica
mered the Inadequate private be Dr. Wilson's subject at 10.30 to- ; After going to California he became
ton.
Rockland
........................
10.00
"We
took
this
action,
”
Mr.
Davis
the
United
States.
rier-Gazette
next
Thursday
will
tion: Cloudy, with scattered show
schools, the work houses, the morrow at the Methodist Church ■ a member of McCarty Memorial
explained, “following telephone and E. C. Bicknell, Rockland ..... 100
I signify the Law of the Land.
close its doors for the holiday
ers. Gosh all hemlock!
with solos by Mrs. Lydia 8torer I Christian Church, of which he had
(Memorial Day) and the paper cable reports from Paris today In Emma S Alden, Rockland ...... 10.00 I believe in religious and racial legal delays in the Chancery
courts,
Imprisonment
for
long
witli the patriotic bodies in attend- been trumpet soloist; also a member
forming us there are more than
tolerance.
The Maine Employment Service will consequently be published
terms
of
impecunious
debtors.
once. The pastor's topic at 7 p. m. of the Young People’s Society, and
Total
to
date
$762.37
5.000.000
refugees
flooding
into
cen

Wednesday
afternoon.
Adver

I wave exultantly over the schoolwfll furnish work for men willing
tral France from Belgium and
tiser's and contributors are asked
houses of the Land, for Education Dickens knew. His Mr. Micawber will be "Peace." Men's Class meets of Troon BSA. of Trinity Church.
to earn money by woodchopping.
was his own father. He knew at 9.30; Cliurch School and Baraca Always anxious to complete his edu
Loren Young has opened a gen is the Keystone of the Nation and
northeastern France where tlie
to bear that ln mind when they
well the Fagins and Scrooges of Class at noon and Young People's cation he was taking a course at th«
eral
service
garage
In
the
building
fighting
beggars
all
description.
send
ln
their
material.
the
Schoolroom
is
my
Citadel.
A pot of gold to the lucky man;
his times. He lived with his meeting at 6 witli Elizabeth Lurvey University of Southern California.
“Our delegate, Wayne Taylor, next west of Community Building
I am Americanism made visible.
so reads the Elks notification card
Funeral services were held May 8
and June Chatto as speakers Mrs
father
in a poor debtors’ prison.
on
Limerock
street.
told
me
on
the
trans-Atlantic
phone
I
am
the
badge
of
the
Nation's
for Tuesday night. Roast beef sup
Oliver R. Hamlin has been en that all of them are absolutely des
Through his great novels, he Lydia Storer's solos will be "There | at McCarty Memorial Cliurch, Rev,
greatness and the emblem of its
per and strawberry shortcake.
gaged to speak at Grand View titute, that many of them are sick
Tlie Knox Memorial Association
poured on these cesspools of • Is No Death" by OHaru and ‘Christ Bruce Brown officiating. There were
Destiny.
Grange, Northport, Memorial Day and wounded, and that many of is launching a membership drive.
many beautiful floral offerings, at
ln Flanders" by Ward-Stevens.
Threaten me and Millions will crime the pitiless light of pub
Emery A Niles and Dorothy L.
evening to the members of the them were forced to leave members Present members are asked to con
testing to ills many friends, and tap.i
licity.
He
made
the
world
and
spring to my defense!
Niles, son and daughter of Mrs. Northport and Waldo Granges. His
At the Congregational Church the was sounded by the bugler of tho
sider the matter of unpaid dues.
Englishmen
everywhere
conscious
of
their
families
dead
along
the
I Am The American Flag!
John L. Robbins, have again won subject will be Memorial Day and
Ethel E. MacDonald of Thomaston
of the conditions about which he unified service ol public worship und Boy Scouts, the liiglie st tribute to
roadside in their flight.
World Wide Strife and Conten
their Seven-Point Star a continu the Unknown Soldier.
churcli school will be at 10 30 a. nt. a good Scout. Interment will be in
is
membership
chairman.
"Every report we receive from
tion, controversy and violence pre wrote. Into these dark places Rev. Corwin H. Olds will repeat hto
ous annul record since lheir atten
beautiful Englewood cemetery in
men
peered
while
Dickens
held
Paris indicates the situation '«
dance in school.
Tlie annual banquet of tlie Rock
Rev. Herman R. Winchenbaugh vail today. Racial and religious in
sermon of last August on "Tlie Func- . ixvs Angeles.
the
lantern
aloft
that
all
might
hourly growing worse and Red
land High School Lettermen's As
will be the speaker at Monday tolerance is on the march. Any day
tion of the Cliurch In Time of War,
May 12, at St Peter's Church, the
see.
"Dollars—Happiness—Or What?" sociation will be held at the Metho Cross help is imperative. We are in night's meeting of Kiwanis Club, his mankind may be cursed with an
as a subject of extreme importance funeral office was said by the rector
Just
as
‘
'Uncle
Tom's
Cabin"
the
midst
of
a
campaign
lor
war
will be the question under discus dist Church Monday night. Tlie
topic "Memorial Day and Ameri other World War, in ruthlessness
in the present world situation. The in tlie presence of his family, teach
stirred the American Union by
sion at the First Baptist Christian committee ln charge comprises relief funds and in the name of suf canism.” A birthday party will be and fury, in loss of life and de
Pilgrim Fellowship will meet at 8 ers, and a host of friends, young
fering humanity overseas I urge all
Its
revelations
of
slavery
’
,
so
the
Endeavor Sunday night at 6 15. Vir Mary Lamb, Ferry Howard and
given for Francis D. Orne, Al struction of property, much worse
p. m. at the home of Miss Patricia and old. He will be sadly missed.
Americans to make their contri
words of the great novelist
ginia Egan will be the leader and Pearl Leonard. Tlie athletes will
Plourde, Pearl 8tudley and Thomas than the last one.
Thompson, 41 Masonic street. Com He is survived by ills mother, Mrs.
butions generously and promptly.”
In the present state of universal aroused England, and London in rades of the Way Will meet in the Catherine Chester Libby; a brother,
Kathaleen Blackman will play a break training on that occasion.
Seaver, with a few surprises in store
particular. Only God can know
Th(/ recent convention of the Previously reported ............... $501.37 for them.
apprehension and uncertainty the
piano solo. The 10-minute question
vestry at 6 30.
Charles; and two sisters, Mary Lil
the
good he accomplished, but
A
Friend.
Rockland
..............
2.00
• • • •
nations of the world, including ours,
period will be conducted again Sun
lian and Catherine Elizabeth; also
It
was
very
great.
It
was,
how

At the Unlversallst Church at
are feverishly arming materially—
day. All young people are Invited Maine League of Women Voters ' Mr. and Mrs. H. M. Bowes,
his grandmother, Mrs. Charles
ever.
the
work
of
a
forerunner,
Union
..................................
5.00
held In Portland was attended by
10.45 a. m. Dr Lowe will preach on
some for attack, other for defense.
Libby
of Pasadena, Calif.
like John the Baptist. God the subject of "The Unhappy Road
Tlie annual Memorial Day meet- Mrs. Horatio Cowan, Mrs. Russell Ernest M. Gray. Rockland ..... 2.00
Unique names are frequently ap The American people are a peace"May God’s love ever be thc light,
raised
up
a
greater
humanitarian
Ing was observed yesterday at the ; Bartlett, Mrs. Cleveland Sleeper Jr. Frank E. Poland, Washington 5.00 plied to new Grange organizations loving nation. We abhor war, and
To Happiness." The church school
that gently leads you through the
then he. Dickens exposed but
will meet at noon in the vestry;
Rotary Club, with Oilford B Butler Mrs. Carl Sonntag, Mrs. Earl Gow Frances Chatto. Rockland ..... 3.00 and one of these is a subordinate will do anything reasonable to avoid
night; His understanding never
unit
just
started
in
Wayne
c»unty,
Young
People's
Christian
Union
j
William
Booth
was
to
remedy.
delivering a fine address. Visiting ell, Mrs. Fred Bird and Mrs. Gil IE. M. Hall. Vinalhaven .......... 1.00
Ohio. To it has been given the it. In securing huge quantities of
cease to comfort you and bring you
—
William
A.
Holman
meeting
in
the
church
parlor
at
7
Rotarians were E. C. Lang of Bel more Soule.
J. O. Blown & Son, North
name of "Labor Grange" and al arms and munitions of war we are
peace.”
-------I Haven ..........-............ -........ 2.00 ready it has made a very success today wisely spending hundreds of
p. m.;kindergarten for small chil
fast and Ralph B. Wilson of Cam
All
down-state
farmers
desirous
I
Carrie
E
Brainerd.
Rockland
10.00
dren
ln
thc
vestry
during
the
morn

ful
start.
Some
observers
remark
den. Guests were A. W Gregory.
“Soul and Body" is the subject of
millions in material arming for prerist and sermon at 1030. Vespers
Col I. Leslie Cross, representng U of making application for 1940 Anne M H. Proctor, Camden 10 00 that such a name would be fitting pardness hoping that this will keep the lesson-sermon that will be read ing service of worship.
for many a subordinate, inasmuch
at 7.30. Monday, St. Bede, mass at
•
•
•
to
emergency
crop
loans
should
visit
6 War Veterans and Sons of Union
in all Churches of Christ, Scientist,
Mr. and Mrs. A. A. Barnes,
as the Grange organization has the up out of war, or if war is forced
At St. Peter’s Cliurch (Episcopali 7 30 Tuesday, district meeting of
Veterans, and Adj Vernon Giles of the office at the City Building in
throughout the world on May 26
Camden ..._....................... .. 2.00 reputation of getting more work upon us, it will enable us to win.
Belfast on or before May 31. After A. W. Foss. M D.. Rockland ... 3.00 out of more members more times
The Golden Text is: "My soul long- Rev. E. O. Kenyon, rector, tlie serv the Woman's Auxiliary at St. Peter's
Huntley-Hill Post, V F. W.
Aims of the Association
that date, the lending season will be B. I. Segal. Rockland.............. 2.00 during the year than any other
eth,
ye^. even fainteth for the courts ices for tomorrow will be appropri Church with luncheon at noon;
1. Through patriotic education
group.
ate for thc flrst Sunday after Trin meetings ln the Tower Room. Com
one
Beano at G AR. hall Monday, 2 closed and all records will be trans- Cora E Perry Roland......... 2 00
• • • •
and otherwise to spread among our of the Lord: my heart and my flesh ity.
Holy Communion at 7.30, munity Center. Vespers at 4 p. nt.,
ferred
to
the
State
office
at
Houlton.
crieth
out
for
the
living
Ood"
p m. Door prize, bag of Peerless
j Mr. and Mrs, Maurice R.
Granges ln North Carolina are people a better understanding and
church
school at 9.30. Holy Eucha- followed by tea In the Undercroft.
flour—adv.
Snow, Rockland ................... 1.00 heartily backing the "one-variety” deeper appreciation of American (Psalms 84:2). The citations from
Events ln store for the graduating
the
Bible
include
the
following
Cora 8now, Rockland ............. 1.00 cotton campaign, cooperating with ideals and institutions.
passages: "O bless our God, ye peo
Are you dumb?—if so, cheer up— class of Rockland High School ,in Carleton French Co., Camden 10.00 business and other groups through
2. To combat all forces and in
addition to those which have al
out the state.
ple, and make the voice of his
you'll probably never have stomach
Mr. and Mrs. H. E. Jackson,
fluences which are hostile to these
praise
to be heard: Which holdeth
ulcers. Read what a well-known ready been listed, include the fol
Rockland ................................ 2 00
Home Economics committees in ideals and institutions.
our soul in life, and suffereth not our
stomach specialist says about men lowing: Next Friday night. Com Frank A. Maxey. Rockland
1JW all the Ohio Granges recently
Flag Week is June 8-14 Honor
” (Psalms 66:8-91.
tal activity and its effect on peo mencement ball at Oakland Park, M and Mrs. Lawrence Miller,
sponsored an Egg Festival Week, ary chairman, Mayor E. R, Veazie; feet to be moved
• • • •
Tuesday,
June
4.
class
banquet
at
ple—ln the American Weekly Mag
a.s
an
aid
to
the
great
poultry
in

Rockland .............................. 10.00
general chairman, Austin Brewer.
Sunday, at the First Baptist
State.
azine with the May 26th Boston The Thorndike Hotel; Friday, June Mrs. C. E. Walmsley. Rockland 1.00 dustry of the Buckeye
• • • •
Church will be tlie final Lord's Day
7,
class
picnic.
Sunday Advertiser.
H. C. Cowan. Rockland .......... 1.00
On the basis of orders that have McGowan, a member of the Com services at which Rev. William J.
been booked, it is estimated that munist party, testified before the Day of Winthrop, will be heard as
Yesterday Mrs John Morrison, Mr. and Mrs. Everett W.
More than passing attention is
Humphrey, Rockland .......... 2.00 automobile shipments by railroad Dies Committee Investigating un- guest preacher for this period of
Kerr, of Washington. D. C. national
American activities that he ts now
being given the amazingly delicious
president of the Children of the W C. Lufkin. Rockland ......... 2.00 during the second quarter of 1940 employed as the principal research supply. Services are at 10 30 a. m.
will probably exceed the same
sandwiches which are being dis
Emil
Rivers,
Rockland
............
5.00
American Revolution Society, and
period last year by 50 percent. In man on a Chicago WPA project, and 7.30 p. m. and "Christian Evopensed in rapidly mounting num
Mrs. Pouch, of New York, vice Vesper A. Leach, Rockland ..... 5.00 1939 automotive shipment account getting 73 cents an hour. McGowan | lution'’ and "Five Prophetic Ques
bers at the span clean Thomaston
president of the DAB, accompan F. C. Ryder, Rockland ............ 1 00 ed for one-seventh of all rail further testified that he secured tions Answered" are Mr Day's re
Cafe, corner Main and Beechwood
his position under the alias of
100 freight.
ied Miss Carmeta J. Appleby, of Oscar E. Robinson, Rockland
• • • •
Thomas M. Stanley, and that his spective topics. In the morning tlie
streets. People are driving miles
A
Friend.
Rockland
................
1.00
Lisbon Falls, Maine, state president
Social Security card was issued choir will render "Praise Ye the
to get these zestful, rich and flavorThere
are
many
who
have
come
of the CAB'S on an inspection Mr. and Mrs. A. W. Gregory,
Father" by Gounod, and Charles
to the conclusion that in the large under his false name.
some delicacies. Drive to Thomas
Rockland ................................ 5.00 centers of population the WPA is
Wilson will be heard in a baritone
ton any night in the week up to tour of Montpelier; they were shown
through the house by Mrs. Anne A Friend. Camden ................. 1.00 well impregnated with Communism
A supper and entertainment will solo "There Is No Death,” by O'Haramidnight and try one.—adv*
Snow and Mrs. Creighton, hostess, Carlo. Nelson. Rockland ...... 1.00 Recently a man named Thomas M. be presented May 29 at St. George In the evening there will be the
Grange Hall. Lobster stew will usual song nervine, special music by
Tlie 16th season is in swing at the and expressed great delight in the
Beautifully Dry Cleaned and Pressed
feature the supper, starting at 5.30 the choir, and a trombone solo by
the Community Sweet Shop In beautiful replica. Then the party
—adv.
• Florian Clark. The church school
South Hope, and In spite of un motored to Green Gables, Camden
toward weatlier many old patrons for luncheon, accompanied by Mrs
have been there to sample ‘'Mat- H. P. Blodgett, State Historian of
tie's" cooking and wish her a suc tlie D.A.R. Tlie first three named
OPP. COURIER-GAZETTE, ROCKLAND
cessful season. Her menu is offer then drove to Bath where they were
ing the tempting food which has guests at a tea given by members of
Full Course Turkey Dinner, Soup to Nuts, 50c
so long made tlie resort a most Dummer Sewall Chapter D.AR and
then on to Portland where Miss Ap
Or Our Special Whole Hot Boiled Lobster Shore
popular one.
Laundered to Please the Most Exacting
Fellow of A.nerican College of Surgeons
pleby broadcast? d over Station
Dinner,
Chowder
to
Dessert,
50c
WCSH

May 27—Lettermen's banquet at the
Methodist Church.
May 29 Entertainment at St. George
Grange hall.
Moy 30—Memorial Day
May 31 Educational Club picnic with
Mrs Hazel Woodward
June 2 Baccalaureate services at the
Community Building
June 3—Special Congressional elec
tion In the Second Maine District.
June 6 — Appleton—Commencement
exercises at Riverside hall
June 6--Rockland High School com
mencement exercises
June
6—Thomaston High School
Altunnl
banquet at Congregational
Church.
June
7—Thomaston High School
Alumni ball at Watts hall
June 7 Rockland High School Alum
ni reception at High School auditorium
June 8-1A Flag Week
June 10—Rockport—Alumni banquet
June 10 — Camden
High School
Alumni banquet at Yacht Club
June 11 — Rockport — Garden Club
meets wt h Mrs Annie J Gardiner.
June 13
Vinalhaven
Commence
ment exercises at Memorial hall.
June 1+—Flag Day picnic of l.ady
Knox Chapter at Mrs Maude Blodgett's
cot'age. Spruce Head
June 16—Father's Day.
June 17—Primary Election.
June 24-sRepubllcan National Con
vention In Philadelphia.
Aug 20-23 Union Fair.
Aug 27-29 Damariscotta Fair.
Aug 31-Sept 3 Blue HIU fair.

With The Granges

LOOK YOUR BEST FOR
THE HOLIDAY
MEN’S SUITS
LADIES’ DRESSES
and COATS

THE OPEN KITCHEN *

SHIRTS

C. HAROLD JAMESON, M. D.

Diplomate of American Board of Surgery

SUPPER AND

DORN

ENTERTAINMENT
St. George Grange Hall
Wednesday, May 29
5.30 D. 8. T.

LOBSTER STEW
COFFEE AND DOUGHNUTS
35 Cento

63’lt

Oxton -At Belfast. Mny 17. to Mr and
Mrs Einer C Oxton. formerly of Rork
land. a son—William Martin

MARRIED
Aiistin-Rarodanza At Camden. May
19. Ray J. Austin and Mary Burodanza.
both of RocUund.

DIED
Beverage tAt North Haven. Muy 21.
Thelma, daughter of Mr and Mrs
Robert Beverage, aged 2 years. 1 month.
26 days

expn
the kindness shown me at’ the time of
my recent sorrow; for the floral tributes
use of cars and acts of thoughtfulness
I am deeply grateful.
Joseph McNIel

18 MEADOW RD- THOMASTON
PHONE 45-4
53Th-S-tf

BURPEE’S
FUNERAL HOME
Ambulance Service

Ambulance Service

telephones
M«. 701-1 er 7(1-11

RUSSELL
FUNERAL HOME

110-112 LIMEROCK STREET
ROCKLAND, ME.

118-tf

Only 10/ Each

465 MAIN STREET, ROCKLAND

When Sent With Flat Work Bundle

LOBSTERS

TIIE COURIER-GAZETTE M'lLMNG

Enjoy a Good Meal While Prices Are Reasonable!
Alive or Boiled

* * * *

FREE CALL AND DELIVERY

Practice Limited to Surgery

24 HOUR SERVICE, INCLUDING SUNDAY

HOURS BY APPOINTMENT

PEOPLE’S LAUNDRY

FEYLER’S

CARD OF THANKS

FRANCIS I. TILLSON
Carpenter and Builder

Announces Opening of New Offices at

OUR DECORATIONS ARB ALL ON THE TABLES

•

I CLAREMONT 8T.

TEL. 862
ROCKLAND, me.

M-tr

63S72

Wholesale Dealer, Fish, Scallops, Clams, Lobsters
TILLSON AVE.,
ROCKLAND
TEL. 1191
63’lt

17 LIMERQCK ST., ROCKLAND

TEL.
170

BRECK’S

LOW PRICED HOMES

BULK AND PACKAGE

I have two low priced places for sale, genuine
bargains!

GARDEN SEEDS

One Down Town Farm on Thomaston Street
*
One Six-Room House on High Street

TEL.
170

THE HIGHEST FORM
OF CRAFTSMANSHIP

X
O/fMO&IAVS

FRESH THIS YEAR
kt At) I

These two places will be sold very rheap. Small amount down;
easy monthly payments

11. H. CRIE & CO.

WALTER H. SPEAR
Telephones 512-M or 430,
Rockland, Me.

AGENT FOR BRECK’S SEEDS
328 MAIN STREET,

ROCKLAND, ME.

Is exemplified In the memorials
carved here from rugged granite
and beautifully-marked marbleRegardless of which type of
stone you prefer, you can be
sure that it will be flawless ln
every detail and sculptured to
perfection. All monuments aro
correctly designed in thc mod
ern mode.

Wm. E. Dornan & Son,
INC.
CEMETERY MEMORIALS
EAST UNION Si THOMASTON

486tf

Every-Other-Day
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ON THE HONOR ROLL

GEORGES RIVER RD.

WALDOBORO j,

WARREN

Tri-County League

Impeach Governor?

Gene Harjula, Helen Harjula and
Students At Lincoln Academy
Waldoboro 12, Warren 9
Gerald Harjula. accompanied by
Rep. Sleeper Willing If
ftftftft
ft ft ft ft
>
Who Get The Coveted Rating
Waldoboro High scored a win over
their mothers attended a recent
They
Will Also Include
Warren High at a Tuesday night
ALENA L. STARRETT
MRS LOOSE UIUg|
Principal Robert Clunie an party in honor of the fourth birthCorrespondent
game ln the Tri-County League, 12
Porresponden|
Governor Brann
dayp
of
George
Brackett,
son
of
Mr.
nounces the following honor roll
ftftftft
to 9. Warren got away to a lead of
ftftftft
for the third quarter of the year and Mrs. Ralph Brackett at Rock
Tlie preponderantly Republican
two in the first, and Waldoboro tied
Tel 49
Tel. 27
land.
Other
guests
were
Sonya
at Lincoln Academy:
the score in the second. Warren Maine House of Representatives
First honors, class of 1940, Eve- and Sylvia Curry. Richard Merri
Beginning Wednesday morning, earned one in the third, only to Thursday killed on a voice vote a
The program committee of the|lyn Linpf.
Matthew Hea. field "Buddy” and "Sister'' Mosher,
the
run of alewives contained prac have Waldoboro build up a lead in proposal of Democratic Minority
Woman's Club met Thursday after nor Stetson and Audrej’ Verne.v; and Charlotte Brackett and their
tically
all number one. flsh that is, the fourth and fifth, which Warren
noon at the home of Mrs. Gracia class of 1941, Earl Baldwin and mothers.
Refreshments included
Leader William Donahue that an
fish
10
Inches long and over. The did not overcome
Libby and Miss Clara Gay to form Barbara Hall; 1942. Waldo Waltz. four birthday cakes, a peanut hunt
Waldoboro
.........
0
2
0
4
6
0
0-12
■
Investigating committee determine
ulate plans for the coming club Phillip Parker, Cleveland Page and and "pinning a tail on the donkey" Warren run is out distancing the
Warren
2 0 1 1 2 0 2—8 what causes, if any, exist for the
Damariscotta
Mills
run,
with
119
season.
Anne Page; 1943. Leon Dodge, Jas-1 »’■’* enjoyed by the youngsters,
Base hits, Waldoboro 11. Warren Impeachment" of Republican Oov
barrels taken as compared with 37
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Burns, Mrs. cha French. Phvllls Hatch, Florence
Arthur Harjula flew over from
in Damariscotta. Total barrels 11; errors, Waldoboro 2. Warren 3. ernor Lewis O. Barrows for mal
PRESENTING
R. Rines, Miss Millicent Bums, Matthew and Margaret Parsons.
Quincy. Mass.
Saturday. He
taken in four days' fishing here. Batteries. Link and Steele; Miller feasance, misfeasance and non
Mrs. Theresa Shuman, Mr. and
Second honors, class of 1940, Mil- had as passenger Mglvin Torpacka
and Moore. Umpires. Thomas and feasance of office.
Tuesday night amounted to 45«.
Mrs. Harold Ralph and Mr. and dred Baldwin, Frederick Clunie, Al- 1 who <»n* for a bri< vlsit w‘th his
Donahue’s request was contained
Comee..
The
Long
Cove
Finnish
Benefit
Mrs. Willis Ralph attended the dana Hall, Ralph Hilton, Elsie Parents. Mr. and Mrs. Mathew Torln an amendment offered to a pend
Waldoboro
girls
won
the
softball
graduation exercises of Miss Shirley Pierce. Martha Shuttuck. Helen P»c*a. Mr. Torpacka is a radio Coffee committee will give a benefit game that night, also.
ing order sponsored by Republican
STOCKINGS
Burns from the Maine General Spear and Frank Flagg; 1941. Phyl-! <>I*™tor at Winthrop. Mass., coast program, dance, and serve refreshFloor Leader George D. Varney for
lis
Clark.
Weslev
Hamilton,
Darnel
«
uard
r
»
di
°
station.
The
visitors
.
ments
tonight
at
8
o
clock
at
Glover
Hospital School of Nursing Wed
a Joint committee to Investigate the
Hodgkins. Palmer Oliver and Gloria returned to Massachusetts Sunday hall. Members of the committee are SOUTH THOMASTON
nesday in Portland.
states finances ln which private
Mrs.
Doris
Sonnenberg
of
Quincy,
Miss Hattie Vose Hall of Au Wade; 1942 Ellen Stevens, Elaine' Mr’s Pred Anderson was guest Mrs. Julius Anderson. Mr. and Mrs.
Mass., was a recent visitor at her auditors have reported irregulari
BY
gusta accompanied her brother, Moore Shirlev Hopkins. Dorothv Monday of her sister Mrs. .William j Wilho Elgland. Mrs. John Liukkoties in excess of S157.COO.
Haggett,
Ralph
Griffin
and
Phyllis
Oulcy
in
Bath.
While
there
she
nen
Mis-s
Hilda
Mackie,
and
Mr
j
home
here
Oliver Hall, State Librarian, to this
Barrows earlier in the day had
We hove just received a limited supply of NoMend Stockings knitted
Bryant' 1943 Jean Bates, Robert also visited her brother Edwin Iter-hurt Mrs. William Pirttinen all of
Miss Virginia Till of Whiting,
town Wednesday where he spoke Bryant,
from Nylon—the new man-made miracle from the great DuPont
Maynard Howell.’ Louise Jula and family.
J Long Cove. Dance music will be fur- Ind., has arrived to spend the Sum reported to the Legislature on the '
laboratories. You have heard all sorts of claims made for Nylon
before the Lincoln County Union
irregularities and also had advised ,
Tlie Sewing Club met last week nished by Eino Harrid. Wilho Elg- mer with her grandmother Mrs. Eva
stockings, but the facts are theset
Roberts and Burnham Ripley.
of Women's Clubs,
it
that
reconciliation
of
state
ac-I
Sleeper.
Third honors, class of 1940, Rob- with Miss Katherine Gilchrest at land, and William Hill.
Nylon stockings will snag and will run.
Members of Good Luck Rebekah
counts
by
the
auditors
showed
the
I
Mrs. Bertha Sleeper entertained
Lodge arc requested by the Noble! ert Belknap, Anne Booth. Ruih ; her hoine in Thoinaston.
Mr. and Mrs. Harvey Bubar. who
sinking
fund
reserve
to
total
$1,817.1
They muif have the same constant care that you give
Orand to take or send their dime Dodge Viola Emerson. Robert Flye. I Albert Harjula and Oliver Maho- have been in El Retiro. Fla., for at bridge Thursday, IMrs. Myrtle
sheer silk stockings.
847 instead of $185,734 as of June i
Makinen,
Mrs.
Ruby
Makincn
and
cards to thelodge by June 4.
Annette Hall. Dorothy Hodgkins, men are emptoyed in Rockland
the winter and at Hewlett Harbor,
But—given thatcare—they will give unusual satisfaction.
30.
1930.
as
had
been
Indicated
in
Mrs I uda Goodwin has returned Muriel Lines. Ellen Leighton. Rob-A group of young men of
this Long Island. N. Y. ln the employ of Mrs Carolyn Davis.
published financial reports of re
And they ore very, very beautiful
frL sXe H^d whe“ she was' ert Page. Sherman Page and Betty community have formed an or- Mr and Mrs. L. J. Gumpert have Aja-Basford
from Spruce Head where she a
charies cheatra and havebeen practicing
Raymond Aja of Portland, for signed State Controler William A.'
These
Nylon
stockings bring you the same superior qualities that you
returned to the Gumpert estate in
have learned to depend upon In oil NoMend Stockings ... shear
merly of Barre, Vt.. and MLss Flora Runnells.
he’Xcle ^ben^CTark Ca ' ° i Burnham. Elizabeth Dodge. Vtr- , diligently all spring under the leadWashington for the summer.
RunnelLs, now charged in a war
loveliness, and flattering, comfortable fit, PLUS the extra wear for
her uncle. Eubertus Clark
I
HHda ership of William Hill. The group
Basford of Portland were united in
The meeting of the junior group marriage April 27, by Rev. Benja rant with larceny by embezzlement
which NoMend has always been famous.
Mrs. Mabel Hunnewell who spent
Ha(ch
Jones comprises Oliver Niemi accordion,
of the Happy-Qo-Luckies 4-H Club, min Hersey of the Universalist of $22,000 ln state funds, is recover
two weeks at her home on Coles Junp Merrin ^je Nutter. Blanche Toivo Mahonen violin. William Hill
has been postponed in favor of an Church of Portland.
ing from two bullet wounds he said
Hill has returned to North Anson.
Plumstead and Alice Wellman: 1942. mandolin. Albert Harjula banjo.
I’
all day meeting June 8 at the Moore
Mrs. Carolyn Mitchell, Floyd Loring Pease. Richard Haggett and , William Johnson, drums.
Mrs. Aja is the daughter of Mrs. were accidentally self-inflicted. Het^
cottage
at
South
Pond
The
senior
Steele. Harriet Dalton Hilton and Virginia Chase; 1943. Martha Blom-| A picnic for the benefit of the
May Basford of Newport. She is a has returned $26,000 to the state i &
Gerald Dalton were in Spruce Head erth. Janet Clark. Carolvn Dennv. Furnish Congregational Church will division will meet Tuesday follow surgical nurse in tlie operating room which seeks recovery of $40,000 more
Because of the limited quantity available, no more
Tuesday to attend the funeral of Edward Fairbrother. Harriet Hall. >* held Sunday at the home of Mr. ing school at the home of Mrs. Ber of the Maine General Hospital, and held ln safety deposit boxes by him
than two pairs can be sold to each customer.
tha Drewett the local leader, and has been connected with that insti and members of his family.
their uncle, Eubertus Clark.
Priscilla Holdemess. Malcolm Hunt- and -Mrs Stenfors ln Warren
will take up “Beverages.'' Plans will tution five years. Mr. Aja is the son
Wayne Pinkham returned Wed
Donahue also asked that the com
er, Lois Pariseau and Priscilla
be made for the club tour.
' -r- y ,■■■
nesday to his home in Nobleboro
mittee
should examine into all af
of
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Joseph
Aja
of
Barre
Weeks. Post Graduate, Bentley DUTCH NECK
after spending 10 days at the home
E. A. Starrett Auxiliary, S.U.V., and has been the district sales fairs and activities of the governor
Glidden.
A. E. Winchenbach has opened
of his grandmother, Mrs. Lila LoveBarbara Bartlett. '39. who Ls non his home here after several months will meet at the Baptist Church manager for the Rock of Ages Corp relative to his knowledge of the
Joyan
attending Becker College, is on the spent at tiie Whitcomb home in Sunday at 6.45 to attend the special in Northern New England for two incompetency of and disregard of
Mrs. Joseph DiNapoll is visiting
memorial service. Girl and Boy years.
the state administrative code pro
Advertisements In thia column no, .
TT All 1LiU
dean's list there for the quarter. 'Waldoboro.
to exceed three ltnea lnaerted once foi '
relatives in Revere, Mass.
Scout Troops are also invited
During that time he has made visions by any state official
, Mr and Mrs Walter Richardson
25 cent*, three tlmea for 50 cent*. AdMary H Cunningham’s Modernc j
Special music has been arranged many friends in Knox County es
Varney
and
Representative
Cleve

dltlonal llnee flee oenta each for one
ALL kind* of repair work on build
EAST LIBERTY
of Portland and Miss Elsie Stall!
time. 10 centa foe three tlmee. Flee ma* lawn grading flower gardening
School of Dancing will present a
of Arlington. Mass., were weekend It will be noted that the time of pecially in this place where he has land Sleeper. Jr., of Rockland quick email
words
to
a
Una.
t'ECIL
SAWYER 572 Old County Rd
Charles J. Smith was called to suesU Qf
and Mrs H L stahl meeting Ls at 6 45 instead of 7.45 isited the Ripley home frequently,
recital Monday night at 8 o'clock
ly rose to the defense of Barrows, flt*****<*«******V City________________________________ 63*65
Hinckley,
Friday
by
the
illness
and
and
Mr
and
H
B
stahl
in the High School auditorium.
as was inadvertently reported in having been a classmate of Walter with the latter saying he would vote ' e ZXft’T' a BTT\ Ts/\WTM1T\ ’ ’ RESPON3IBI.E girl, woman wanted.
Mr and Mrs
Black and the Thursday issue.
Mr. and Mrs. Richard De Mutelle death of his brother. Fred He will
♦ LiVFtJl
I (1ST AiW
A Nil r
FnilNII
p*n>uy
2 8horr
mrs
Ripley in the Barre High School.
for the proposal if Donahue would ‘
Will/ 4’ »«
HAWLEY 780 High St Tel 725. Bath
have returned from Orlando, Fla., remain with his aged mother for a family and Orrin Black of WaldoBest wishes are extended to the add these words. "This governor
83*11
Mystic Rebekah Lodge will con
1 toro were visitors Sunday at the
where they passed the winter and short time
young couple who reside at 306 and the previous governor." Barduct
a
memorial
service
Monday
PACKARD bicycle 'aken from the I h
Clement Qulgg and family of Au- J«ne of Mr. and Mrs. Austin Walhide door at 8enter Crane’s with «ctiool J.ol,ni?7X n»L
are now at their Main street home.
night. On the committee are Mrs. Brackett street, Portland.
rows' predecessor was Louis J. bag and book. If returned at once
m'Tun/0
to "'h F'-'cere'courl'er*
gusta were callers Sunday at Oeorge , ‘
Mr. and Mrs. Aja were guests Brann (Ol.
que-Uons asked, reward
®
1 Mrs. Prances Quiner and nephew Hazel Bowers. Mrs. Mildred Gam
63JM
ROBINSON 155 Camden St Te: 12«. G“® “■ cm<*
McLain s.
Harry Groves of Marblehead. Mass. mon, and Mrs. Chisie Trone.
Tuesday and Wednesday at the
ROCKVILLE
The move by Donahue followed W
FURNITURE wanted to upholster,
<3-85
Dr.
and
Mrs.
Harry
A.
Brown
of
,
ar
nved
recently
and
are
getting
..lied
for
and
delivered
T
.1
F7.EMInvitations have been received to
soon after an order had been passed
SMALL whke aklfl found adrift ln rNG 19 Birch St . Tel 212 WK
81-ff
Memorial services Sunday night Ripley home.
Needham. Mass., were guests last Butter Point Farm in readiness for
Ridge Channel
Ower phon*
the wedding of Francis Brainerd
in the Senate to have the legisla Mu-i«el
vj
EXPERIENCED lag and top preasers
at the Baptist Ohurch will include
Rockland 58-12 and prove property
weekend of his sister. Mary’ Ord-'the summer.
ai S3 i of mens pants wanted good pay. steady
Thurston, and Miss Evelyn Gert
tive legal affairs committee consider
! work
Apply K ad M MFO CO IM
Mrs. Alden Eugley and Miss Celia a tenor solo "Christ in Flanders UNION
Middle St Portland Me
62-64
rude WhitUU which will take place way.
the
advisability
of
seeking
the
re

W. S. Counce and family of West
Mrs. Jaffry and son of Rochester, Eugley of Waldoboro were callers by Chester Wyllie.
HOUSEKEI.l'ER wanted at 15 Lisle St
June 1 at Zion Gospel Tabernacle
Friday afternoon on Mrs. Theresa
moval
of
State
Treasurer
Belmont
Rockport
visited
friends
here
Sun

to live tn
61-63
Mrs. Phillip Simmons was winner
N. H.. were recent guests of Ida Shuman.
in East Providence.
A. Smith (Ri who had refused to
day.
AMATEUR Artists -Compete for Free
of
the
prize
for
her
miniature
bou

Baker and Olin Marden.
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur J. Harrison
Mrs. J. P. Jaseph of Fitchburg
Art Course (Value 82151. Write today
Mr. and Mrs. Bert Collamore of resign at the request of Barrows
for Free Test Give age and occupa
Mr. and Mrs Everett Sherman, 0( port Washington, Long Island. quet of horse tail fern and green in
CABBAOE. tomatoes, poppers, pan tion "F S '" care The Couler -Oazette.
and Mrs. Edith Follansbee of Rock
The
governor
several
weeks
ago
Rockland
were
guests
Sunday
of
sies tuberows begonias and annual
daughter Blanche and girl friend N. Y. are spending several weeks at a shallow clear glass vase, at the
58-63
land were dinner guests Tuesday of
charged Smith with inefficiency upon plants ready to flower STILES road
of Beverly, Mass. were at Travel their summer home here.
meeting of the Thomaston Garden Mr. and Mrs. W. J. Bryant.
side stand, opposite Oakland Park 61*63
Mr. and Mrs. D. A. Sherer.
disclosure of the irregularities some
Mr. and Mrs George Yore and Club held Thursday with Mrs. Miles L. Jones
ers' Lodge last.weekend
PAIR of horses for sale, black and M************W
Miss Lottie E Ewell spent the
of which the auditors said were roan weigh 2900 will sel, separate Call ♦
From the Boston Herald:
son of Auburn visited Friday with George Newbert. in which 17 dainty
___ __
•
af
r 5 p m WALPAS SALLINEN 63-65 I |
weekend in Portland guest c* ner
Mrs Alice Creamer and Frank
"Miles LaForest Jones, chaplain found in transactions involving the
bouquets
were
entered.
The
prize
COTTAGE Turnpike side Meguntl- I
APPLETON MILLS
Creamer.
cousin Mrs. Elizabeth Ricker.
emeritus and one of the six remain treasurer s office and Runnells.
coik l.ak-. for sale or to le ; seven
The Grammar School will hold
Myron Chase has employment in was a dainty blue pottery container ing members of Dunster Lodge.
Kenneth Thurston has employ
TEI,
The
Smith
order
was
also
passed
fl?^' running water. 63-85
! ROOMS to let at 15 Orove St Tel
for a miniature bouquet, from Blue
Vassalboro.
,
ment at the Hopkins' garage in graduation exercises June 7.
by
the
House
in
concurrence.
If
57-tf
I.O.OF.,
died
in
Cambridge
at
the
DARK loam for sale. 82 load del ln 579-W. MRS FLORA COLLTNB
______________
Hill.
Program
numbers
arranged
Mr
and
Mrs.
Benjamin
Gross
and
Miss Hilda Weymouth, assistant
Rockland.
the legal affairs committee favored Rockland and Thomaeton For flowers! FIVE-room apartment, parffly furhome
of
a
son.
He
played
on
the
by
Mrs.
Frank
Rowe
and
Mrs.
and lawns
WILLIAM ANDERNON I nlshed to let. on Olen street
.Apply
Roger Bronkie went Wednesday tn the High School, is absent this daughter Betty of Auburn spent the
63-68 R P CONANT, clothier. 434 Main St .
'past weekend with Mr. and Mrs George Newbert included the read Salem team in the original New the removal action. Smith would be We-t Meadow Rd Tel 23-W
'City
to Maryland to rejoin the army fol week because of illness.
62 84
1937
DODGE
ib
ton
pick
up
for
sale.
_____________________________
Edward Gross.
ing of poems. Mrs. Herbert A. Em England Baseball League and given a hearing, probably before the condition like new: 1933 Ford tudor i LARGE front room with private enlowing a furlough spent with his
Paul Gushee. who has employ
two Houses.
pitched
in
the
game
in
which
Hugh
DYER'S GARAGE Tel 124 W
63-65 trance .to let, comfortable, reasonable
mons and Mrs. Phillip Simmons,
mother, Mrs. Inez Bronkie and ment at Lincolnville was at home
Contrary to the popular notion on
PONY and outfit for sale, TEL Cam- 1 MRS SMITH 283 Main St. upstairs
Duffy broke into organized baseball. Besides having obtained funds till
and
the
reading.
"Posies
From
the
63-lt
den
2539
64-66 :
the
matter,
rice
paper
is
not
made
sister, Mrs. Edgar Hallowell.
over the weekend.
"Until he retired several years ago "unaccounted for' through the
THREE-room apartment to let. In
enamel Glenwood gas stove
Mr. and Mrs. George Moody spent
Recent guests of Miss Fanny from rice. Rather, it is made from Vacant Lot' by Mrs. Newbert. Dur- he was employed by Little & Brown cashing of inter-departmental checks forORAY
h Thomaston: modern convenleD
sale small size, used short time: Sout
the pith of a tree which grows ln_ing_______________
63-85
the business meeting plans were
last Saturday in Portland.
63-65 ces TEL 387-13 or 190
Gushee were Mrs. Marie Hammond, r-e^S ff’reS£,°f I?rm06aLa!, discussed
for the coming district Co. Born in Union, he was made at the Treasurer s office, the audi <10 TEL 301 J
TWO
furnished rooms for light
BRAND
new
3-room
cottage
for
sale,
and daughter Cynthia of South tree known to botanists as the
. “
. ,.
Lake Meguntlcook Comple ely fur housekeeping to let. suitable for one
meeting of Garden Clubs to be held chaplain emeritus of his lodge in tors reported Runnells received on
61-63
Subscribe to The Courier-Gazette Portland.
Aralia pap.vrifera.
nished good shore privilege on good or two persons 14 BROAD ST
recognition
of
his
lifelong
service
funds
from
sales
of
accessories
at
road, electric light* Price reasonable
” apa
soon in Thomaston.
63-65 and bath. 109 FPark 8 H HALL 61-63
ln Odd Fellowship.
the State Highway garage which TEL 77. City.
SMALL farm for sale. 2 acres, within
FTVE-room tenement to let: 8,2
Memorial Day Exercises
"He leaves a daughter, Mrs. were never turned over to the Trea city
limits
Ideal for small chicken , month
10 FULTON ST. Tel 1017-J
farm
Cape Cod house, perfect condi
_______
39-U
Under the auspices of E. A. Star Charles Cowan of Reading and two surer.
tion
Apply EVERETT EER.NAIJ3 235
,
apt to let. available
Smith, after hearing Barrows re Rankin St.
rett Auxiliary, S.U.V. simple but sons. Girard N. of Medford and
63-65 May 1 Oirage
MRS A.
j C JONES. 5
WHITE Spitz puppies for sale, rea Talbot Ave . Te.l 576
impressive Memorial Day services Carl F. Jones of Camridge. Burial iterate ln his address the inefficiency
52 tf
City
THREE-room apt comfortably fur
allegations, remained adamant in sonable prices 26 HOLMES ST . 62-64
will be conducted at the Soldiers' was in Mt. Auburn Cemetery."
nished. with toilet Inquire 12 Knox St
News of Mr. Jones' death caused hLs decision not to resign.
Monument at 10.30 o'clock.
HOUSE for aale ln Warren. In good TEL 156-W
41-tf
condition,
a
bargain
If
taken
at
once
'Tm still on the Job and intend Write to "RE.C," care The Courierapartmen
Thc address and prayer will be sadness in many homes here, es
Oazette_____________________________62-64 Warren St Apply to II JAMES ST
delivered by Rev William S. Stack pecially to hls aged brother, An to remain there," he said.
50 tf
Wlard sulkey plow. 842.
After defeating Donahue s im NoTWO-horse
house, the wreath will be placed by drew Jones, who is the last re
HARDWARE store for sale or to let.
2 Eureka com planter. 822 . 7x11 with
flxturoa shelves, etc F M TTB
the Forget-Me-Not Girl Scout maining member of the family. De peachment inquiry move, the House Ontario drill. 865. hay tedder. 820. two- BETTS. ,8 Washington St Camden
horse sled. 820: set of four wheels and
46-tf
Troop; Miss Mary Kalloch will de ceased represented a fine type of adopted Varney’s order to have a under gear with 2'' steel axle. 830 Apply
FURNISHED three room apartment
liver the “Gettysburg Address'; manhood and was greatly liked and committee, including 22 House at W Y PIPER ESTATE. Warren.
V F
57-8-83 with bath to let. <150 week
1154
members, study the private auditors'
Mrs. Ella Cunningham will read the respected by all who knew him.
FLOWERS for Memorial Day
All STUDLEY 77 Park 8t. Tel 330 or 62
tf
kinds,
renaonable
Pinks.
81
25
Bou

report and submit any recomenda- quets made Order by May 28 Tel
poem. Will Carleton's, "Cover Them
FOUR-room apartment to let, ell
tions
it
deemed
advisable.
873-W. DEI J A YORK
62-64 modern
Apply at Oamden and Rock
Over With Flowers." and the War TENANTS HARBOR
tr ,Co TEL
TEl 634
53-tf
ICE-box (White Mountain i for sale: land Water
ren Band under the direction of
The baseball season and excite
Ivory and green used one year BERT
FURNISHED rooms to let
dealr
L. BROWN, 568 Main St . City
61-63 able location
Chester Wyllie will play "Marching ment are on again—summer is ap
MRS A. C. JONBB. 8
NOTICE TO MARINERS
126-U
authority of the Director: Bureau
TURKEY poult* and eggs for sale. Talbot Ave. Tel 578
Through
Georgia.”
"America proaching, regardless of the late of ByMarine
Inepectlon and Navigation Holland white, bui-bon red. and bronze
1/ ' “Tenting Tonight." "God Bless cold Spring. The past week seemed contained ln Department letter No. 3- 407 PLEASANT ST________________ 61-63
15041 of May 13. 1840. permission Is
BOATS
sail.
Inboard.
outboard,
America" and “The Star Spangled more like dog days with fog and granted 'o EUa M Hyland of 93 Main
St.. Rockland. Maine, to change the naipe canoes; also truck stake bodv 8x9 ft,.
Banner."
fog showers every day.
of the Gas
vessel FIRE FLY, of original price <125 now <30 KENNETH
61-66
The Auxiliary’. Girl and Boy Joseph McNeil and Frank Foley Octal number 120589 to EL1.ATINE. KNIOHT, Rockport
subject to full compliance with the
TWO commandry uniform* for sale
Scouts and the school children will returned Thursday to Attleboro, regulations JOSEPH T SYLVESTHl, 27 Fulton Bt . TEL 599-M
61-83
CALL Rockland Banltary Service foi
of Cuo'oms. by Seth R At
assemble at 10.15 a. m. at the home Mass., after spending tlie past week Collector
SIX-room cottage at Coopers Beach dependable hauling waste and ashes
well. Deputy Collector
63-66
ARTHUR
ADOLPHSEN Tel 1399 14-tf
for sale or to let for season, llgh's. Are
of Mrs. Jesse Mills, to form the ln town.
place, water
TEL 178 R. 55 Masonic
MAIE INSTRUCTION
We svarr, to
St.
61 83 hear from reliable men. now employed.
line of march to and about the
Mrs. Frank Barter went Wednes
ANNUAL MEETING
HOME of late Albion Palmer for sale. I with foresight, fair education and m-monument. Adding to the beauty day to Portland for treatment for
Knox County Association
10 Jefferson St., fruit trees and garden 1 ch»nlc;> Inclinations, willing to train
For Rural Religious Education
spot
Inquire OSMOND PALMER 12 SP“T t'n’f &t ho,m* »n<1,*n our
of the scene will be the Auxiliary an infected foot with which she has
Knox
St
61-tf "hop. to become Installation and serv
The annual meeting of the Knox
• ' s vexpegt*
V V VII
Ip*,- (l'i
Vl I V IV'II
ice
on (111
all ypes
Alr V'VYII
Conditionand Girl Scout flags.
County
Association
for
Rural
Rellgloua
been suffering the past few weeks.
HOUSE
for
uale
at
Lincolnville
Beach
Refrigeration equlpequip
Education will be held Monday. May 20. Route 1. 9 rooms, bath, hot wafer heat j ing andI—Electric
...........................
After the exercises at the monu
ment
Write
fully giving age. present
Miss Delia Bickmore has returned In the Rockland Congregational Church er.
ll<ht«
artesian
well.
Are=place.
sunUtilities Institute. "U I."
ment. the group will break up to to Thomaston where she has em at 7 30 p m There wlU be a special parlor, garage FRANK B FRENCH occupation
"ALL THE LOWER PRICED CARS I TRIED
care The Courler-Oaze'te
62-64
program. Including the Candle Lighting
36-R City
61-tf
assemble again for the last half of ployment summers. She spends Service by the South Thomaston group, TH. 8—
PERMANENT waves for white hair by
and special music.
The officers will
1935 CHEVROLET four door sedan
control. 85 to 87
Other perJUST COULDN’T MATCH OLDSMOBILE’S
the exercises at the village bridge, winters with her sister Mrs. Etta report, and new officers will be elected, for sale, ln fine condition; owned and remote
manen's. <3 up AL'8 HAIRDRESSING
with the transaction of any other ap driven by woman. Tel 301-J.
61-63 SALON. 286 Main street. Tel 826. City
the Girl Scout Troop to strew flow Wall.
propriate business Many are familiar
55-65
RELIABLE seeds of all kinds at th*
RHYTHMIC RIDE, OR OLDSMOBILE’S
the work of Mlse Margaret Mc
ers over the rail into the Georges
Preparations are being made in with
ldest seed store In the city. C C. TIB
MEN! WOMEN! WANT VIM? Take raw
Knight who has served .us for eeveral o
7^/J
BETTS,
288
Main
St
opposite
Hotel
oyster
concentra
tes,
stimulants
and
in
memory
of
the
Sailors.
Taps
will
the cemetery for Memorial Day- years, and we urge the attendacc of a Rockland
FLASHING PERFORMANCE! OLDS IS WELL
56 tf other tonic* In OSTREX tablet* to p»p
large number of those who are Inter
be sounded by Roger Teague. For people gathering there now several ested
up
body
Often
needed
after
48
—
by
FERTILIZER, bone meal, sheep man
In Christian living In our Counity
57-S-80 ure. nitrate of soda, same brands as I bodies lacking Iron, calcium. j>ho»the final section of the march, the times a day, Improving and deco
WORTH THE SMALL DIFFERENCE IN COST I"
Oet 35c
have sold past years. Delivery service. phorus. Iodine. Vitamin Bl
group will form at thc K. P. build rating the lots.
V L. PACKARD. 45 Oranlte 8t.. Tel. size today Call, write C. H MOOR A
CO . and all other good drug stores
347-M.
55-tf
ing.
53-65
Doris Peterson was overnight
CALVIN L BRAG, A SONS
New
Olds prices begin at
kRIVR the big Olds “60 f” Learn how much
LAWNMOWERS sharpened and re
guest
Tuesday
of
Mrs.
James
Davis
and used automobile part* for sale.
U
Tel.
$807 for Coupes, $853
TEL 135-11. Waldoboro.
59-70 paired. called for and delivered
in Elmore.
more a few extra dollars will buy — not
205 H H CRIE CO 328 Main St 53-tf
FRIENDSHIP
for Sedans, delivered at
DRY fitted hard wood for sale. 810;
WASTE and ashes removed reason
The Big Elm Luncheonette will
Junk*. <10; dry soft wood, slabs kin
Marie Winchenbaugh who recent
Lansing, Mich. Trans
only in extra riding comfort, but in extra size,
dling; dry pine boards under cover. T able rates, dependable service. STAN
open Sunday.
portation based on rail rates, state and local taxes (if
ly
took
a
trip
to
Washington,
D.
C,
HALL. Tel 311 or call at Hall’s service
J
CARROLL,
East
Warren.
Tel.
Rock

extra style, extra roominess and extra power
Registered number 17645 land 263-21
53-tf
any), optional equipment and accessories — extra.
53-tf station Main and Winter 8t*
with the Rockland High School
Ladles- Reliable hair goods at Rock
—plus economy that compares with the best!
Prices subject to change without notice.
COOK
stoves
for
sale,
810
and
up;
will
stand
for
service
of
Formerly the mainstay of the
group, arrived home Monday, and
all kinds of heaters. C. E GROTTON land Hair Store. 24 Elm St. Mall orders
H C RHODES. Tel S19-J
51-tf solicited
spent the evening with her parents whaling trade the world over, the stud at Rose Hill Farm, 138 Camden 8t. Tel. 1091-W
40-S tf
Greenland, or Right Whale, is now
BRECKS tes»»d seed* for sale H H
here. She visited Boston,, New York almost entirely extinct. Seldom
Owls Head, Maine. For CRIE
CO . 238 Main St . Rockland 45-fcf
City, Philadelphia, Washington, D indeed, does a present-day whaling information and appoint
D. A H. hard coal, egg, stove, nut
<14.50 per ton. del. Household soft coal
C., Mount Vernon, Arlington, An crew return to port with one of
ment
call
Rockland
292-R
<8 per ton, del. Nut size New River soft,
napolis, and the New York World's these monsters of the deep: crea
not screened 89 ton del.; screened. <10
ton del.
Ask for swap for cash
Fair. She spent one evening with tures once quite abundant, which
Horses are coming back
Test*
tickets. M. B. 8k C. O. PERRY. 519 Main
often
furnished
as
much
as
a
ton
shown that horse power on
WINTER STREET her sister Arlene in New York and and a half of whalebone after at have
St.. Tel. 487.
__________ 53-tf
the farm ls one-third cheaper than
HARD WDJd per foot, fitted. 81.25
ROCKLAND, MAINE another evening with a girl friend taining to full-grown lengths of tractors.
Sawed.
$1.U.
long,
8105.
U. B. 8 C. O.
53-85
from 60 to 75 feet.
from .Friendship, Md.
PERRY. TW 4YI,
.
53-tf

Senter Crane Company

$1.35 pair

In Everybody’! Column f ’ * V

™ ’’’

FOR SALE

TOLET

COSTS ONLYA FEW DOLLARS MORE FOR

THE RIDE THAT

can't be rivaled r

Sctcw

s8O7

OWSMOBILE

FIREPROOF GARAGE CO.

! MISCELLANEOUS '
i,-- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- - j

Belgian Stallion
Bell Boy

SELL muk
ttAHTADS

I

Every-Other-Day

VINALHAVEN

Vinalhaven Rians

MRS OSCAR C LANE

Correspondent

For Memorial Day Serv
ice*—Rev. Kenneth
Cook Will Be Orator

Memorial Day at Vinalhaven will
A public card party will be held
at Red Men's hall May 29 at 7.30 be observed under the auspices of
under the auspices of Monarda Gettysburg Camp. Sons of Union
Council of Pocohontas and Red Veterans of the Civil War.
Column will form in front of MeMen.
Mr. and Mrs Jack Hartman of , morlal HaU at 1 30 P m ln
fo1Buflalo, iN. Y„ are guests of Mr. : lowln« order: A E ^bby. marshal;
Hartman s aunt Mrs. Herbert Pel- | Vinalhaven Band. J. W. Kittredge,
director; Spanish War Veterans,
key.
World War Veterans. Bruce Orindle.1
A 42-foot motor boat Flying Mist
Commander; Gettysburg Camp, S i
was launched Tuesday from the I
of V., James Calderwood, Com- 1
Coombs and Son. boat shop. Samuel mander;
Qf
Hall of Boston is captain.
| glon Edwln Woodcock commander, J

Mrs. Florence Gross returned Fri- oold Star Mothers. Fathers, and
day irom Auburn where she was Veteran Widows. School Chlldren
guest of her son Dr. Leroy Oross in charge of teachers and march
She was accompanied home by Mrs.' to John Carver Cemetery to decoGross and daughter Regina who rate the graves of departed Cornwill be her guests.
| rades; thence to waterfront at
Capt. Parker Hall of Boston is Smith s Point, to scatter flowers on
visiting his brother Capt. 6amuel the water in memory of the Naval
Comrades, under direction of Joseph
Hall
Miss Eba Kalloch of Rockland was Headley, World War Veteran;
overnight guest Wednesday of her thence to Soldiers’ Monument, Uiere
to decorate in. memory of those who
aunt Mrs. Almond Miller.
never returned, thence march to
The Knit-Wits will meet Tues
Orand Army hall and break ranks.
day night with Mrs. Keith Carver.
At 6 p. m. Column will form in
Mr. and Mrs. L. W. Lane and son
front of Memorial Hall in the foilTimothy reutrned Thursday from lowing order: Vinalhaven Band.
Rockland.
World War Veterans, Sons of the
The graduates are looking for American Legion, and march to
ward to their trip to Boston.
Soldiers' Monument to perform the
Mrs. Carroll Gregory will attend services of retreat; thence to Orand
Eastern Star Grand Lodge in Port Army hall.
land.
At 7 30 p. m. Memorial services I
Manarda Council degree of Poco at Memorial hall as follows: Prayer,
hontas has extended an invitation reading of General Order, Gettys
to Pocohontas council of South burg Address by James Barton,
Portland to visit it June 15. Miss I singing by school children, directed;
Iona Black. Grand 'Pocahontas of by Marie Teele; Vinalhaven Band.
Maine will be present to inspect, Joseph Kittredge, director; Memo
both councils.
rial address by Rev. Kenneth Oook.
The patriotic societies will attend
Union Church Notes
Church
Sunday May 26. at 11 a. m.
Sunday School meets at 10 o'clock.
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CIVIL WAR VETERANS

Happy Hope Farm

Two Fine Bands

(Can you identify them?)

Page Five

Deer Isle School Gets
Highest Rating At Water
ville—Stonington
Musicians

MARJORIE MILLS BROADCAST

am2

ARRID

Al all fttorea aelliag toilet f&Mb

lets something which will brighten
and add flour and Wend,
all eternity."-(Daniel (Webster.

Blowly

Mrs. Harvey Wentworth has em
ployment in Togus

Lakewood Theatre

tertained Sunday Mrs. GTotton's
mother, brother and other relatives
from Somerville, Mass.
Mr. and Mrs. Edson Wellman and
family of Washington, were callers'
Sunday at tlie home of Kendrick
Light.
Mr and Mrs. Minot Bowman and 1
children of North Carolina are
spending an indefinite time with
Mrs Ada French
Kendrick Light of Bangor spent [
the weekend with hls family here. |
Wallace Olidden returned with him
to Banger where he expects to find

Ina Claire starred, has been chisen
as the opening bill for Lakewood’s
40th season starting tonight.

Story of Job, Whose
Mrs Gladys Hisler spent tlie
kend with her sister, Mrs. I “End of Summer." the Theatre
False Friends Came Back wee
Maude 'Reynolds ln Jefferson.
! n ....
,
,
v ,
Mr.
and Mrt Basil Grot ton en- Ou,lds comrdv success ln which
—Prayers Desired

Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
(Deer Isle Mssenger)
Gentle April showers are falling
The Deer Isle School Band re and how beautiful the grass is.
turned Saturday from the State Soon will come June, the loveliest
Music Festival at Waterville where month of the year, the month that
the members were a part of the is typical of heaven — eternal
crowd of 5000 school musicians beauty.
gathered from all over tlie State.
This morning I happened to read
The local boys and girls, accotn- ■ a chapter in Job and was struck '
panied by several of their friends, with the truth of two verses-"And |
went Jo Waterville in the school the lord turned the captivity of
buses and reported a very enjoyable Job when he prayed for hls friends,
trip, although their stay there waa also the 'Lord gave Job twice as
short.
much as he had before. Then came
Their audition at 3.30 p. m. was there unto him all his brethren,
in the Grange Hall In Winslow— all his sisters, and all they lhat
every available auditorium being m had becn of his acquaintance be-1
demand for the
of
„ they
„ .bemoaned
,. „
_ tigreat
,. „inumber
. . . and
him___
musical organizations.
The tore
selec-1
.
tions played by Mr. Mainente's1 a"d
, fd
blm ovpr a‘*
band were PMarch Slav" by Tschal-!the evil that the Lord had
I kowsky, and "Finlandia" by Sibeli brought upon him; every man also
us. the latter being the number re gave him a piece of money and
every one an earring of gold.”
quired by Class A bands.
I thought. “Ian t this typical x>t
As was the case last year, the
band received the highest rating. human thoughtlessness, in so many
Superior—13 plus marks, with only instances?" When Job was robust.
three minus Items—in addition to wealthy, could give his friends
the comment by the Judge, 'a very fun. social hospitality, good times,
ambitious program well done." Tlie when Job was looked up to as
Judge. Prof. BJonar Bergethon of righteous and upright, a man whose
the University of New Hampshire I friendship was desirable, he had
made the statement that the band many friends.
was the best he had heard that day
But when he became nothing
and in fact for a long time. He but a miserable huddle of emaciatasked numerous questions abept thc i ed flesh and bones, sitting in rough
organization and marveled that so sack cioth amid the ashes, where
small a school could produce so were the (riends? They Ieft hlm.
tuperior a band
j "He must have done something
Will Go To Fair
j terrible to be so punished. We
At the meeting of the Stonington |
Band Association. Tuesday, it was a man. and his head is wrong sitdefinitely decided to send theltin8 out in thosc ashes mourning
School Band to the New York tbat God had forgotten him. We
World's Fair where it will play at 2 won't have thc name of friendship
p. m. on June 11 and at 11 a. m. on with him."
So they gossiped, one to the
June 12.
It is expected that about 40 play other, while poor Job sat alone,
ers will go and they will be accom neglected and shunned by all but
panied by several chaperones. It three friends, who came to con
is necessary to raise more money demn and not to comfort.
before the band leaves and to that
But when the tide of hls life
end a dance will be given at the turned and he again became the
Legion Hall Friday evening
former stalwart, happy man, then
According to plans the Band will came back the false friends, with
Upper left. No. 1
Lower left, No. 3
travel by boat to Rockland, bus to offerings, to win back Job's regard.
Upper right. No. S
Lower right. No. 4
Boston where a change will be ■ And being a righteous man. he
The names will he published in Tuesday's issue.
made to another bus to Providence forgave and forgot.
thence by boat to New York. Con
In this he gave us a lesson, not
siderable publicity for the band, the to hold anything against those who
town and the Island is expected by despitefully use us and gossip
the sponsors.
about us. when we have the right
to expect different treatment.
COCRIER-GAZETTE WANT ADS
A Sunday school teacher was
Monday through Friday at 1.30 P. M.. over Stations WNAC. Boston;
WORK WONDERS
trying to explain to a boy of six.
WTAG. Worcester: WCSH. Portland; WICC, Bridgeport; WTIC, Hart

At 11. all patriotic orders will at
Hi: ENDORSES BUZZELL
tend the service in a body to ob
serve Memorial Sunday. Rev. Ken
Northport Man Says He Is Im
neth Cook will give the address
pressed By Belfast Man's Plat
"Bought with a Price". The vested
form
choir will sing special anthems and
solos.
Northport May 22
Junior League meets at 4; Chris Editor of Tlie Courier-Gazette
ford; WEAN, Providence; WLBZ, Bangor.
tian Endeavor at 6; evening wor
I was much impressed by the
ship at 7 with sermon by the pastor splendid progressive platform of
Little squibs of information today pour on the milk and cook until
The choir will sing.
Candidate Buzzell for Congress as
Add seasonings and the
The board of trustees will meet It appeared in your splendid paper.' collected hither an yon. a few an- thick
Monday at 7 o'clock at thc parson
Considering the tragic events in' swcrs t0 questions and a few ideas crabmeat. A few minutes before
serving, heat the tomato juice in
age. Tuesday night thc usual prayer Europe and our own need of ade
you might use . . and then again anothcr pan when hot. add soda
meeting will be held
quate defense, we find Mr. Buzzell s
you might not . . one never knows. and dissolve when ready to serve.
grasp of this vital question practi
Dr. Stratton will be at hls Vinal cal and re-assuring He also stress First, in answer to dozens of ques- combine the two mixtures,
,
haven office from the arrival of the es opportunity for youth, the farm tlor.s. it ls cold boiled custard spiced Coffee
boat Monday afternoon. May 27. un er. and protection of labor through . . . not baked . . . that the Fng- j g cups freshly brewed coffee
deep
dish
with
serve
’4 cup cream, whipped
til its departure Wednesday morn their authorized Unions. Having llsh
’» teaspoon cinnamon
ing—adv.
■ lived on the coast for years, he is rhubarb- ^r.wberrv and berry
’■» teaspoon nutmeg
) keenly alive to the need of proper P‘** Makp “ rlch and thkk wi,h
legislation for our fisheries and mav blpnl-v of vanllla and lhe nfeded
Pour coffer over cracked icr. Top
NORTHPORT
Richard Sheldon Alice Sheldon I express my personal satisfaction touch of salt and serve the pic warm rach Biass wUh a spoonful of
Mlss Catherine Bragg and Mrs in the chance to vote for a candi- and ihe custard ice-cold alongside, whipped cream into which the spices
Rich? Absolutely, but delicious, have been folded; sugar may be
Wilson were all in Bangor recently. date with a background with a
splendid
family
We.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Havp -vou lried strawberrtes soaked served with the coffee if desired.
Mr. and Mrs. Lewis Martin are
Burnell are highly successful par- *n Klrsch as a festive dessert? I, Rlun nutter Sauce
in Sullivan for the summer.
Mrs Thcmas A Mitchell and son ents. having a family of four splen- was onp of the hits of the Esfoffler
<4 pound rum butter toffee
Paul of Roslindale. Mass , spent the did young men. in itself a great dinner at the Touraine. we hear.
4 tablespoons cream
weekend with the former's sister education and typical of a former Adah Knight in Alstead Center.
Melt the toffee and add the cream
Mrs. Warren Nichols.
! generation when good sized fam- ’ N. H. sends along word if you dis- gradually, blending well. Serve hot
The marriage is announced of llies were the rule in the average hke dandelion greens because of the Or cold over ice cream.
| bitterness you can eliminate most of carsunrl Uornflakr Ring
Mrs. Vivian McKinnon and Wil American home.
This may be a little touch of the ** bv taking out tlie central flower
c cups cornflakes
liam Robinson by Rev. Frederick
old fashion ideals ln me for we all buds and blossoms and do try a few
Hayes.
1-3 cup Land O Lakes butter
Alfred Sheldon of Warren has re know the family is the center of our | of tbe crisP chlltfd dandelion leaves
1 *4 cups brown sugar
turned home after visiting here and system of Government that the ln >'our m>xed green salad with
Put cornflakes in a large, greased
home, the church and the school are cucumber slices, chopped scallions, bowl. Melt butter, add sugar and
in Montville.
Roy Genthner of Waldoboro was the three main factors In the de- minced hard-cooked eggs and a cook over a medjUm flre untn mjX. !
a business caller In town Tuesday. velopment of good citizenship.
good French dressing.
jure gtgrtg to bubble, stirring con-;
L. D. Brace and family of Boston
Having known Mr. Burnell and
Tender turnip, mustard and beet stantly. Pour this hot syrup over
spent last weekend at their sum his family for many years. I hearti- greens will be along soon. Do you cornflakes, mixing well so that each
mer home here.
ly recommend him as the best quail- ever cook them country-style with cornflake is coated. Pack in small. |
fled candidate in tlie Republican new potatoes and a piece of Ipan greased molds or a large ring mold.
ft bacon or pork and serve them with Chill, Unmnld and serve with ice
NORTH WALDOBORO primaries.
thinly sliced Bermuda onions and cream
E. C. Haven
Mr and Mrs. Wesley Mank of
herb vinegar and oil for dre&slng
MENU
Bluehill passed last weekend at
and perhaps horseradish on the
Breakfast
their home in this place.
NORTH HAVEN
side? New peas cooked French style
Rhubarb Sauce
Mr. and Mrs. Wright of Hallowell
The task of re-arranging 5000
Shredded Wheat
called Sunday at Alice Duncan's. (books in the new library building in a casserole lined with lettuce
Creamed Dried Beef wilh
Mrs. Doris Heyer and son Ronald bas
a considerable one. but leaves and one or two shredded
spring onions, a sliver of bacon, a
Com Bread
of Feyler s Corner were visitors : cnough has
done M
Coffee
Tuesday at Ruth Carroll s.
i book service can be resumed. The bl*
ot bu,ter and Ju" haU
Sunday Dinner
Mrs. Irene Sprague cf Winslow's ubrarlan. Mte Duncan, has been a cuphot *ater arc deUc]ous *!th
•Crab and Tomato Bisque
Mills was recent guest of Belle af5biVed by Mercedes Calderwood. tiny new boiled potatoes in parsley
Spring Lamb Roast
Sprague.
_
Inconvenience or disappointment in butter. Tlie peas should Just simmer
Sadie Davis who pas.«-d tlie windiscontinuance of book servlc? at very low heat until tender. Or ! New Peas in Mashed Carrot Ring
ter with Mr. and Mrs. Charles Odell J the past two weeks is regretted bu add thin cream in which you've1
Asparagus Salad
heated a sprig or two of mint
at Glenslde, Penn., has returned to was unavoidable.
Midco Ice Cream with
•Rum Butter Sauce
her home here where she will spend . After a b^f lllne66 ThHma Mar. to cooked peas. Bruise the mint
the summer.
Coffee
garet Beverage died Tuesday at the and strain il out before adding the
Supper
home of her parents, Mr. and Mrs. cream 10 lbe P*85Potato Salad with Hain
New Undtr-arm
Robert Beverage. The child was two ! Ruth Cleveland in Fitchburg sugHot Cheese Biscuit
ycars old. Funeral services were gests grapenuts as an addition to
Cream Deodorant held in the Pulpit Harbor Church ! vanilla lee cream, better even than
•Spiced Coffee
tafely
• Her 1 i>es given.
Thursday conducted by thc pastor ' the brown bread crumbs toasted in
F. Husc. Burial was in the butter we suggested. And they like | --------------------------------------------- £
Stops Perspiration Henry
Crabtree. Cemetery. Thc bearers grapenuts sprinkled thick over cup
were Theodore Beverage, Edward 1 custard before baking We do too,
| Beverage. Alton Calderwood and or cornflakes, brown sugar, butter
VINALHAVEN AND
I Hugh Parsons.
and a sprinkle of cinnamon makes
ROCKLAND
The Knights of Pythias and thc a nice topping for baked custard.
STEAMBOAT CO.
Pythian Sisters will attend thc Have you made the crunchy corn
ROCKLAND. ME.
Baptist Church in a body Sunday flake sugar cups in which to serve
| at 11 o'clock. The pastor will ice cream? They belong on the
Service To:
preach a sermon appropriate to the list of best liked recipes.
Vinalhaven, North Haven, Ston
1. Does not rot dresses, does
occasion. Singing by the choir will
ington. Isle Au Haut, Swan*a
Now thc answer to thc question
not irritate skin.
be under the leadership of Mrs. about cleaning piano keys . . . rub
Island and Frenchboro
2. Nowaiiingtodry.Canbeused
right after shaving.
Barbara Joy. Sunday School meets with a clean cloth moistened in al
3. Instantly stops perspiration
SPRING SERVICE
at 10; Young people at 6.45; and cohol and wipe with dry cloth.
for 1 to } days. Removes odor
Effective May 20
evening service at 730.
from perspiration.
Crab and Tomato Bisque
Subject to rhangr without notice
4. Apure,white,greaseless,stain
2 tablespoons Land O Lakes But
less vanishing cream.
"If wc work upon marble, lt will ter
DAILY EXCEPT SUNDAY
5. Arrid has been awarded the
perish: lf wc work upon brass, time
Read Down
Read Un
Approval Seal of the American
2 tablespoons flour
will efface it; if we rear temples,
Institute of Laundering for
A. M.
Standard Time
P. M.
2 cups milk
being harmless to fabrics.
they will crumble into dust; but If
5.30 Lv. Swan's Island, Ar. 6.15
Salt and pepper
25 MILLION jara of Atrid
6.30 Lv. Stonington,
Ar. 5.25
wc work upon immortal souls, lf we
1 cup crabmeat
have been aold. Try a jar today!
7.30 Lv. North Haven, Ar. 4.15
imbue them with principles, with
1 cup Kemp's Tomato Juice
8.15 Lv. Vinalhaven,
Ar. 3.30
the just fear of God and love of fel
8.30 Ar. Rockland.
Lv. 2.15
H teaspoon soda
low men, we engrave on those tab
61-tf
Melt butter in top of double boiler

I

SOMERVILLE

employment.

j ,End 0 S ,m,”'pr >' a
and
dditthtful play that will introduce
to Lakewood audiences, two yout.hful picture stars, Louise Campbell
and D011 Terry, Few young actresses have had a more meteoric
career than Louise Campbell She
is a discovery of Melville Burke's
who
hpr thr lfadln
las in
"White Man" and

A House in tlie

Mrs. Marlcu Brown and daugh-: Country." She was signed 1.11.11'iLter Vera have returned from a ately by Paramount and for tiie
weeks
.. visit
. ..in Nabnasset, Mass
J last three years has been playing
Mr. and Mrs. Harvey Emery and, ,
son have moved to China.
■ leading roles 111 talking pic.un
Miss Ruth Thompson and Mrs.' She was starred with Fred MacEdna Maguire of Massachusetts. Murray and Ray Milland in "Men
were recent visitors at the home of , w„h wlngs... ?1,3 was in .w,!j
Mr. and Mrs. H. C. Brown.
Money," "Scandal Street" and in
the manner in which the sinner, “Tlie Bulldog Drummond” scries.
being clothed with the righteous She was co-starred with Bing
ness of Christ, became accepted by Crosby in "The Star Maker" and is
God.
Just completing her latest picture
“Now, Tim." he said, "what color "Anne of Windy Pcplar.s" at tlie
is that wall?''
"White, Mr. Dean." the boy re RKO studios.
Born in Massachusetts Den Terry
plied.
“But look through these green attended Harvard and then we.it
spectacles and what color does it directly to Hollywood where he
appear?”
has played 34 leading ri les in the
"Oreen, sir."
57
pictures in which he has been
"But is the wall really green, or
does it seem so because you’re look seen. Among them are ' Mi- Gang
ster," "Dangerous Adventure." "The
ing through a green glass?"
"It’s white and only looks green Valient.” “Border Romnnce" and
througli tlie spectacles."
"When G Men Step In".
"Very well. Just so with God
and man Are not all men sinners?
Subscribe to Tiie Courier-Oazette
And we are colored by sin."
"Yes. sir"

“And doesn't God hate sin?"
“Yes. Mr. Dean."
"Well, now if God looks at us
through the perfections of Christ,
how will we appear? '
"Green, sir." .
Perhaps this little story has more
truth than seems, for if we. in
cluding myself, had not bcen
“green." would we have committed,
errors, which we afterward know,
was sin? Out of the mouth of
babes conies wisdom.
In closing I still desire your [
prayers, for I am constantly fight- J
ing a serious physical condition.,
which isn't easy to bear.
Love to all.
Nancy Stedman Savage I

The Morning AfterTaking
Carters Little Liver Pills

zz^

way its soft, rear coil springs float
T happens Io thc best of us. We
all like to step out in something
the body serenely along, even though
a little finer, a little smarter, a bit the wheels be dancing?
more able, than the other fellow has.
You won't find a bigger cur any
So when you can do that—anil get a
where at its price, measured bumper
better buy in tlie bargain-why not
to bumper, nor one with a frame as
step right up to the head of the class?
heavy and stout.

I

Just look around you. Can you name
a sleeker, trimmer, neater, smarterlooking car than this I'MO Buick?
Do you see anything on the road that
can keep pace with its husky, valvein-head straight-eight engine—Dyna
flash patterned for thrift, and elec
trically balanced after assembly to
brand-new smoothness?

Ever see anything slicker than the

You won’t find cooling systems

scaled under pressure, Forc-N-Aft

Flash-Way Direction Signals with
automatic cut-off, nor as many cosi-

free “extras” included in thc price.

In short, here's your one best 1940
yardstick-but that’s only half of it.

I fere's big value—tail bin your reach !
Current pricest begin at $895 ★for

the business coupe, delivered at
Flint, Mich.; transportation based
on rail rates, state and local taxes
(if any), optional equipment and
accessories—extra as usual.
Net of all that is dclivered-to-you
prices so close to lowcst-pricc-field
figures that you’ll get most of the
difference back in the higher tradein value your Buick will have later on.

So go ahead—s«f»s/,v that itch to he
“tops"! First step is to see the near
est Buick dealer.
fPrices subject to change without
notice.

C. W. HOPKINS, INC.
712 MAIN STREET

ROCKLAND. ME.

TEL. 1000-W

$E(.THC Q(NIRAt. MOTORS EXHIBITS AT THI NEW.YORK AND SAN FRANCISCO. FAIRS
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DRIVE HAS IMPORTANT AIM

MAKE WAY FOR YOUTH

A A A A
A A A A

SHIRLEY T. WILLIAMS
Correspondent
ft ft ftft
Tel. 190

JUNE COTE
Correspondent
zs zs zs
zs zs zs zs

AMflHII. MANAGERS DRIVE

Tel. 713

Entertainment At St. Bernard’s Parish
Hall Justified This Slogan

Every-Othcr-Day

Realm of

Music
ly Gladys St. Clair Ilristad

Mr. and Mrs. A. L. Wolf are in i Ralph Wilson
proprietor
"Make Way For Youth" was mani-1 enjoyed it herself and that is rare
Boston on a business trip.
Whitehall Inn. who has been spendfestly invoked as the rallying cry at in a young performer.
Musical thoughts this week have , to be trussed and corseted in a
Mrs. Walter Johnson, who with jng the winter in Florida has ar- j
"leaning On the Old Top Rail," a ' bwn turnlng toward the annual i manner that made her appear—
St Bernard's parish hall Thursday
a guest, Mrs. Evenway Edwards, of i rived in town for the summer.
solo by Margaret Valenta. appealed I conventR)n of the Stftte ^deration «hall we say. faintly ridiculous. Yet
night when public feasting at packed
Evanston. Ill. have been passing, Roger d. Calderwood of the
but it was in her second selection.
that isn’t what I remember. I
tables was promptly supplanted by
several days at Levi Seavey s home. Hi?11 gChool faculty, is spending the
"Ma, He's Making Eyes At Me," of Music Clubs convening at Gar remember the voice, with its mar
a
revue
of
juvenile
talent
amazing
entertained informally Tuesday her weekend at his home in Portland,
that this intriguing miss got ln her diner One of the anticipated fea velous staccati, its scale passages,
in its superior qualities.
guests being for the most part, mem- ‘ The Garden club wiu meet at the
best work, accented with tone shad tures was the State Chorus sched the unbelievable facility in the
Rev Fr, John Cummings, modest
bers of the Sewing Club, of whlchlhome Q, Mrs p G Wllley Tuesdaying and those certain gestures, un- uled to sing in the Friday evening highest range of the human voice
master of the keyboard, composed
Mrs. Johnson was a member. An at 23O O.clock
Mrs william E.
definable but effective The younger program. It was expected that this where most sopranos only touch a
enjoyable social hour was spent Wing of Portland. Federation chair
the tots, the more heartwarming chorus would bring together the note and then rush down again. The
and refreshments were served. At man of Historical and Memorial
j their reception, meaning the cate- largest group of choral singers since world awaits another singer of col
A
•
I
tending were Mrs. Frank D. Elliot, Gardens will speak on "Longfellow
, gory of Margaret Hughes, lena tlie days of the old Maine Music oratura music who can equal her.
Mrs. Lee W. Walker. Mrs. Lawrence Gardens.' A large attendance is
' Hayes and Dolores Pion who warbled , Festival. It was a stroke of good
• • • •
W
• ‘
'
H. Dunn, Mrs. Charles Singer, Mrs. I hoped for.
i "Little Sir Echo" till the audience’s i fortune to have Dr John Warren I One of the delightful experiences
Erb of New York to conduct this durlng my rece,u vislt wlth ..NeU„
Howard Smalley, Mrs. Robert ' Services Sunday at the Baptist
j palms were sore with dapping,
Walsh. Mrs. Charles Starrett, Mrs. Church, will be: Memorial Day serv
Tolman in Auburn, Mass., was ati Charming Vittrice Hayes sang group'
Dr. Erb who is chairman of or- tending the second annual concert
George Cross, Mrs. Edward New- ice at 11 o'clock to which all pa
"Wishing” and doubled on the pro
eombe. Miss Nellie Gardiner, Miss triotic groups have been invited to
gram in a tap dance with Beverley chestra and chamber music for the 0( the Xuburn congregational
)ne)nb(>rs
Olendenning The latter, versatile National Federation of Music Clubs Church choir
Helen Carr. Miss Blanche Raysor,, attend in a body: patriotic hymns
Miss Elizabeth Dunn and Mrs Ed and anthems; sermon by Rev Mr.
| lassie, also played accordion selec has been going all over the country were xssisted by 10 ouUWe slngerSi
If
?!
( liildrcti nf St. Bernard's Parish tions, one of which was “Santa recently conducting chorus groups. with a director, pianist and organwards.
Brown on the subject "Keeping
M
ensemble they gaw
pen a treasure rhest of stage I Lucia.” thut hauntlngly wistful mel- He is regarded as one of the ablest j*
Members of the Epworth League America Free." Tlie Church school
choral
directors
in
the
United
;
••cherubic
Hymn
” by Bortniansky;
t
air
nt
which
surrendered
all
its
beauty
will
meet
at
9
46
There
will
be
no
attended the Knox County Circuit
States.
Among
the
several
choruses
,
Can)1
of
the
by Leontovlch;
■' .......
under this maiden's fingertips.
League held Wednesday in Rockport more evening services until after
he conducts ln Uie immediate vicinUp o Men of
by Noble;
the
music
and
words
of
the
overture
Cheering
up
an
invalid
with
a
runMrs. E. K. Winchenbach and Mrs ^e summer recess. The mid-week
ity
of
New
York
is
the
Musical
Arts
Blu
,
Danube
Walt2
Strauss;
Splnt
Uotnique Theatre employes—left to right: Clifford Taylor, cleaning "St. Bernard's Victory Song.” a re-| nlllg stream of woe—that’s funny.
Howard Smalley went this morning ,devotional service will be held
| and maintrnam r: Vincent Nelson, cleaning and sign department; Richard sounding martial air which brought and Oeorgia Treat saw to It that Chorus of Easton, Pa . which has Flower_ CampbeU-TIpton; John
to Worcester, Mass., for the week- Thursday’ night at 7 30
Welch, chief projectionist: Winnifred Burkett, head cashier; < arl I iper. forth the combined vocalization nnd audience should relish it in Just that appeared in convention programs as pec! Treharne; three Negro
The Lilies team of vvtr t chief
end.
usher: Alfred G. Sweii. resident manager
Riwri Jobhua nt ,Uie
stage arts of Vittrice Hayes. Jean- light. In old lady's coslume and well as on the radio for the National
Red Cross contributions for war j Ladies Bowling League, was victoriAt the meeting of the managers of the Graphic Theatre Circuit re
„
Federation of Music Clubs, and the Battle of Jericho and Nobody
with
her
tongue
hung
ln
the
middle,
rently
held
in
Boston,
a
manager's
drive
to
be
conducted
from
May
26
to
nette
Gardner,
Lucille
Treat.
Marrellef are being received by the,°us over the Poppies team ThursJune 22 was decided upon for the purpose of determining the drawing ! garet Valenta. Oeorgia Treat and wagging incessantly. Elocutionist Musical Arts Chorus of New York Knows de Trouble I've Seen; and
chairman of the local branch, Mrs ■ day night in the championship
power of theatres in the various communities. I pon the result of attend- Beverley Glermhnning. Though the Treat cut an amusing figure. This City which sponsored the recent Sibelius' "Onward, Ye Peoples."
Richard O Elliot, or the treasurer I match
the year
1939-40Sisters wll an,T
VnnrofTemnle
Pvihion
Var'OI“ '"‘"t**"®*"* honses in ,he 13 towns *•«
thp decision sp,ting and apparel were Informal, participant also Joined in thr vocal brilliant performance of Edgar Still
A Ladies' Chorus did three num
Miss Jessie M Stewart or they may | Knox Temple Human sisters will whjfh ,..lnmttnlUes would justify the extensive remodeling of existing
h,„ ,, whisk nf imagination
duet. "Mexicali Rose" with her man Kelley's "Pilgrim's Progress " bers and a Men's Chorus also did a
be sent to the Rockland headquar- meet Tuesday night Supper will theatres and which, if any, the building of new theatres. Manager Swell
,hi« tableau tntn an
Dr. Erb first came into nationwide group of three, one of which was
ters and will be credited to the
served at 6 oclock followed by I is anxious lo have the Comique make as line a record during this period as ’o transform this tableau into n sister, Lucille Treat.
prominence in tlie Federation when "Home on the Range" wiUi a Dr.
possible
so
that
the
Comique
will
receive
extensive
alterations
or.
if
ihe
inspiring
patriotic
extravaganza;
Three
ot
Miss
Florence
Molloy's
Thomaston quota which has been the business session at 7.30. All results justify it, that Camden will be considered as the home for a new f|,e material was there—rhythm, dancing pupils sent dashes of shim- he was named director and selected Bennett doing the solo part. "Carol
members are asked to be present.
aet for $375.
Uie repertoire for Uie National of Uic Bells" was particularly well
Graphic Theatre, further particulars concerning the drive will appear beauty harmony, everything tint
"Preparedness" will be the subject in Tuesday's Issue.
Miss Margaret llysotn returned
_________________________________________ sppUg „blg tlme.. but for this homey,
Chorus, which was presented at the d0Ile—R |s a very
niunber in
home Thursday alter having been j of the sermon by Rev. Wston P
Baltimore Biennial Convention iu I case
case local c
hOrus directors are
parish gambol such a goal was not
chorus
l Racpkal|
May. 1939. The performance of looking for new material. I also
employed at Schenectedy, N Y I Holman, at the Methodist Church Pendleton Hu-h Montgomery. Adm (’L
1 envisioned. Great things from small
Sunday at 10 30 o clock Music will ,IopkiIV Clarence Thomas. Carlton ■ UUI1UVI UrtSCUail
that
chorus of more than 1000 liked "Spirit Flower." and the way
during the winter.
beginnings grow.
Federated Circle meets Tuesday t1** u*ider the direction of A F. P Wood. C W Babb. Jr. Gilbert |
(Continued from Page Two)
voices, representatives from the “Heme on Uie Range" was done.
Nothing tf not modern, the locale
afternoon following the annual, Sherman Church school and bible narmon. W G Williams and Dr. Be'.vea starred in athletics through next simulated a radio broadcasting
6tate Federations from coast to Every number, in short, was preMemorial Day sale of flowers, plants | c'asse-s
be lie'd at 11 <J- Mrs W F Hurt, director emeritus for out his H.gh School career, and de- station with Joseph Anastasio as th*
coast, will long be remembered.
j s«nted wiUi polish and reflected the
seedlings and cooked food which ®tePa ^‘'Kae. superintendent, with
1 intelligent direction given the singserved the popularity he attained "big shot' manager. Some true acwill start at 130 at the Congrega-|classes !or a*1 ages Happy Hour
directors' meeting immeJust
now
I
liave
been
reading
in
€rs The group wlth
women
there and subsequently in the Twi- in8 at ’b*s P°int supplied drollery in
tional vestry.
*'iU >* at 7 30 *ith son« diatelv following the general meet- light League, where he was also a Plenl>'- end the "boss himself was
Musical America the account of I attractive evening gowns, displayed
The Baptist Beta Alpha will meet
and !alk by lhe pasIor
' ing these offlcers were elected:
Tetrazzini, whose death occurred on charming stage presence, and none
star. Here's to the Camden boy! I not al>ove bending to program per
April 28 at her home in Milan. Italy, of the singers were “glued" to their
Monday night at the home of Mrs. the subJect- wl1'- Are Men Cruel’ Georgc h Thomas, president; Adin
formance a\ later witnessed hts
Uncle Sam, drafted from Miss
and look back to the time I heard music as often is the case.
Annie Mank. Wadsworth street.
Church nigh: service will be onnt- { Hopkins, vice president; Oilbert Rockland 7. Lincoln 4
I monologue on how Jimmy Jones
Florence Molloy's dancing class, is
this famous Italian singer man ■
Thursday Club met at the home (ted next Thursday night in the abrerording secretary; and W.
Rockland's first and last innings studies geography. Richard Falla
• • • •
Ralph Slone io you.
years ago. It was in Boston, at the
of Mrs Edward T. Dornan. Prizes:sence of tlie Pastor
Of interest is the announcement
G. Williams, treasurer. Members of in a seven-stanza contest at Newtypical Western Union boy j
old Opera House, and the opera was that The Curtis String Quartet
“It All Came True a musical |
finance committee are Gilbert castle Thursday were sufficient to and jame« Hayes, on steady duty
at cards went to Mrs Orvel F Wil■
mermg satin and snappy shoe shak- "Lucia di Lammermoor ’ It was my | makes its Columbia debut in. a
liams. Mrs. William B D Grav and comed' romance with a grand cast La;,e chairman W. p. Williams give it a victory ever Lincoln Acad as the smooth-spoken
announcer,
•
.
..
, , ,
.
... „
; mg onto the stage when Alan Wilkie first opera and one of the mast magnificent performance of SmctMrs Arthur S Taylor The next!includtn6 Ann Sheridan Jeffrey and c w Bnbb. Jr.
emy. although outfielded and out- divided
his glories with Benedict
*
meeting will be held Friday after-j L>,nn _and. Humphrey Bogart, will
Directors wU1 meet hit. Hatch was the star of the ______ ________________________ did a tap dance in cute dress suit thrilling moments of my life, yet tana's Quartet No. 1 in E Minor
and the Ralph Stone-Gloria Studley through all the thrill I could see the (“Aus Meinem Leben"), recorded on
noon at Mrs. Weston Z. Young's play Sunday and Monday at the1 the first Wednesday of each month game, fanning 13 in seven innings
partnership stepped lively as Uncle incongruity
Comique
Theatre.
Today
there
is
between Tetrazzini Columbia Masterworks. Four 12Bryant led in the batting.
home. Fluker street.
Sam and Miss Liberty. Their cos <Luciai and John McCormack (Ed in. records with album. Set M-405
la double feature program: Wallace and other committees will be ap
The score:
tumes were gorgeous. For these gar), for Tetrazzini's plumpness, $6 00.
J Berry ln "Man from Dakota' and pointed at the next meetiwg to be Rockland High
Star Birthday Celebrated
June 5.
numbers. Mrs. Abbie Folland was Uiough carefully corseted, and evi
Orace Chapter. O.ES, observed | "Knights of the Range" w ith Rus- held
• • • •
^»b
r
bh
po
a
x
accompanist,
Father Cummings be- dent maturity, was ln startling con
the 37th anniversary of its organi- sell Hayden and Victor Jory.
From the facile pen of Alice Strong
Olover. 3b ...
4 2 I 3 2
Scout Badgt s Awarded
James Ilayes, busy “telling Hie | ing at the piano for all others.
zation Wednesday night about 75! The week of June 9-15 will be
trast to McCormacks youthfulness of Medford Hillside, Mass., comes
2
0
Eoy Scout Trcops 200 and 205 Bodman, c
world"
about Rockland laical.
Variety and to spare was apparent and boyish manner. I recall par this charming little poem:
members and guests partaking of Commencement Week. The Alumni
4
I
Small,
ss
.......
held a Court of Honor at the Mu
----- throughout. Tnere were even ‘n- ticularly one scene where Tetraz
CHILDREN AT DANDELION TIME
the delicious supper served under Banquet and meeting will be held
4
1
nicipal Offices Thursday night. The Page, rf ___
gathering gold where grasses
0 Dowling, advertising man who ex strumental offerings, trumpet solos zini perched on the edge of a chair They're
the chairmanship of Mrs. Marlon June 10. ot the Yacht Club
0
4
Wink,
ef
___
are new.
•
personnel was made up of commit
0 tolled local wares and sprung origi- j by James Hayes, whose membership as she sang, much like a pouter Nu-tgets all plain to the sight;
Grafton. Mrs. Dorothy Libby and' Prank A Winslow of Rockland,
McConchie.
If
4
1
teemen Percy R Keller and Wil
linking the stems and forming
1 nal wisecracks.
1 in the American Legion Drum and pigeon, while McCormack with his They re
Miss Helen Duncan. These members; associate editor of The Courier-Ca- liam Kelley, and assistant commis Chaples. lb
4
1 10
chains.
Comparing lengths with delight.
1
"Broadcasting"
was
as
shot
with
,
Bugle
Corps
puts
him
out
front
in
straight
young
figure
and
luscious
nnd guests, each in one of 12 groups zette gave a very interesting travel
3
Cates. 2b
sioner Hayden Wr.ght.
A toddler oo small to Join In the game
0 0 3 11 natural gifts as a Major Bowes Hour, the matter of community service young voice proclaimed undying L.
1
representing hts birthday month, talk of recent visits to places of inHamlin, p
making use of her tongue.
Merit
badges
were
awarded
to
Hls
flrst
selection
was
"Over
the
1
0
3
0
a
claim
which
would
brook
no
denial
love. Yet that memory fades as I In order to create dangling curls—
were led to the banquet hall in a ' tereat In several states and the
Drake, p ......
1
As
we did when very young
these Scouts in Troop 200: Arthur
_________ i after even a cursory consideration Waves" followed by “Drink To Me recall Tetrazzini's glorious voice,
processior headed by Mrs. Cora Provinces of Quebec and New
Ood. doubtless, had little children In
Leonard, carpentry; Andrew Stin
and
then
a
0
21
15
6
j
of
the
"amateurs."
Jeannette
Gardi
Only
With
Thine
Eyes
with its effortless coloratura, the
mind.
31
Knights, whose birthday fell on tha: Brunswick at the meeting of the
son, scholarship; Douglass Kelley,
When planning these blooms ot Spring.
ner, poised, serene and definitely march.
impeccable staccato, and the volume They
Lincoln Academy
date.
| Calender Club Wednesday night In
nourish batons, or so it seems.
chemistry jnd scholarship; William
In the finale, “Playmates" by the and beauty of her tones. It was ex And tender hearts gaily sing!
stage mannered, sang and encored
ab r bh po n
The table decorations, which were the Baptist vestry. Mrs Lloyd L.
Doucette, scholarship. These in
"Woodpecker Song” in tone assured entire company, the children of St citing. too, at that opera, for the
Incidentally I am grateful to Mrs.
4 1 3 0 0
I Bryant, cf......
arranged by Mrs Madolin Spear. I Sykes, president of the club, preTroop 205 to receive merit badges
and with bell-like clarity; seemed as Bernard's Parish sent across the “high-up" galleries were filled with Strong for tlie graceful little tribute
2 13
i Flye. c ............
were bouquets of forsythia between 1 sided. Tea. sandwiches and cakes
were Herbert Mann, civics, public
if she were literally born to the footlights into the minds of their Italians, shouting "Bravo!" and ap she pays to this column.
pale green candles. Birthday cakes: were served. M.ss Doris Ogier
per,on~ flpa,th and ‘ farm Hatch, p. ss ....
• • • •
boards. Playing Cornelia Otis Skin parents and public ■ the exultant plauding wildly. And it was lovely
'
Cl.adboiime,
rf
also helped add to the decorative 1 poured and was assisted in serving mechanics; George Tibbetts, phetoimpersonation,
ran
I
thought
that
a
singing,
frolickin
ner's
game.
Alfred
Noyes
was heard to say in
to
see
Tetrazzini
in
receiving
cur

’ Belknap. 11 ....
touch. Waitresses were Mrs Edna j by Mrs. Charles C. Wood. Mrs
tograpiiy, basketry; Stuart Mc
Vivian Falla through the gamut of youth is a happy, contented youth tain calls include young McCormack a lecture-recital given in tbe Unit
Jones.
If
...........
.
0
M. Young. Mrs. Emma Greenleaf. Sykes. Mrs. Joseph Regnler. Mis. J. Keon, woodworking, handicraft:
dramatic antics, revealing a wide —Democracy’s mightiest bulwark who was just beginning at that time ed States, "Poets have heard the
Brewer, lb
...... 2
Mrs. Bernice Knights. Mrs. Avis IG Hutchins and Mr.s. Sara R.
Hugh Hatch, woodworking; and
—by Kay to get his feet planted in the musi music of the poem ringing in their
range of mimicry power. .She even
!
House,
3b
......
Brazier and Mrs Doris Simmons. 1 Young.
Clifford Chatcr, basketry, swimears as thqy composed it. This
cal world.
i
Waltz.
2b.
ss
..
Following supper the meeting was
Annual YJH.U.A. Meeting
,nJn« and handicraft.
music led to choosing certain words
As
Is
true
of
all
great
figures,
!
Cowan,
p.
2b
held and the initiatory degrees were
and arrangements to express that
Dean Edward J. Allen of the ColIn addition these Scouts received i Clunie. 2o ___
many
stories
have
gathered
to
be

exemplified by Grace Chapter. Mrs.
lege of Arts and Sciences. University their Apprentio ratings in the new- 1 page If c____
come almast legends. One they tell music or rhythm. No poet wants
Gladys Burke, of Lakeview Chap
of Maine, was the speaker at the b' formed Sea Scout Patrol cf
of Tetrazzini 1 that at her debut, hts verse said like prase."
ter. Jefferson, and Mrs. Gertrude
annual meeting of the YMC A, held Trcop 2C0 The new Sea Scouts arp I
29 4 8 21 7 5
hist as she sang a run up to a high
Cate, of Olive Branch Chapter,
While Grange radio broadcasts
fl. tier dress caught on a nail on the
Wednesday night. His subject was Andrew Stinson, Douglas Kelley Rockland............ 3 0 0 1 1 0 2—7
Dresden Mills, acting as guest can
"Religion in the Modern World." an<i William Daucette.
Lincoln
0 1 2 0 0 0 1—4
stage and as she sang the high note, have been in vogue for several
didates.
Two-ba:.e hits, Glover, Small,
President George H. Thomas preshe stooped and unhooked the years and arc rapidly extending to
The worthy matron, Mrs. Laura
When Agnes Maude Royden,; Page. Five. Base on balls, off Drake
all parts of the United States,
sided.
flounce.
Libby, presented to the Chapter a
Tlie effect on the audience was something new in this line has re
Tliese directors were elected: A B British social worker and preach 1. off Hatch 1. Struck out. by Hatch
gavel with a silver band bearing the
tremendous. But, when tills con cently been staged in the form of
Stevenson, Jr.. George H. Thomas. er. became assistant minister at I 13.
inscription “Grace Chapter, 93.
-----------------tinued to happen at oilier perform Juvenile Grange broadcasts, with
George Boynton. Gilbert Laite. Wil the famous City Temple. London, in i
O.E.S. The presentation and ac
A provost ls a Scottish official
ances not only in New York but an entire program put on by these
liam Kelley, Dwight Lord. Henry- 1917 she became the first woman
ceptance by Mrs Blanche (Vose.
in England to occupy the pulpit of; similar in rank to an English mayor.
Noteworthy
elsewhere, it was obvious that this Grange youngsters.
were both made in rhyme, the verses
was a stage trick scarcely to be ap examples of such Juvenile programs
ship.’ and the leader Gwendolyn
having been cleverly written by Mrs.
proved on the basis of artistic con have been furnished in North Caro
Bai low. assisted by Barbara Sulli
Faye Stetson. Special guests were
victions. It is said that as an ac lina and in Massachusetts, and the
van. At 7 o'clock the Union Memo
members of Lakeside Chapter, Jef
Annual
tress she did not register so high. programs were not only so unique,
rial Service will be held, all patriotic
GRAPH.CS
ferson. and Olive Branch Chapter,
She had little sense of characteriza but so admirably presented, that
Manager’^ Drive
organizations
being
invited.
Tlie
Dresden Mills. Henry Bucklin, a
tion and operatic roles in general they called forth much praise.
speaker Is to be Rev. W F Brown
Probably many people will get
charter member, was also an honor
May 26-Junc 22
seemed to be merely dsess-up con more pleasure listening to a pro
of Camden, who will use as subject
/
THEATRE T ,
guest.
certs to her. She was one of the gram put on by the youngsters than
Camden
Tel 2579
Tlie Best in Entertainment
"Keeping America Free". Due to
stoutest of prima donnas and had almost anything adults could do.
In tlie Churches
the holiday there will be no prayer
SUNDAY-MONDAY. MAY 26-27
St. Bernard's Catholic Church. meeting Thursday.
First in the Big A-.M -I) Hits!
Mass at 8 and 10.46 a m.
Federated Church. Eunday School
Sheridan Swings and Sways in the Season's
St. John's Church. At 9 a. m„ at 9.45. worship at 11 o’clock. "Bot
"You Gotta-Go-See-It" Picture
Holy Eucharist.
tled Voices" is the subject of the
"IT ALL CAME TRLF."
ANN SIIE.RIOAN
JEFFREY LYNN
Hl MPUKEY BOGART
St. George's Church. Long Cove. talk to the children and for the
At 2.30 p. m„ Evensong.
Spencer Tracy, Peter Godfrey, Henry Travers
sermon the pastor has chosen the
TONIGHT (SATURDAY)
Baptist Church. Sunday School topic "Tlie Spirit of Memorial.' Mu
in "Edison, the Man”
The Greatest Bargain Program Ever Presented:
at 9.45, worship at 11. The subject sic will include the anthem "In
(.FT RICH NITE, $319—2 Drawings. Consolation Prizes
"Edison, the Man" is so insplraMetro-Goldwyn-Mnyer has built
of the children's story is "The Memory, by Holton. Pathfinders
ON THE. SCREEN
tional
that
one
feels
he
i.s
witnessing
a
gripping and entertaining story,
Church of Lights" and the sermon meet at 2 oclock in the Methodist
U Al.i A( E BEERY in “THE MAN FROM DAKOTA"
a
great
truth
and
yet
so
dramatic
Events
leave one breathless and
subject i.s "The Word Made Flesh. vestry. There will be a Union Memo
Zane Grey's "KNIGHTS OF THF. RANGE”
ADDED—NEW SERIAL— "THE SHADOW”
Christian Endeavor meets at 0 rial Service at the Baptist Church
and exciting that the spectator I the mere fun tioning of mechanical
o'clock, the topic "Quiet Leader at 7 o'clock.
wonders if this can be real life in- items in the picture keeps one on
stead of fiction.
the edge of his seat. To Director
It is real life, human drama such Clarence Brown and Producer John
as America loves. It is a document W. Considlne. Jr. go all the praise
.MAIN ST., COR. BEBCHWOODS ST.. ROUTE 1. THOMASTON
in a success story. And looming in the world for a great picture
All
accounts
due
Camden
Yacht
Building
The Home of Home Cooked Food
, above everything else is a character that will live in the minds of the
audience for years to come.—adv.
ization that is startling in its per
& Railway, Inc., must be paid at once, as the
Bread
Pies
Doughnuts
Pastry
fection. • That is the portrayal of
Receivership is in the process of final settle
Shark hides are used for shoes,
LOBSTER OUR SPECIALTY
Spencer Tracy as Edison. Had he luggage, belts, brief cases and
ment.
Don’t Fail To Try Our Italian Sandwich
never appeared on the screen be other products. After being dried,
We find folks come many miles for these especially made,
fore. this one role would have con the fins are shipped to the Orient
Camden Yacht Building & Railway, Inc.
absolutely delicious Italian Sandwiches
vinced the world that lie is one of as edible commodities. Tlie flesh
Gilbert Harmon, Itreeivrr.
But Dennis Morgan's girl Gloria Dickson, is also John Payne's girt, so
Open Every Night in Ihe Week Until 12 o’clock
the greatest actors of all time in Is converted Into fertilizer. Teeth this traffic ticket look like a case of rivalry in Warner’s "Tear Gas
63-65
.any field of histrionics.
have a market value as souvenirs. Squad.”- *
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Every-Other-Day

MRS. SUSIE SMALLEY
Mr.s. Susie E Smalley, resident
of Thomaston for many years, and
To the Other Auxiliaries
buried from the Davis parlors in
Thomaston last Sunday afternoon,
In This District the
was the wife of the late Wilmot A.
Coming Tuesday
Smalley who preceded his wife by a
few years. In 1931 they celebrated
The Woman's Auxiliary’ of St.
Employes of the Burpee Furni
Rev. and Mrs. Corwin H. Olds,
together
their 50th wedding anniver
i Peter's Church will entertain the
and son Anson, returned Thursday ture Company dined and made
sary
amid
the joy and congratula
j other auxiliaries from Brunswick to
from a 10-days' visit to Philadelphia merry at Rockledge Inn Thursday
tions of many friends. The Smal
Belfast next Tuesday.
and Washington. On the return night.
leys resided some 18 years in Thom
trip, Mr. Olds attended the aninual
Lunch will be served at noon in
aston proper, and over a long pe
By K. S. F.
conference of the Chaplains of the
At the Portland Country Club
riod their residence and 'hat of their
the undercroft, followed by a meetArmy of tlie United States in New next Friday night Mr, and Mrs.
parents had been in the St. George
j ing in the Tower room of the Com
Japan ls not able to feed her vicinity.
York.
Thomas H. Letson will entertain
munity Building.
*
horses enough rice and they are
for the bridal party of their daugh
Mrs. Smalley was the daughter cf
Mrs. Lucas and Mrs. Bull of Gar- suffering from the dreaded beriberi Rev. Jchn N. Brown and Zelma
Mrs. Edward P. Olover enter- ter Eleanor Elaine Letson, whose
' diner, Mrs. Beard of Bar Harbor. for tliat reason.
tained at luncheon Wednesday, j marriage to Hubert H Hauck, son 1
Yeaton Brown, Rev. Mr. Brown’s
Mrs. Sewall of Bath and Mrs. Daly
• • • •
honoring Mrs. Maude Clarke Oay of President and Mrs. Arthur A
ministry being recalled by older
. of Portland, all members of the Dioof Waldoboro, former president ot Hauck of the University of Maine,
Down in Guatemala they are residents of these and other parts.
i cesas Board of the Woman's Aux planning to have a rush of tourist |
the Maine Federation of Women’s takes place next Saturday. Among
jirsl preached for the Adventist
iliary will be guest speakers during traffic and they are busy with plans denomination and later for the
Clubs. The guests numbered eight, the guests will be Edward R Ladd,
jthe meeting.
all being former officers of Fed who is also to become a member of
to cope with the good prospects.
Methodists, and served various
j There will be a service of Even
eration.
President Hauck s family.
points in Maine.
song at 4 p. m. in the church at
Tlie service was conducted by
An excellent way to destroy mos
The Jolly J-H Club sponsored by
which time Father Kenyon will give quitoes is to take a few hot coals on Rev. Guy Wilson of Rockland. Hls
The Thursday Club met this week
Junior Women's Club, will hold a with Mrs Perley R. Damon, Jour
a few words of welcome and a short a shovel and burn some brown words were fitting to tlie memory
picnic Wednesday at the Sagamore neying for that purpose to the cosy
sermon. Tea will be served in the sugar over them in the rooms when of one whose years were extended
State Park in Camden,. Tlie group Damon home on the outskirts *of
Undercroft at 5 p. in. and the whole the pests are bothering II will do and useful to the end, being taken
will meet at 4.30 at the home of I Warren. Dinner and cards.
parish has been invited to meet the trick.
I from the scriptural expression "To
Mrs. Jane Hall, 30 Oak street. Tlie* (
| one of ripe years". The abundance
tlie guests.
• • • •
Mrs. Keryn ap Rice, fifth vice
group will liuve a food sale next j gtmong the passengers on yesterfashion'°f
beautiful flowers gave some ex
Pinafores are again in
president of the Diocese, ln charge
pression
of Ihe esteem tn which
Saturday at Senter Cranes.
I day afternoons incoming train was
not only for children but for misses
I of this district will be hostess in frem 12 to 20 years. They are made this good woman was held, and to
Glbert Patten, the well known CamMembers of Ralph Ulmer Aux den novelst arriving from New
| the absence of Mrs. Josephine Perry,
of sheer material and delight the her last resting place the hands
iliary US.W.V. will meet at Legion York for the summer.
of close neighbors and Intimate
I President of St. Peter's Auxiliary.
eye.
hall Sunday at 10 o'clock to attend
friends bore her away The bearers
The entertainment Ls in charge of
The Cauldrun Board
the Memorial service at the Metho
were Arthur Kalloch. Herbert New
a committee including: Mrs. Walter
Mrs. Evelyn Snow who spent the
Tlie annual edition of the Rock- Olds; ’'Cement,” Nathalie Edwards; ion the school faculty is indispensable
Out of simple events Is great
dist Church.
Winter tn Florida has returned land High School paper ’ Tlie Caul- "Squalls Over the Channel,” Robert | not cnly as instructor in Latin, but Ladd. Mrs. Arthur Wisner, Miss drama made. So it was with the bert. Fred Ames, Russell Hoffses.
Two brothers survive, Chas. A.
Margaret Buttomer. Mrs. Abbie Fol
home.
dron.” made its appearance Thurs- Brown; The Man Who Last His because of his willingness to par
first telephone message Rigged up Brown. Rumford and LePorest C.
Timothy E. McInnis announces
land. Mrs. Fiank McKinney, Mrs.
day and is a triumph from the Nerve," Mlllicent Oakes; "Home- ticipate in school activities, and his
between the rooms in which Alex Brown of Portland; four daughters
the engagement of hls daughter,
Mrs. Thomas Lee of Augusta and standpoint of literary and conimer- coming." Charles Libby.
almost uncanny ability in handling Alton Decrow and Mrs. Frank Hard ander Graham Bell und his assist
Mary Antonia to Paul Jerome Mrs. Francis Pierce of Lincoln are
nnd two sons with their respective
ing.
Tlie crop of poets included Eliza- them Pearl Leonard as editor-inant, Watson, were working, was au families Mrs Arthur Berry of Gar
Thayer of Boston. Tlie marriage guests of the Ernest C. Davises on flal effort and, it may fairly be
added, of Tlie Courier-Gazette's beth Lurvey. Betty Beach, Milllcent chief lias every reason to feel proud
exiieriinental telephone apparatus. diner. Mrs. George Bean, Mrs Mllwill take place June 24
Broadway.
press, work.
’ Oakes. Evelyn Bartlett, and Nathalie Of her accomplishment. The other EI'BERTI'S CLARK
One night Bell spilled some battery 1 died Achom, Mrs. Charles Morton,
Friends and relatives were sadmembers of "Tlie Cauldron" board
Tlie frontispiece is an excellent Edwards.
acid on ills trousers and called out. all of Rockland; Edward A. Smalley
Miss Effie L. Smith, Miss Carrie
I dened to learn of the death of EuMiss Mertie Young has returned portrait of Marguerite deRocheinont I Of course there are thP time- were:
"Watson, come here, I want you." of Vinalhaven and Howard G.
Smith and 'Arthur 8tnllh of Mal
from Boston.
Patricia Allen and Edwin Jones, bertus Clark which occurred at his Watson came not to a.ssLst tn res
to whom tlie edition is dedicated be- honored departments — Football,
den. Mass, were in the city for a
Smalley of Thomaston.
cause she has "patiently suffered Basketball, Baseball. Track, Hockey, advertising managers; Mary Cross, Spruce Head home last Sunday. Mr. cuing Bell's ruined suit, but to re
few days this week to attend the
Anderson Auxiliary. S.U.V.. is re with our trials and tribulations and Winter Sports, Humor. Theatricals, Business manager; Sylvia Hayes, Clark was born in BI George, June
port that tlie request hud carried
burial of their brother Edgar N. quested to meet at Orand Army
whose unbounded good will and and othar school activities. MLsslng girls’ individual writeups; Gordon 10. 1873, the son of Mary and An over the wire through tiie instru PORT CLYDE
Smith, formerly of Rcckland
hall. Sunday morning at -10 oclock loyal friendship we shall always re- only is that department devoted to! Burgess, boys’ individual writeups; drew J. Clark. Mr. Clark spent his ment and tlie teleplione had been
Mrs (Mary Gardner has returned
early life in St. Oeorge. He was
to attend Memorial services at the member.”
home after spending several weeks
Uie
old
grads
—
Alumni.
j
Perry
Howard.
J<
ke
editor.
Helvi
born.
Winslow-Holbrook Unit A;LA will
Methodist Church.
in Bangor.
Fallowing Ls a summary of the lit"The Cauldron" is profusely Ulus- Laitinen. literary editor; Wilbur married to Miss Oertrude Ewell of
meet Monday night al 7 30. The
Rockland and of this union two chil
Capt. and Mrs. Leland Hart of
-------r*
erary
contributions;
"Tlie
Begintrated
with
half-tone
cuts
and
the
Darr
and
Russell
Richardson,
circu"Darling, will you sail with ine on
annual election of officers will take
Mrs Frank Horeyseck gave a tea
dren were born, who survive him.
Thcmaston visited last Saturday
place; also election of delegates and Thursday afterncon, complimenting nlng—Not the End." Perry H How- Seniors go down to posterity with (ation managers; Nathalie Edwards, 1 Mrs. Clark died several years ago; the sea ol niairimony?"
with Mrs. Electa Hopkins.
activities;
Victoria
Anastasia.
She; "Yes. after you have made a (
alternates to the Department con her mother. Mrs E W Voter of ard; "Opportunities of a High School their "pictures in the paper ”
. they are Oeorge Clark of Holbrook.
Rev. Jchn Holman and family
Education.
”
Helen
Laitenen;
FareTlie
faculty
board
was
headed
by
i
sports
editor;
Barbara
Bodman
and
raft
of
money."
vention at Houlton In June.
Phillips. The guests were Mrs. well To Rockland," Jessie V. Albert W. McCarty, whose position ; Harry Graves, class editors.
: Mass., and Mrs. Alice Allard of
spent
last weekend in Somerville,
• • • •
Ernest Buswell, Mrs. William Elling
Spruce Head; one brother, Elmer
Mass.
Mr and Mrs. W A. Cooley and wood. M:s. Hertry Lurvey. Mrs
Pour works, widely divergent in
MLss Lenata Marshall has re
Tins organization has as its offi Clark of Malden. Mass.; and three
Mrs Henry Phillips of Malden,
Mrs. Israel Snow. Mrs. Elizabeth
style and of small dimensions, but turned heme after passing the win
Minnie Rogers, Mrs. Donald Karl.
grandchildren,
Aubrey
Clark
and
cers:
President,
Beatrice
Richards;
Mass, were overnight guests Wed
| eacli a masterpiece of its kind, con ter ln Portland.
Mrs Wilbur Cross and Mrs Lerov Benner and Hugh Benner are In
vice president , Mrs. Elizabeth Marie and Theodore Allard.
nesday of Mr. dnd Mrs. W W.
stituted last week's program of the |
Chatto. Observance was made of New York, where next Thursday j
Mr.
Clark
spent
several
years
ln
££££
Mrs. Ada Brennen recently spent
Smith; secretary. Miss Ruth Mil
Graves.
Mrs. Ellingwood s birthday anni- I ttoey will attend the Wedding of
| Boston Symphony Orchestra They ' a few days in Worcester, Mass.
National
City,
Calif.,
where
he
was
LIDA O CHAMPNEY
ler;
treasurer,
Mrs.
Bertrude
MoSnows
d.-nighter,
Bernadette,
Mrs.
were Berllcz's 'Overture to Ben- , Mr. and Mrs Romie K Newcomb
T Club met last night with Mrs. versary.
Correspondent
rong; work committee, Mrs. Clay superintendent of the National Park.
and John W. Griffin. Jr. They are
venuto Ctllini." the Fourth Syn-'
He
returned
to
Spruce
Head
five
of Skowhegan liave been guests of
Carl Chrlstofferson. the members
ton Smith. Mrs. Elizabeth Smith;
Dr William Ellingwood has been I also attending the World's Fair.
phony of Sibelius. Schubert's "Un Herman Simmon
years
ago.
Mr.
Clark
was
a
kind
presenting tlie hostess with a birth
sick
committee,
Mrs.
Doris
Graf

Tel. 2236 '• •
in Boston for a few days, attending !
------------------finished" and Strauss "Till Eu'.enMrs. Beats is a patient at Knox
day cake in honor nt her anniver a Massachusetts State meeting.
fam, Miss Helena Upham Meet- neighbor and friend, and was ad
APPRECIATIVE READERS
mired by all who knew him for his ' spiegel." What a glory of music is Hospital.
sary. Picnic supper preceded a
Mrs. Maurice Turner and infant tags will be held once in two weeks,
cheerful disposition, which gained incorporated Into these grand conMrs. Mary Wood, 84, of Augusta
social evening of sewing.
1 son have returned from Community 1 on Thursday nights, the next lrosMr and Mrs. E W Voter, of | Who Say They Find Sperial
him many friends, lie was a mem certs. And the* hall is always who had made her home with Mrs.
j Hospital to their home on West tes- to be Mrs. Rulli Erickson.
Phillips, returned home today after I Joy In Reading "Realm of
crowded.
Miss Pfarl Borgerson and sister a two weeks' visit at the home of J Music”
Electa Hcpkins the past four years,
; street.
Tlie members of the G. F. Bur- ber of the St. George Lodge of Odd
Fellows and the Rebekahs.
Mr.s. Florence Knowlton, returned their daughter, Mrs Frank Horey- ,
died recently after a short illness,
I The. annual Red Cross memberCo entertained their
And will someone tell us who Funeral services and burial were
today from Boston, where they visi seek, Amesbury street.
Wednesday night at a baked • Funeral services were held in the
Camden. May 23 'ship drive is now cn and it is urged
Union Church where an abundaiv e Wrote:
| in Augusta.
ted relatives for a few days.
that all who possibly can, contribute j bean suPPer a: the Firemen s hall
Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
of flowers and large attendance of "Who never lived ln Boston.
At the Advent Christian Church,
Mrs Herbert Black was hostess
The Realm of Music column towards this worthy cause. Arthur after which beano was enjoyed.
The ninth birthday of Miss
j Harry R Daniels, pastor, the hours'
Mrs Charles L. Veazie and friends spoke of the esteem in which Or was not In Boston born.
to X.CS. Club Thursday night at meets witli our heartiest approval K. Walker, local chairman will be
Marilyn Dudley, was fittingly ob an evening of needlework and re
he was held.
Becomes a butt, a tut-tut-tut,
of service tomorrow will be: At 10.30,
in every respect. Mrs Heistad gives glad to receive such contributions i ‘ “_U8h'CI ,Ma2 will leave Sunday
served recently at a party given at freshments. The meeting next week
A totem pole of scorn.
worship; 1145, Sunday School;
lor
a
week's
visit
to
the
New
York
APPEAL TO TIIE "DAUGHTERS" Though London ls un older town, C 30, l<oyal Workers; 7 30, evening
the home of her parents, Mr and will be held Friday night, with Mrs. such loyal supjxirt to local musi- or they may be left at The Studio Wm',<
I
clans,
especially
the
young
aspirGift
Shop
or
Rockport
Post
Office,
Tomorrow is Memorial Sunday, as More ancient Athens, still.
Mrs. Ralph Dudley. Talbot avenue. Pearl Jones, Thomaston.
service.
A union Memorial Day service will
ants. Her comments on conoei ts
a merry gathering was held
observed
by the Grand Army when The life of man since time began | Mid-week prayer service will be
The refreshment table was daintily
be held Sunday at 11 o'clock at
and
her
interviews
with
the
fa1
Thursday
night
at
the
heme
of
Mr.
j the organization was composed of Has grown toward Beacon Hill.
decorated in pink and white, with
held Wednesday at 7 30 Sunday
Mrs William Ellingwood has been
the Baptist Church with the pastor,
blending basket favors and two the guest of Mrs. Elmer Clements mous would do justice to tlie larg- ' and Mrs. Albert U. Rhodes, the Rev. C. Vaughn Overman deliver strong and brave men. Let every Let Boston go to France for clothes morning tlie pastor will give the
est of newspapers.
event honoring the 82d birthday an
lighted cakes. A happy time was in Winterport this week.
second in a series of sermons based
ing the message, using for his sub I Daughter of a Union Veteran unite To Court for savoir faire.
Possibly the greatest personal niversary of Mrs. Rhodes' grand
spent at games. Those present were
ject "Lest We Forget." Special ■ with the other patriotic orders and All roads to Rome are turning home cn the first three chapters of the
Mr, and Mrs. Ronald Clancy and benefit to us is frem lier cho.ce of father. Rev Perley Miller of Ten music will be furnished by the com attend divine worship at Piatt Me And end In Copley Square."
Evelyn Perry. Elizabeth Crozier.
Revelation, "The Message to the
• • • •
Mary Brewster. Margaret Hughes. son Carl of Dedham. Mass, have re items from magazines. Neither of ant's Harbor A picnic supper pre bined cholis of the two churches. morial Method-st Church. Let us
Chuich of Ephesus '’ Sunday night
Betty Pendleton, Joan Pierre, Da turned home, after a few days' visit us find, or take time to go to the ceded an evening of much merri Members cf Fred A Norwood, W. procjnim our love and gratitude to
Wife: "Did you have a good rest tlie meditation will be on the sub
Library very often and cannot af ment and the presentation of many
vid Bartlett, Rusty Sleeper. Caro with relatives here.
R C. veterans of all wars. Sons of those who on the field of battle pre at the lake, dearest, and have a ject, “Pardon."
ford musical magazines so we ap- gifts to the guest of honor, who
line Chisholm. Barbara Goldsmith.
chance to get away from the
Union Veterans and Boy Scouts, served to us, this united nation.
Members of Junior Harmony reciate "keeping up ' by having tlie was greeted on his arrival by "Happy
Gladly let us respond to tlie plead world?"
Dawn Low, Marion Tracy, Al.ce
will attend in a body. At 12 noon
CLARK ISLAND
Club, held a jolly meeting Thursday choosing done for us. W’e compare Birthday to You" sung by hts two
Withee and Lee Dudley.
"Oh, yes, immensely; there are
will be the Church school and at ings of the Orand Anny, cease our
Mrs. William Savage and dauglinight, at tlie home of Miss Betsy it in a musical way to the Readers' year old great - granddaughter, 6 p. m. the meeting of the Chris- i1»bors ®"d sports, devoting °"e d“y' three
•’<»»<« «"»' a
lers nnd Mrs Ravmond Ludwig of
Cooper
Reports<were
given
and
Digest.
I
Judith
Rhodes.
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in
tlie
Reasonably priced yet intensely
tian Endeavor with Miss Mary
D3y M“y ’°*
miles away.”
Ro kland were callers Sunday on
The little poems seem like the' guests were Mrs. Mayme Carroll,
practical gifts of electrical home federation plans completed. Re
Hauktns
tn rb.ru
. evening
rvmtnu serv
s.rv- "’em ory of our victorious dead;
. . . .
I .____ „
-----------------Hawkins In
charge;
Mr. and Mrs John D. Caven.
equipment ure available ln very wide freshments were served at the con “A-men" of the music columnist and oldest daughter of Mr. Miller, an- ice and sacrament of the Lord’s strew flowers of spring on their
It
Ls
hard
to
realize
tiie
wonders
|
M
r.
and
Mrs.
Albert Seavey of
honored resting places, not forget
assortment at the Central Maine clusion of this program: Piano solo, are missed when not there May the other daughter Mrs. Leola Walden Supper at 7 p. m.
of
tlie
human
rye.
Scientists
have
(xing
Cove
were
visitors
Wednesday
Power Co. store in the Thorndike "Alia Marcia" Rogrs, Elaine Glen column conlinu? to exist In Mrs. and her daughter Pearl of Camden.
At the Methodist Church Sunday ting those who lost their lives said that the eye distinguishes at the home of Mrs. Seavey’s pardenning;
current
events,
Evelyn
Helstad's
capable
hands.
Just
as
It
his
sister.
Mrs.
Abbie
Richardson
Hotel Building. Make tlie home
tlie 11 o'clock service will be omit neatli Die ocean's wave.
Sjnn.OTX) color shades What can ell(X \jr alld Mrs p,.|,.r McCourtle.
Huward and Edna Rollins
and her daughter Mr.s. Evelyn Mclet us enll-t tlie interest and co
work easier and the home folks Clark; vocal solo, 'Woodpeckers is.
ted, due to union Memorial Day
one think of lids pronouncement? I John Meehan * Son s quarry is
Song,"
Lazzaro,
Georgia
Stevens;
Kusic
of
Rockland,
Rev
and
Mrs
happier. Gifts daintily wrapped
service at tlie Baptist Church. All operation of the school children in
• • • •
' operating five days a week.
Lobby Ls derived from the Latin Miller, Mr and Mrs Albert Rhodes
the observance cf this day that they
57-S-63 violin solo, "Old Folks at Home,"
Punctuality
Ls
ttip
stern
virtue
of
Miss Elizabeth Monaghan of
Pester, Lillian Johnson; piano solo, word meaning covered portico fit and daughter Judith.
may Join in tlie tribute to the mem
"Serenade,"
Schubert,
Sylvia for walking Legislative lobbies in-; *T1,e Knox county circuit League
ory of our Fathers: "Soft tliey slum real men ot business and the grace- Thomaston visited friends here
Adams, and singing of the Junior's elude all these persons who. not sit- ,nel Wednesday night at the Metliber, past forever earthly care." ful courtesy of llm.se who would be Wednesday.
SUN.-MON.-TUES.
Just and worthy
' Waller Wrbel of Alfred was guest
Marching Song by members. Betty ting in Congress, nevertheless fre- )xUsl oivurcli with about 8ft present,
Theirs a sacred trust.
ENTERTAINMENT
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•
•
•
i last weekend of Mr and Mrs. James
Holmes and Sylvia Adams weTe ac quent the halls adjacent to tlie two j A program furnished by the local
Eliza Plummer,
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on
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was
Caven.
companists,
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happy
hour
closing
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order
to
influence
legLsEpworth
League
consisted
of
selecD U V Press Correspondent.
THRILLS TO TOP
Mrs. Dorothy Seeger and children
with a real ''sing.'’
between tlie Corinthians and Corlation.
| lions by the Junior choir; playlet,
HIS GREATEST!
Robert and Margaret are visiting
"It is More Blessed to Give Than to
Mixed Asters. Mi ed Stocks. Mixed
other services for the day will bi cyreanx about 66.TUC
SPtNtM
Mixed Petunias, Rosy
iu New Jersey.
1 Baked and fried chicken, also hot j
Receive." enacted by MLss Helena Snapdragon,
as usual.
Morn Petunias, 35e doz.; Salvia. 35c
chicken short cake. May 30 and
Mrs Jessie Williams visited Wed
?nd
40c
doz.:
White Alyssum. 25c
Tjie American Feline Society de
Upham. Miss Carolyn Burns, Ern
doz ; Mixed Z nniis. Mi«-ed Calcnclares
tliat
tlie
cut
<
not
The
Black
nesday
with Mr and Mrs Frank
every Sunday, all Summer, at :
est Crockett and Orris Burns, Jr; cliil». Ilarinonv Marigolds. Scotch
Tlie title of provast is also given
Mixed Oo ble Pinks, 35c doz.; Ruf
Cati Ls the most abused and tlie Kerswell and Mr and Mrs. Percy
Blake's Farm Rockville. Tel. 383-2 '
reading. Miss Helena Upham. At fled
to
the
principals
of
certain
English
Mixed Sweet Peas. 25c doz. •
least understood of all the domestic Jonc« of Wiley s Corner,
for reservations.
Mis. Elizabeth |
the election of officers. Ernest Crystal Hairy Lobelia. IPe clump, or colleges.
3 (lumps for 25c; Clump Yellow
animals. Evidently tlie A. F S. lias 1 Jolin Williams of Camden passed
Crockett.
62-64
Crockett was chosen president. Re AlvsMim. 15c and 20c each; Double
Frai;rant Hardy P nks 15 and
been studying the poor neglected last weekend with ills grundlatlier
freshments and games rounded out Mixed
20 each; Mixed Gladiolus Bulbs, 5
cats that are left to starve at win- John R Williams
for 25c; Pot tin ' Soil, 40c peck.
a
successful
evening.
Sizes 5, 6, fi'i Only
Sunday and Monday
ter homes in the South and summer i Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Hanson of
VKSETABLL PLANTS
Mr. and Mrs. C. W White of Mor
One Tan, size 5; 5.98 value;
homes in ihe Nm tli.
j Long Cove and Mr. and Mrs. Eric
WILLIAM HOLDEN
rill were callers Wednesday at tlie
F/irly Golden Acre Cabbage, 25c
now
. ...........
S.7.98
BONITA GRANVILLE
rer do/ or 51.00 |H*r 100; Late Cab
* ’ • •
I Thorbjornson of Tenants Harbor
home of Mr. and Mrs. Albert U. bage,
40c ter 100; Red Cabba"’*. 25c
JUDITH BARRETT
One Green, size 5; 7.98 value;
Human qualities are what are were guests Sunday of Mr. and Mrs.
doz. or 51.00 per ’00; Tom?to Plants,
Rhodes.
now
.............. ................
4.98
in
Sweet Peppers. Bill for pickles. 35c
more needed in governpient pos- Call Mulinstrom.
Extensive alterations and im doz ; Brocio’i. Lett me. 25c doz.;
"THOSE WERE THE DAYS”
sibly than anything else Perplex-1____________
One Powder Blue, size 5;
Parslev.
35c
doz
;
Sage.
5c
each
or
provements are being made on the
doz..; Celery, 25c dc-' ; Yellow3.98 store in tlie Masonic Block which is 50c
Children's Mat. Monday 4 P. M.
Hies are not the worst enemy. If | "a weak mind." said the great
6.98 value; now
Corn I cent each or 75c per 100;
Cucumber^, 25c doz : Squash. 35c
by hard work one can reach a goal l ord Chesterfield, "is like u uucroOne Tweed, size 6'-; 5.98
to be occupied by Walter E. Car- doz.; Bird Houses and Trellis, from
that can be visioned, one strives scope, which magnifies trifling
85c
to
52.25
ea
h;
Sheen
Dressing.
3.00
T
uesday
W
ednesday
roll. The front part Ls being fitted 4 lbs. 25c; Bone Meal, 3 lbs. 25c;
value; now
With
for it with Joyous determination things, but cannot receive great
up
for
his
ice
cream
and
soda
trade
To
ba*
co
dust.
10c
per
lb.;
Lime.
2c
IVNNC
One Navy, size 6*i; 6.98
i,iuua,cn...rMNOKTi
and
lax best efforts to win out. ones.'
per lb.; Peat Moss, 4 lbs. 25c.
JOHNSON • OVERMAN
and back of that will be a large,
ENJOY THE COMFORT
4.98
value; now
emits
cent
No orders t ken out of town for
OF
OUR
light and airy pool room. Still far less
COIURN.LOCKHART
than $1 00 and po.tage must ac*
One Rose, size 6'»; 6.98
yond strength and possibilities
H.ary
fella
company orders.
MODERN
3.98 ther back, will be accommodations
tazytzs . BitttaiT
value; now
then and then alone is government
ies. 25c rer ba knt; Dahlias.
for the Masonic Club, which lias 35cPan
EQUIPMENT
<loz.; Bleeding Heart. 75c. $1.00
in danger from tlie isms.
One
Tan
with
Green
Trim

Plus Latest News Events
recently been organized, with these each; Pink Spiiea. 50( large clump;
And Expert Workmanship
• • • •
Madonna L’lies 3»c-50c each; l.ad.v’s
mings, size 6’,4; 6.98 value;
“INFORMATION PLEASE"
Individual
Hair
Styling
officers: President, Ouy Annis;
Slipper. 40c e ch; Canterbury Bells.
Pupils of
(Ml MUM • I* NR • (M MCUM
A
little
girl
sitting in church
now
...................................
(®8
15c.
2
for
25c;
l.up
n.
25c-35c-50c
vice president. Clarence Collamore;
Permanents, Shampoos,
Last Times Today
per clump; White Violets. 15c-20cMRS. RUTII SANBORN
watching a wedding, suddenly ex
EDDIE CANTOR in
secretary
and
treasurer,
Maurice
25c;
Ceiise
Phlox,
35c*50c;
Geran

All Coats Have Hats to Match
Manicures
TODAY
At
claimed: "Mummy, has the lady
"FORTY LITTLE MOTHERS”
Miller. Mr. Carroll, who for the past iums, different prices.
Zane Grey’s
changed her mind?"
Universalut Vestry
, several years has been coducting a
“LIGHT OF THE WESTERN
"Why, what do you mean?" the
successful business in tlie Gushee
STARS”
mother atked.
Wednesday Evg.-, May 29
building,
will
move
to
liLs
’
www
quar

with VICTOR JORY
"Why,” rt plied the child, "she
7.45 P. M.
ROCKLAND, ME.
ters, tlie first of the coming week
73 PARK ST..
TEL. 1078
went
up
the
aisle
with
one
man.
Ample
Parking
Space
I Mrs. Dorothy Crockett entertained
Admission 25 Cents
9 LIMEROCK ST., ROCKLAND ! the newly organized Methodist
TEL. 671-J
and came back with another."—
Shows: Mat. 2: Evg. 6 45 and S.45
63869
Continuous Saturday 2.15 to 10.45
Michigan Christian Advocate.
sunriav Mai 1— luvllaht Time
I Junior Ladies' Aid Thursday nigllt.
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“THE CAULDRON^ A FINE SCHOOL PAPER
j

St. Peter’s To Be Host

This And That

. Students Of Rockland High Prove “Tops”
With Current Edition, Which Has Many
Interesting Departments

FI

ROCKPORT

PLANT LOVERS,

ATTENTION!

TRACY

COAT SALE

Saturday, May 25

Students’ Recital

Strand^.

Crockett’s
Baby Shop

EDWIN A. DEAN

PAYSONS’
BEAUTY SALON
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who spoke from her standpoint of playing sweet true voices with prom
supervisor of the class. She said ise of further development.
Mr. Knowlton's voice ls one that
ln her visits to the class to super
Twenty Pupils Of Local
These Records May Be
vise, she found much to give her should develop with continued
Project, Directed By Miss Joy—the interest taken by the
Heard At Maine Music
study, as already he has a pleasing j
McLaughlin Give
Co., Rockland
pupils themselves and the fine quality of tone and musical grasp.
training being given by Miss Mc- Three points are distinctly notice
Notable Program
The first three pieces this week arc
------Laughlin which is adding enrich- able in Miss McLaughlin s singers
from Decca Records Inc. They are
A demonstration of one of the ment t0 many llves Thp prog,.am.
good tone quality, fine diction, and well dOne lvs most of the Decca
most worthwhile projects in the , Chorus—The Heaven* Resound.
What our lightkeepers and
Be'thoven1 excfdent stage presence. These, it products are and show fine quality
present administration was given |
eoastguardsmrn are doing to
Joy.
Cpurceli nla> be sa‘d' are tllree P°lnls which 0( recording
. _
,
Chorus Passing By,
protect coastwise shipping by
at Community Building Wednesday
Green Cathedral,
Hahn help make a successful singer.
' Where Was I," recorded by Jan
da.v and by night. The day’a
night when the Federal Singing Soprani Pace/p'/e from "Fur,aMcKee , Mr Young s piano solo was very Savitt ls a g00d treatment of a
news from many lonely out
Destlno.''
posts along Maine's waterfront.
Class, a unit of many similar or- J Mrs del
Lillian Jov e, (sung ln l aii*u)d' WeU done' and the aud‘encP wo,lld popular piece. The vocal chorus Is
have wished to hear a second selec sung by Allan De Witt and .follows
ganizations all over the United 1 Duet Solenne In quest'ora iSwear
ln this Hour) from "Forza
PORTLAND HEAD
States, presented a program under
del Destiny (In Itallani.
Verdi tion from this gifted young man.
the sinoolh, rhythm perfectly. The
Byron Knowlton tenor
One of the most delightful things record is treated in a slow, consisDisagreeable easterly winds and tlie direction of its gifted leader and
William T Smith Jr baritone
fog keeps many hovering around instructor. Miss Lotte McLaughlin. I Chorus> Swctu* I(in Ls tin).
Gounod about the entire concert was its in- tent rhythm that ls carried in an
the fire
tv
., tTower
._______Room
_______ .____ _____________ . I_
6o>° >’>' Mia* McLaughlin
formality—it was like a "big family,'' underbeat
The
where the concert j Soprano
Song of the open
Frank LaForge as Miss McLaughlin herselt ex"The Breeze And I,'' is another
Mr. and Mrs Robert Sterling Jr was hpld had a capacity audience,
MU* McLaughlin
pressed it. Everyone seemed to be Jimmy iDorscy hit and one for
Plano solo—Moonlight Sons. a.
whose
members
gave
enthusiastic
of Portland were dinner guets of
Beethoven
having a grand good time, and this which he deserves real credit. He
Russell Young
their parents at the light Tuesday and appreciative attention. Twenty
Baritone-Within
The-e
6arretl
feeling conveyed itself to the au swings this with a strange under
pupils
of
the
class
reported
for
the
Halls from •Marie Flute' Mozart
evening
dience who entered into the spirit beat throughout the piece lessening
Capt Rice
concert, thetr poise and careful stage
Arfthur Harlow and Weston
...
,j Soprano—Obstlnatlon (In French.,
...
.
•
a
... r,
j presence adding no small imporFontenallles whole-heartedly. One cannot say only when Bob Eberly takes the
Wentworth of South Portland .
.
...
1
| tance to the program, which opened Baritone -mu* v'Ee”'"
Fox too much of Miss McLaughlin in vocal chorus. Tlie rhythm of this
called Sunday on F O. Hilt..
—
....
..
.to show
.
Roger Perry
this work she is doing. With hrr ls the low sway’ing beat of muted
with a_ ----routine
of. vocalises
W C. Dow of Portland was con- a bit of the actual studv pursuit in Duet—Baearolle trom "Tales of
Hoffman"
Offenbach fine background of study, experience brass and tom-toms.
.
. . lined In his home by illness last
Mrs Joyce, soprano
and natural talent, she ts capable
Third on our list of Decca favo
Here is Capt. Archibald's famous eld twin stark Silver Star—75 gross tons, 73.5 feet long, 14.7 beam. t.6
Mrs Adelie Lundell con, ralto
week Mr. Dow ls out again and
wuh Capt Rwyn Rice as master
(sung In French!
of giving intelligent and inspiring rites this week ls an old piece which
deep, and of 40 horsepower. She was built in 1886 In Brewer, and following her local service ferried passen.
-----------------------Baritone—Trade Winds.
Keel
gees and freight out of Belfast for the Pendletons and finally served as a towboat. In my younger days ljP,aJr*d gUe&tJ , the^Ligtit recent.y accom- | of ceremonjes Mayor Edward R
direction, and such direction is re has received a new life by the radio
Mr Smith
Tenor Aie Marla (In Latin), Schubert flected in the splendid work being
many hours aboard the rotting hulk as it lav alongside the old Tremont on the bank near the Eastern dock in panied by Mrs. Dow
'
|
Veazie
was
introduced.
Mayor
favorite Bob Crosby. This dis: is
Mr Knowlton
Belfast. When the big fiU was made west of lhe wharf I am told thr remnants of both steamers and of the
Mrs. William Clarke of South Veazie stressed the importance of Chorus Gloria from "Twelfth _........ done by the class members. In com- i "Sympathy. and has taken on a
little lug Walter Ross built in 1867) were buried. Photo presented by Mrs. Adelbert M. Clark.
Mass' Un Latin)
Mozart
Portland was a caller Sunday on the this nation-wide program ln music Chorus—Now the Day Is Over. Barnby , bination with her capability Miss ' prw term of life In our opinion
.line and the steamer to Captain ber and the only time one of his • Hilts.
No 48
instruction and participation and
Accompaniments for "Sanctus" McLaughlin sown gTacious charm,, r is even better than when recordThr second and concluding in- Starrett who still carries on the boats ever struck, he was below
Henry Crowley of U S Coast saying that tt was particularly fit- and "Trade Winds' were played understanding, and radiant per- ed originally.
decks, and then the ship was only' Guard Statio?. Cape Elizabeth vtsi- j ting to have such an activity in by Mrs. Berry, and for the "Gloria'' i sonality. play no small part in her i Victor gives us a couple of swell
st ailment of the colorful life story business,
scratched
ot Capt Isaac Edson Archibald of
....
ted Wednesday at Portland.
Rockland whose musical background by Mr. Young All other numbers j success. She ls indeed, a beloved 1 numbers this week Tlie flrst of
A tale is told of a mid Winter
Thomaston is presented today In The important angles in Capt
is
filled with notable figures some had Miss McLaughlin as accompan figure in her group, and that she . these is Dorsey's treatment of "It's
Thanks, Keeper and Mrs. Colcseveral succeeding issues will appear Archibald s busy career have been rescue of two frozen men off Seguin man for the card sent F O Hill, i°i whom have gone into the out- ist. and it is not amiss to mention is held ln appreciation is evident ' a Lovely Day Tomorrow," and the
steamboats which he owned and covered thus far but In addition he after they had spent all night in a It tra.'elled at leisure making stops side musical world to win success that her beautiful touch and sym- from the tributes one heard from ' other is his "You re lonely And
operated.
owned and operated a number ol disabled power boat; of the cap at Marine Hcspital. U. S Coast "I am convinced that no musical pathetic shading added greatly to
sides.
! I'm Lonely." These are a pair of
It Ls not in the blood of Ed other well known steamboats. For ture of a stolen yacht with the two Guard Station Cape Elizabeth and Project in the State of Maine is so' the program.It Is a particular joy
Echoing Mayor Veazie s words. It i new Irving Beilin lovelies from
Archibald to remain quiet more instance he owned the steam thieves off Portland; of the rescue Lighthcu.se Depot. South Portland , privileged in leadership as is Rock-; to have her play herown accom-;ls doubtful if any other musical j "Louisiana Purchase" that are
than a matter of minutes, so two smacks Adeline and Sadie and of a fishing schooner from total finally arriving at Portland Head land." said Mayor Veazie. and then ] paniment as she sings, and her par-j project in the State of Maine is so j given a medium tempo sweet swing
days alter he quit as master of Mon- Emma. He owned the well known destruction on storm dashed ledges
Buried at present in sheets and contlnued to pay a graceful tribute ticipation in the program in con j privileged in its leader as is Rock- ride. (The maestro's famous slipbegan he and Johnnie Wardwell. steamer Rockland and ran her by the steamer Rockland; of the
tributing a solo and "pinch-hitting' land.
j horn provides the introductions to
sheets
of paper and we don’t mean to Miss McLaughlin
Cobb-Butler's ace designer, were some time on a Wiscasset to Bath miraculous stunt of taking the
-By
Oladys
Heistad
Capt.
Rice
himself
gave
a
brief
for
the
“
Sanctus
”
solo
was
most
I both)
Frank Sinatra voices a
mebby. Keepers and their families
hard at work on plans lor the new route as well as a Wiscasset Booth-! Mineola out of untenable Bar Har1 chorus of each, with the Dorsey enwill surely agree
Quote Now outline of project as a part of the gratifying, her beautiful voice with
steamer.
May
Archer.
Soon bay run. afterward taken over by J bor in a roaring northeast snow
government adult education pro its charm and sincerity weaving the GLENMERE
! semble kicking out for the finish.
launched from the local yard. Capt. steamer Winter Harbor. He owned j storm with every buoy iced, every ain't it the truth?"
gram.
a
project
that
“
hits
the
tar(The recording job is superb.)
spell
she
has
always
held
for
heri
Miss
Irene
E.
Bond
of
Milton.
Riding along Ocean road last
Archibald took his new boat. and operated the steamer Stockton, mark obliterated and Frenchmans
get." He also touched upon the I hearers
From RCAs Bluebird collection
Mass.,
whose
engagement
was
re
(named by Lhe way for his loyal better known as the M 8c M famed Bay frozen solid only to appear two , Monda > morning we came to a
I
’
"...
niM«in»
knnf
uhrr.
lon
*
wdstence
in
European
counWhile
each
number
merits
special
oently
announced
to
John
M
Blv
wc
two records
The
and keenly interested helpmate, to
the bitter Penobscot River rate days later in Rockland with all
of government sponsorship of mention,
space does no. permit. J F^lXer Ma2 wa tendered firstselect
of these
is servedfor
by review.
Glen M.Uthe Portsmouth-Isle of Shoales run war
He ran her from Bath to hands well and a full freight load j repeatedly to drink in the wonder.
.
I F
|«i nu luier, xasi. »as itnoerea
ful air and view Uie scenery Many music thus enablin8 outstanding j One must, however, speak of the a miscellaneous shower last Sat- I or and is April Played the tFtddle."
off the New Hampshire coast.
Seguinlar.d and later dismantled called lor and delivered, with the were enjoying their lunch on the :alpnt t0
developed which other- ' fine choral work, good balance in urday at the home of Mrs Burton This tune 1s a romantic ballad and
Tne energetic captain saw good her placing the engine ln the new boat given up lor lost. This was
rocks We also noticed the dirt they *is* might Iip dormant or unrecog- tone careful attack, and attention A. Bond in Watertown. Mass. She carries its amount of rhythm with
possibilities lor his able new boat steamer May Archer and selling the before the days of telephones on ice
left behind as they journeyed from nized
Capt Rice' t00' pald elo’ to shading. Excellent diction was was the recipient of many beauti- grace
in thc erection of thc huge Island hull to the Littlehale Grain interests bound Swans Island, and there the spot that was immaculate when quent tributp ,o Mlss McLaughlin ] also displayed, this point being no- ful gifts and about 25 friends atNext from Blurbird comes “Just
Inn at Mor.hegan in 1907 and car- here. A special pet of Mrs. Archi- Capt Archibald found shelter in they arrived It is great to have and thp work and time she spends tlceable in all the solo work.1 tended the shower
Miss Bond A-Whintlin and A-Whittlin’" by
ried all the materials to the island bald was the smart little steamer Old Harbor, having smelled his way
Dinah Shore and her band. This
access to such a place Why not wltb the group' both individually ! vhether in English. Latin. French spends vacations here
and established a run from Booth- Juie. one time yacht of the famous thither by the uncanny sixth sense
1 or Italian. Two of the soloists were
Mrs. Irene W. Bond celebiated is a novelty song but is exceptionally
bay to Monhegan This did not fill l actress Julia Marlow and ope ated of marine direction, gained in those p p kppp 11 p,ean and dump no rub- ant) as a group.
Another speaker of the evening | particularly appealing in then , her 88th birthday Friday at a ‘•mall "attractive in arrangement. Dinah s
a full day for the able May Archer as an extra boat, calling at many tough and rugged fishing days of |
around,
was Mrs. Faith G Berry, one of youth—Miss Rice and Mr Perry’, party at the home of hei son in voice is at its best in this waxing so thc Wiley captain took the mail Oeorge., River small ports such as his youth
Rockland’s best known musicians. each of these young singers dis- Milton. Mass
adv.*
• • • •
BE MORE CHARITABLE
lroin Thomaston to the island free, Martins Point. Friendship, Port
aiid swiftly built up a good freight Clyde, to Round Pond
Today Ed. Archibald, past three Editor of The Courier-Gazette;—
Often wc hear it said regarding
ar.d passenger business as well. Next it is not generally known that score and ten is the same rugged
year, the mail went on contract to while operating the May Archer, individualist, and time rests light- gifts of charity to the under prlvtMonhegan direct from Thomaston Captain Archibald yielded to temp- ly on hisbroad shoulders. He can leged—"What's the use to give them
instead of via round about Booth- tation and took over management no more sit idly by and “take It anything; theydon't appreciate an)*
bay and Yankee good sense had of the promising but highly unstable easy" today than he could in his! Kcod thing. Tne nice clothing will
sored again. During this time and poorly equipped Maine Coast twenties. To be sure. when he be soiled, the food will be wasted,
May Archer saw considerable winter Line He took the decrepit freight-[stepped from the wheelhouse of the etc.”
These thoughts come to me. Do
service filling in on the Rockland-| ers
Mohawk.
and
Massasolt. i Douglass, he was. characteristically,
Northeast harbor run when the putting them into reasonable con- ' done with the sea he has loved with we appreciate our gifts—the gifts of
(astern hauled Westport and dition and added the freighter City 1 a life's devotion He let his master s Intellect. Do we use it to delevop
Southport off their routes. Shortly of Philadelphia There was plenty papers lapse and he has never an- lhe Mthest Ideals and ideas, or do
after, unmectable Inspection re- of business but the company had swered the call from that day to' wp sometimes allow our thoughts to
quirements dealt May Archer a fatal I no < ocks. no equipment, could buv this. But characteristic too is his dr°P ,0 J *ow Planeblow as far as localservice was con- no dependable ships and stood on labor filled life ashore, for he has ’ Wht. Do we consciously observe
cerned. the same too rigorous re a shaky financial foundation. These built by the same energetic drive &eau,}'? The gift of hearing Do we
quirements that drove Belfast and facts led Captain Archibald to turn i and good use of grey matter, a vig- j Usten t0 unkuld remarks about our
Camden from our Gulf of Maine, down the offer of permanent man- orous thriving lumber ar.d building] fellow men? The 8*ft of speech,
use this Pr'celess 8if 1
8iv*
yet allows them to sail the savage agement and return to his own ship [ materials business with a big yard 1)0
Cape Judith route as th?y do today He has served as master on several In Thomaston, a mill adjacent to Pleasure t0 others, to encourage an
enroute from Provluence to New- other ships, though not as owner, his comfortable home, and timber uplift?
Oould not our Heavenly Father
York By a stiange quirk of fate among them Oov. Bodwell Aucocis- lands hither and yon Lumbering
Justly say—"They do not appreci
I
operations
were
in
progress
TUesMay Archer was sold for the Block co and Sebascodegan
ate these gifts." They soil them
Whlle willing enough to talk ol day at Jefferson and in full characIsland run passing ln the shadow
with base use. they do not take care
of ever-treacherous Cape "Judy" the grand old steamboat days and ter was Captain Archibald's comof them and make the most and
and Monhegan was owned ‘by the the prowess of Capt Oscar Crockett, ment. ln rpite of the fact that he
best of them?”
same interests when destroyed at Capt Ed Rawley. Capt Benjamin had been actively supervising the
Let us be more charitable to those
Dunton
and
others.
Capt
Archibald
busy
yard
crew
—
"We
re
sawing
up
Providence in the recent hurricane.
' | who through Ignorance Ill-use ma
■"o meet the new requirements it closes up Uke the proverbial clam there today, I suppose I should be
Tha Style Hit o#
terial things.
L. N. D.
was necessary for Capt. Archibald when pressed for his own deeds of there."
to secure a much smaller steamer so valor, and when faced with them This is my picture of Isaac Ed
I on Highar-Fritad Co«
found Only i Chavrote* <
the able but not too handsome Gov from the lips of shipmates, proceeds son Archibald, master of steam,
Douglass made her appearance on to minimize their importance, yet lumber operator, gentleman and
I in tha A»>
thc Georges River and a few years tn all hts adventurous career he
Supramai land,
later Captain Archibald sold the never lost a passenger or crew mem-
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Joanna H. Evans. Wiscasset, and
Rcckwocd N. Berry. Livermore
Falls, have been awarded the Danfcr'h Foundation summer fellow
ship awards. Dean Arthur L. Deer
ing cf thc College of Agriculture,
University of Maine, announced
this week. The award consists of
a two-weeks course at a large feed
and cereal products mill in St.
Louis, and two weeks at a leader
ship training camp on Lake Michi
gan. Both s.udents are Juniors in
the Crllegc of Agriculture.
Fxttnsion of war to the Nether
lands and Belgium threatens an im
portant market fcr United States
agricultural products and an im
portant source of supply for the
United Kingdom. Both the Neth
erlands and Belgium havc been
among important export outlets for
American agricultural products To
gether they took about 10" of Unit
ed States agricultural exports to
all countries. In 1939 they consti
tuted. respectively, the fourth and
sixth most important outlets for
United Stttes agricultural exports.
Seed specialists at the New York
S.S. Merryeoneag is presented as she appeared when first owned by t'apt. Archibald. The golden eagle State Experiment Station, who have
frem which she got her name is plainly seen atop the pilot house. She was later housed in forward and the btten trying out vitamin Bl and cer
tain deck houses lengthened to fit her for the exposed Portland-Rockland run and to provide more freight tam p.ant hormones on various
rapacity. She was 165 gross tons, 95.8 fret long, ZZj bram and 8.9 deep. Well powered, Merryeoneag was able agricultural seeds, report that the
differences between hormone-treat
and a good revenue producer. Following service with Car' iin Archibald she plaved a prominent part in the
ed and untreated seeds are insig
Penobscot River rate war, and ended her days with the Casco Bay Lines, serving on the Portland-Gurnet
nificant so far as any increase in
Bridge route, finally burning to the water’s edge at "Thc Bridge." Photo by R. L. Graham.
germination of thc seed or increased

GROSS NECK
Mr. and Mrs. Pearl Simmons and
family have moved from North
Waldcboro and are occupying part
of tlie house owned by Mr Sim
mons' father. Frank Simmons.
Mr and Mrs Reginald Monahan
and three children of the village
spent an evening recently with Mr
* Mrs. Clarence
—
_.
.
.
and
Richards.
Mi

and Mrs. Frank Simmoru,

vigor in the seedlings are concerned.
have been recent North Waldoboro Mr. and Mrs. Charles Collamore of They did observe, however, a
visitors
I Friendship spent an evening re- marked increase in the amount of
j »
o
„, ecntly with Mr. and Mrs. Melvin mcldy seed where these materials
Mr. and Mrs. Sidney Rines cf n.nthnp_
were used. In the opinion of the
Whitefield, N. H. visited the past i
station seed specialists, the use of
week with Mrs. Rines brother.
Mr. and Mrs Sylvester Simmons prove(j see(j treatment designed to
Harry W. Creamer.
I of Bath have^been recent guests^ of, prevent smut infection of the seedplants wm
immenseiy mOre
Mrs. Ernest Bearce and daughter bls patents, Mr. and Mrs. Harvey
Nobleboro have been recent J Simmons.
effective in producing more and
Mr and Mrs Woodrow Simmons larger plants than will the use of
Suesto of Mr and Mrs. Harvey
Simmons.
returned Sunday to Bangor where plant hormones and related subj stanoro
Mr i«id Mrs Pearl Delano and he has employment
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